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Folk songs of the Visakha Tribes 

(Bagatha, Konda dora, Konda Kammari, Valmiki) 

 
The stars are dancing in the sky, (KÇ°H›ø° `Íe"Ë) 

But none is there to see and enjoy; (KÇ¶Ì‹"Œ~¡° …è~¡°) 

The stars are smiling in the sky, ("³<³ß `Íe^ù) 

But none is there to share their smiles; (P_Í"Œ~¡° …è~¡°) 

The star-lit night of Suritipalli (KÇ°H›ø ‹¬°i\÷„¬eÁ) 

Goes barren and looks desolate, (KÇ¶_ÈQ®Á |†Ç°°) 

The starry night of Vedurupalli, ("³<³ß "³^Î°~¡°„¬eÁ) 

Sans young play-mates and partners (P_ÈQ®Á |†Ç°°) 

 
The agriculture in Visakha manyam do not pick up. The soil 

erosion on the hill slopes is casting down gravel into the field. The 

harvest is not enough to meet the growing demands. This imbalance is 

telling upon the artistic talents of the tribes here.  Their natural temptation 

for the letting loose of emotions through fine arts is beginning to dwindle. 

 
The spring season commences in mid April and the first rains fall 

then in Visakha manyam.  It is the month of itim and all farm-operations 

start at that time.  In Lanjeti and Baisagi months, the hill tops and the 

slopes are ploughed, seeds are sown and the wet lands are traus planted 

with the paddy seedlings. When aviti month is near, turmeric and long 

pepper are sown.  From saviti and palakala till Sivaratri, it is all fog and 

mists everywhere, covering even the house tops.  Dearth of logs as fire-

wood does not allow friends to light bonfires in the central patch of the 

village to warm themselves by sitting near.  The main occupation of the 

tribes in February lies in digging for turmeric and pepper longum, 

collecting hill brooms and wandering far and wide to cut and gather 

kopiri straw for roofing.  Never free they are, it is only during itim 
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festival, the tribes enjoy themselves a brief interlude of entertainment. In 

every village, youth are eager to learn and enact portions on mythological 

plays of Oriya and Telugu languages.  They then wear glittering finery, 

flashy attire, and coats of beads, flashy crowns and broad swords.  Some 

practice an Orian art-form called Chodi.  They feel that the native songs 

are obscene, propagate epic dramas.  There is however some hesistancy, 

an attitude of passing the buck and a kind of child-like excuses in their 

remarks while being asked to participate in a dance, drama or song.  They 

say in a tone of escapism “let the Malas sing,” “there is no orchestra and I 

can’t get my dance right.” No wonder, some of their “play” grounds look 

empty.  All the same, one can see groups of growing girls playing the 

swing on the way side which is supported by a bamboo post against a 

tree. 

 
A swing we have arranged and worshipped you as god,  

(F......... L†Ç¶¼x "Í‹²<Œ=ò Ð ^Í=ô_Èx "³òH÷ø<Œ=ò) 

We worshipped you as god of Veerammoru,  

(^Í=ô_Èx "³òH÷ø<Œ=ò Ð ^Í= ^Î°~¡¾=ò c~¡=ü~¡°) 

And raised our voice with litting tones,  

(F... LO_ LO_~¡ ‡_ÈƒÕQ® Ð L`Çë"³°Ø# =°# Z°Q®°) 

Our song resounds in Kicku Sala Lanka,  

(H÷H÷ø‹¬ OH›…Õ# Ð H÷<³ß~¡ =°# Z°Q®°) 

As we sing and dance hand in hand,  

(ª…Zuë ‡_ÈƒÕQ® Ð ‹¬=~¡"³°Ø# =°# Z°Q®°) 

How beautiful and pleasant it looks;  

(P"Í‹² ‡_ÈƒÕQ® Ð JO^Î"³°Ø# =°# Z°Q®°) 

Our art in the festival and refrain,  

We shall display with festive songs and dance in the beautiful 

Nandapuram  
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(JO^Î"³°Ø# #O Î̂„¬ô~¡=ò Ð #Ok†Ç¶@…ÿ†Ç¶_=^¥íO) 

We shall perform our balles and return.  

(f†Ç°Q®°=°à_ f‹²=^¥íO - =°ˆ×Ã¤Q®°=°à_ =°~¡e=^¥íO)  

 
Nandipuram was the erstwhile capital of Jeypore estate.  All dances 

and songs were dedicated to the rulers of that estate. The songsters clear 

their throats to commence the song, after they set the swing and pay 

obeisance to the Almighty.  

v 

In the following song, a woman who has come of age laments 

about her adolescent husband who does not know how to react to her 

overtures. 

 
How lecherously you behaved in Barupalli plains  

(ZO`Ç Ç̀°…ÿÁ"ù ‹¬¶ä›½~¡° ƒç>ÿ“"Ë Ð ƒì~¡°„¬eÁ~¡ |†Ç°°g°^Î) 

Before a host of girls and libidos youth  

(ƒì~¡°„¬eÁ~¡ |†Ç°°g° Î̂ Ð ƒì~¡°fió~¡ |O Ç̀°°Á) 

If you like me so much, my dear young man,  

(<Œg°^Î~¡ ^Î†Ç°°O`³ Ð ^Î|Ä„¬î=ô |O`Ç°°Á) 

Make with dabba flowers a garland for me,  

(<Œg°^Î~¡ zO`Ç°O>ÿ Ð zO`Ç„¬î=ô |O`Ç°°Á) 

If you love me so much, drown me with garlands;  

As maidens in tears of joy sweetly talk,  

(H›<³ß"Œ_È°~¡ P_³=¶@° Ð H›ˆ×ÃÁ hˆ×ÃÁ~¡ XeH÷#@°“°) 

There is not a youth alas! To chop the trunk,  

With his sharp-edged axe and subdue their temper;  
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(H›<³ß=¶q°_ H›ã~¡^¥†³° Ð "Œ_…èx~¡ Qù_ÈÛ…ì†³°) 

My eyes, my looks, my mind are filled with him,  

("Œ_ g°^Î~¡ ãÀ„=°…ì†³° Ð H›ã~¡q~¡z~¡ H›#°ßw\Õ) 

Let him harness me with his furtive looks, 

Though dumb as a milk-man, our looks are tied strong;  

(QùÁ"Œ_È°~¡ P_Í=¶@° Ð Q®°ˆ×¤À„~¡°~¡ ä›½ki#@°“°) 

On withered tree it rained enough to sprout,  

("³¶i "Œi~¡ Q®O`Ç"³#°H› Ð "³¶‚¬ì"³°uë~¡ "Œ#Q®°iÌ‹) 

You are drenched in the rain, so am I, my dear,  

(h=ô Ç̀_†Ç°Q® <Í#° `Ç_†Ç° Ð „¬~òg°^Î~¡ |@“̀ Ç_Ì‹) 

See how my mantles are wet, how exposed,  

(„¬~òg°^Î~¡ |@“`Ç_Ì‹ Ð „¬_È°KÇ°^¥##° Uq° KÍ`Ç°) 

Young as I am how can I hide my bosom? 

Look at me, see my plight and tell me what to do;  

(KÇOH›H÷O^Î~¡ |@“ `Ç_Ì‹ Ð KÍ_³̂ ¥#~¡ Uq° À‹ Ç̀°) 

How long I can forbear the stings of Cupid?  

(ƒç=°à H÷O Î̂~¡ ƒç@°“ Ç̀_Ì‹ Ð ƒç>ÿ“̂ ¥#~¡ Uq° À‹ Ç̀°) 

 
It’s just the age of flowering and of fruiting,  

(Hê‹²„¬îÌ‹ H›<³ß=†Ç°‹¬°, F†Ç°=°à…ì~¡, Hê†Ç°…è#° H›#ß"Œ~¡) 

But how can I dare them, tell me my woman? 

My thoughts are flying fast in the vast sky, (PH›ª# |O_X~¡°Q®°, F†Ç°=°à…ì~¡) 

What can I do to stop them, speak, O, woman, (Hê†Ç°…è#° H›#ß"Œ~¡) 

Look at the seven parrots sitting on (zO`Œ°~¡ zQ®°~¡° g°^Î) 

The tender leaves of Chintaluru tree; (z°H›…è_È°~¡ ä›_È°Hù#°) 

As the green parrot has come up in age, („¬KÇóz°H›ä›½ =„¬ô~ŒQ®) 

Adorn her will with fragrant, mango leaves, (H›„¬C_È#ß~¡ "³òQ®e ö~ä›½) 

With the gold flower petals of Salur  
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(JyxHùO_È "³òyeö~ä›½ Ð ª¶i~Œ ‹¬OÌ„OQ® "³òQ®¾) 

The hot sun bow-beats, so come to the shade,  

(ª¶i~Œ ‹¬OÌ„OQ® "³òQ®¾ Ð ª=_H÷~Œ Z^Î°ï~O_È) 

The poor insect in dust narrates her woes,  

(^Î¶o#°#ß ^Î¶„¬ô~¡°Q®° Ð ^Î°—Y`Ë=° K³„¬C„¬ô~¡°Q®°) 

The young boy in the cart shows you the path,  

(|O_…Õx~¡ ƒì„¬ô~¡°Q®° Ð |`Ç°ä›½`Ë=° K³„¬C„¬ô~¡°Q®°) 

The traditional beggars come with heir bedecked bulls, (Q®Oyï~_ÈÁ"Œ_È°~ŒQ®) 

I shall go to the front door and give them alms, (Q®=x`Íe <Í<Í‡é^Î°) 

And see the feats of bulls performed in the street;  

(„¬Á„¬=°à g ̂Î°…Õ#, Q®}Q®}=°x Q®O@"³¶`Ç) 

The budabukkala man with his little drum comes,  

(|¶_È°|°_È°H›"Œ_È°~ŒQ®, ƒ’¶q°`Íe <Í<Í‡é^Î°) 

I can’t be in my bounds, hear me, dear women; 

As you should leave us one day or other, (‡é†³°^¥#=ô ‡é^Î°=ôQêx) 

Forget not, girl, to leave behind, your graces,  

(‡é†³°^¥#=ô ‡é Î̂°=ôQêx - ‡éeH›° LOz‡Ú=òà) 

Go as you please but leave behind your traces.  

("³ˆÜ¤^¥#=ô "³̂ ×Ã^Î°=ôQêx - "Í_È°H›° LOz‡Ú=òà) 

 
In marriages, men are older and women younger.  Some time it is 

the girl who is older than her spouse. It may be so because they want to 

continue the relationship.  In the above song, a wife who is in her full 

bloom laments about her innocent husband who is younger. 

 
Many handsome men engage a girl, who is well-versed in dance 

and song, in sweet intoxicating talk. The sweet fragrance from the 

screwpine and champak buds makes her neither sit nor stand.  The 

parents hesitate to give her away to anyone in haste.  So, negotaus for the 
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wedding continue for long time. Time passes by with these kinds of 

oscillations and bargainings. 

 
For hunting tigers they reached their resort,  

(„¬î‹¬‡@#ß° „¬ô}¼=°O`Ç°° Ð „¬ôeL#ßHË#Oä›½ "Í@ïHˆìÁ~Ë) 

They killed a tiger and bet for its nails,  

(„¬ôeKÇO„² „¬ôeQË~¡° E[=°_ Û̈~¡° Ð E[„¬ôHù"³°àH÷ø ~Œ["Í°…è~¡°) 

They won the bet and ruled the country vast,  

The prince was crowned and he married Rambha,  

(~Œ[„¬ô Hù"³°àH÷ø ~¡Oƒ’ Ì„O_¨Á_È° Ð P ~¡Oƒ’H›_È°„¬ô# ƒç=°à„¬ô\÷“k) 

And to Rambha was born a pretty daughter, 

To marry her, came the Bobbili princes, (ƒç=°àïHá=zói ƒçaÄe ^ù~¡°) 

But the king on her side refused to give (W=°àO>è D†Ç°~¡° D ~ŒKÇ"Œ~¡°) 

The “bride price sixty and voli thirty,” (Pe J~¡=~ò¼ Fe =ò„¬æ~ò¼) 

And for the bride a flower-bordered sari, (ƒç=°àä›½ ƒç=°àOKÇ° p~¡Hê"Œe) 

And matching the jacket, a diamond necklace,  

(p~¡ä›½ z°ä›½Á ~¡qH› Hê"Œe - ~¡qH›ä›½ Ç̀Q®¾\÷“ ~¡̀ ŒßÀ„~¡°) 

Give us cash to get diamond necklace made,  

(À„~¡°ä›½ Ì„>ÿ“_ ªÚ=òàHê"Œe Ð ªÚ=òàä›½ `Çy#\÷“ ‰Õƒÿ=ˆ×Ã¤) 

 

 

And equal to each cosmetic item one cosmetic powder,  

(= ×̂Ã¤ä›½ =_ Û̈k „¬‹¬°„¬ôHê"Œe) 

And oil best to mix with turmeric powder. („¬‹¬°„¬ôä›½ „¬Á„¬ô#¶<³ Hê"Œe)  

 
Though one hears this song in the plains, its preamble and the 

conclusion are definitely tribes in origin.  The animosities and rivalries of 

Poosapati and Bobbili royal families continued for generations together.  

Using his own native artistic devices, the tribes, who composed the above 
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song, imagines that a prince lost his kingdom while gambling; staking the 

claw of a tiger which he had hunted down.  The groom’s party battles for 

a girl and the bride’s party obstinately insists in not giving her and both 

fight for prestige.  These are usual in royal families.  At a certain stage 

the royal priests mediate.  Negotiations come to a conclusion and it will 

be fixed that the groom’s party should pay sixty rupees for the wife and 

thirty as bridal price. 

  
It is a part of Kalinga cosmetic culture to apply turmeric paste to a 

girl’s face. Vaddadi Madugula is a commercial outlet for all the 

commodities of manyam and the round-shaped turmeric of the Visakha 

manyam is a shade yellower, when compared with the turmeric grown 

elsewhere.  

 
The dola oil drawn out of nepala bushes, which is used by the 

tribes of Visakha manyam, is not crystal clear.  It is a little bit muddy and 

smells strong.  So they try to bring gingelly oil from the coastal Andhra. 

 
The nauseating odours of these dola oils, the sweating bodies, the 

morsels of tobacco in the mouth, the repulsive smell of toddy-leftovers 

and the overall-scene thereof has to be set aside to appreciate the natural 

beauty of the tribal styles.  The woman’s hair-do made into a cone-shaped 

bum, the champak flowers that adorn the bun, the fine-boarded and 

peacock-coloured saree going right beneath her hair – do, the way she 

wears it round her neck, her dancing curves while she carries a head load, 

the silk sari that reveals her body shape – all these put together make the 

scene splendidly artistic.  Indeed even diamond necklaces are utterly 

useless when they are put against the graceful beauty of tribal life.  

 
It is pity indeed to find such tribes women suffering for no fault of 

them.  The fault lies with the elders, their stubbornness, foolhardiness and 

obstinacy.  A maiden who always sings and dances merrily like the 
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straight beautiful bamboo tree dancing in the wind producing music in the 

spring season.  (=‹¬O`Ç ‹¬Ow`Ç=¶#°) Another dansel is also like a field with 

ripe crop. (h\÷ q~¡°Q®°_È°=¶#°) Another virgin looks like Lakshmi who is 

likened to a tamarind tree. (zóq° Q® zO`Ç=¶#°) Even such merry girls are 

fated to suffer and live with a man of two wives.  Their fate is described 

in the following song:  

 
The hut is small but two door-ways it has, (Q®°`ÇëO„¬ô Q®°_Ì‹ä›½ ï~O_È° Q®°=¶à°) 

The man who dwells in that hut has two wives,  

(Q®°}"³°Ø# „¬ô~¡°+¬µ_H÷ W Î̂í~¡=°à°) 

He sheltered two wives and outside he slept, (W Î̂í~¡ä›½ KË\÷zó „¬OKÇ|_È°~Œ[) 

The man who slept outside was bitten by snake,  

(„¬OKÇ…Õ ~ŒAä›½ ‡=ò ä›½\÷“O^Ë) 

The man who slept in the backyard, you know, 

Was haunted by mosquitoes through out the night  

(^ù_Û…Õ ~ŒAä›½ ^Ë=°ä›½\÷“O^Ë...)  

 
“A hut shall not have two door ways.” So goes a popular saying.  

The harm, the hut with two door-ways causes, is not to our context.  But 

if a man has two wives, it is well known that he would play one against 

the other and there are regular squabbles in the house. 

 
To have two wives was to have status great, 

And to maintain a concubine, luxurious; 

 
This lord in the meanwhile went to the fair,  

(JO`Ç…Õ P~ŒA ‹¬O`ÇïHˆì¤_Ë Ð ‹¬O`Ç…Õ XH›ªx `ÇQ®°°„¬_¨Û^Ë) 

The lord in the fair came across a prostitute, 

To her he bought Nandapuri green sari,  

(‹¬O Ç̀…Õ ªxH÷p~¡Qù<Œß_Ë Ð ªxH›xHù<Œß_Ë #O Î̂„¬ôip~¡) 
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To his wife at home he bought a cheap sari, 

Gold bangles he bought for the prostitute, 

But to his wife he bought lean, black mud-bangles,  

(WO\÷ W…ìÁeHùH›ø L…ÿÁQù<Œß_Ë Ð ªxH›x Hù<Œß_Ë ‹¬#ßQêA°) 

And to his concubine built he a big house.  

(WO\÷ W…ìÁeH÷ D<³QêA° Ð ªx`Ë ‹¬~¡ªxH÷ KÇH›øx "Í°_È  

(#Áª=°OH›ä›½ <³=°e „²@“° <³=ôQù#°) 

(#_„² "Œ_È°~¡ <³á#ƒì|° - ªx"Œ_È…ÿ Hù°=ô…ì†³°) 

(ªx‡„¬~¡ KÇH›ø<³á`Í - WO\÷ W…ìÁ° „¬ôeƒì|°) 

(LeÁ„¬î=ô K³Á<³á`Í - =°…ÿÁ"³òQ®¾° ƒÕ° ƒì|°) 

 
It is honour for a man to go for cock-fighting, with a barber 

carrying his cock and a washer man holding an umbrella over him. 

 
 

On the festive day of Sankranti, dear,  

(‹¬Oä›½~Œui „¬O_È°Q®<Œ_È° - ‹¬~¡°|°~¡° KÍ‹¬°Hùx) 

I got myself ready to go for cock-fight;  

I hid a cock under my armpit safe, (KÇOH›xO_È Ì„@°“Hùx - `Ç„¬æ^Î#°ä›½O\÷<Í) 

And to the place of cock-fight went and bet,  

I lost the game to the bold fighter-cock, (F_‡éu"Í HË_ <ŒHË_ Ð „¬îHË_ <Œ HË_) 

The money I got I lost to the other man,  

A pudding-like cock too, I lost, I lost;  

(ƒç_È°Û#°#ß =ò…ÿÁ‡é†³° Ð _È°Û=O\÷ HË_‡é†³°) 

The house I own I lost in the cock-fight,  

(HË_‡é~ò#"Œ_ ~ò°Á Ð HùÁ‡é†³° ^³á==¶) 

Akin to death is losing house in betting;  

My cock, my cock, my grand cock is defeated.  

(HË_<ŒHË_ F_‡éu"Í Ð „¬îHË_ <Œ HË_) 
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If the man is defeated in the fight and loses his cock as well as 

money, he will be thrown out by his paramour.  Crest-fallen as he is, he 

roams about in the streets as a vagabond till time lets him meet his 

faithful wife. 

 
He spends his days here and there as a vagabond, 

But see how he feels clipped off from his wife?  

(PQê…ì†³° "Í°Qê…ì†³° Ð Peg°^Î À„=°…ì†³°) 

His mind is dragged towards her when it’s night,  

(WO\÷ W…ìÁeg° Î̂ À„=°„¬ô\÷“O^Ë) 

The trees and birds by nature are in sleep, (=$HÆê° „¬ä›Æ½° „¬_È°ä›½#ß "Íˆ×) 

When it’s time for mothers to be in child-bed, („¬‹²„¬ô~¡°\ì° „²Áä›½ ‡eKÇ°ó"Íˆ×) 

And to suckle their babes, he goes like a cat (Q®„¬CQ®„¬C# "³o¤ - Q®_È„¬Ì„áxKÇ°) 

And stands at the threshold like an accused, 

“You aren’t a stranger; you’re my aunt’s daughter,  

(J~¡\÷„¬î=ô=O\÷ J Ç̀ëä› Ç̀°~¡) 

I like you as I like a plantain bud, 

I shall bow to you, dear, please open the door, (B Î̂ "³òä›½ø Î̂° Ç̀°„¬ôf†Ç°=°à) 

I shall salute your feet, please open the door.”  

“You are a modugu flower, I know it, ("³¶^Î°Q®°„¬î=ô=O\÷ =°Q®"Œ_È=ô h=ô) 

Don’t look at my house, but leave me at once.”  

(=òY=ò KÇ¶„¬ä›½O_È =°o¤‡é~Œ[ Ð W°Á̀ Ç¶~¡ä›½O_È "³o¤‡é~Œ[) 

 
The flowers of a mango or plantain do not look charming and 

beautiful.  But the mango flower becomes a coveted mango fruit.  The 

plantain flower is a good vegetable, renowned as Hanumantha-pagada 

giving divine seeds to the Pandavas.  Union with one’s wife is like these 

flowers.  It may lack the passion that a paramour exudes but the life with 

wife is verily bliss indeed! 
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The forest flower, moduga, is a thing of beauty but it is devoid of 

scent.  So says a wife scornfully, “you are a fool who cannot value the 

true love of a chaste wife.” 

 
Her parents and brothers do not look her up, after a girl is married.  

Her husband is occupied with his business affairs and his strange bad 

habits.  As a result, every one is indifferent to the joys of a newly wedded 

life. 

 
He loaded bags of cereals on his bullocks (Z^Î°íg°^Î~¡ ‹¬AûQ®\÷“) 

And started from the village to sell his goods, (ZH›ø_³H›ø_ ƒè~¡Qê_È°) 

Not near but at distant Dorakonda fair:  

( Î̂=ôÞHê^Ë~ò ^¥~¡HùO_È Ð ^¥~¡HùO_È~¡ _Í~¡Qê_È°) 

 
He measured the grain with the bushel brought from east,  

(`Ç¶~¡°„¬ô# ä›½OKÇ=ò`³zó Ð `Ç¶Qùz# ƒè~¡Qê_È°) 

He sold his grain with bushel brought from west,  

(„¬_È=°\÷k~¡ ä›½OKÇ=ò ³̀zó Ð ‡~¡Qùez# ƒè~¡Qê_È°) 

False measures he used in selling his grain,  

(zQ®°~¡°° zO Ç̀Hê_È - z Ç̀°ë…ì@…Õ ‡Ú Î̂°í‡é†³°) 

He drank and gambled and with vagrant train danced,  

Slowly the sun set in and darkness downed,  

Let it be night but my bullock is lost  

(‡Ú Î̂°í‡é ³̀~¡ ‡Ú~òkQêx - ‡Ú Î̂°í"³O@~¡ Z Î̂°í‡é†³°) 

Along with the bullock, the grain is lost,  

(Z Î̂°í‡é ³̀~¡ ‡Ú~òkQêx - Z Î̂°í "³O@~¡ ‹¬[û‡é†³°) 

Along with grain the cash I got is lost, (_È|°Ä‡é ³̀~¡ ‡Ú~òkQêx) 

Along with cash my dwelling house is lost, (_È|°Ä"³O@~¡ W…ÿÁ‡é†³°) 

Though all my belongings are one by one lost, (W°Á‡é`³ ‡é~òkQêx) 
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I wouldn’t have cared and minded for the loss, 

But pity, it is, I have lost my dear wife. (W°Á"³O@ W…ìÁ…ÿ‡é†³°)  

 
Kuncham and manugu in the song are some Indian measures, now 

obsolete.  One Kuncham in the manyam is equal to one and a half in the 

plains.  The same is the fate of the tribal manugu.  Thus goes the fraud in 

measures in the trade with the gullible tribes. The money gained in such 

transactions is gambled away by our traders of Darakonda.  All kinds of 

gambling and matka have spread even to the remotest roadsides of 

manyam.  Darakonda is the only market-outlet for the sundry producers 

from Gurtedu, Pathakota, Gummirevula etc villages. A gambler petty 

merchant who is immersed in the game had lost his ox, his wares, money, 

home, wife and all in the game.  

 
By selling leaves, nuts, berries, all and sundry, (ä›~¡q°à <Œ~¡q°à)  

He made a little money with great difficulty, 

He bought for me a sari but in vain,  

(HùO_È‹¬O`Ç =°O_È°=…Õ# - Hù<Œß_È†Ç¶¼ "³òQ®¾p~¡) 

He didn’t allow me to wear the sari, (H›@“x=Þ_È° Ì„@“x=Þ_È°) 

So I for safety kept it in a box, (Ì„@“…Õ# „¬_È"ÍÌ‹) 

But rats had nibbled it and moths smacked it,  

(p_³xß ä›_È°Hùx - p~¡O`Ç K³ÁHùiïH) 

And left behind no traces of the sari, 

If in-laws see, they will rage on me like fire,  

(J`³ëKÇ¶Ì‹ë x`³ë‡é~¡° - =¶=°KÇ¶À‹ë Jy¾x„¬C) 

If my young brother-in-law comes to know, (=°O Î̂#°#ß =°ik‡é~¡°) 

What he would do, I …………………… 

 
Fairs and weekly markets are held on the road side in the Godavari 

districts.  In the absence of an efficient transport system, the local tribes 
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themselves take to retail trading in commodities.  There are such fairs in 

the hills twenty to twenty five kms interior from the main thorough fares.  

They are held in the remote places like Maddigaruvu enroute 

Gangarajumadugula and Kilamkota and Bandratiputta, upwards of 

Kimudupalli and Gomangi in the Seekari region.  Prices are sky-high in 

such markets and an item is to be purchased after hard bargaining. A 

woman who buys a saree after a lot of bargaining bemoans her misfortune 

of not being able to wear the saree.  Her man is a miser.  He stands no 

fun.  He does not like merry-making.  The in-laws always torment her.  

Her husband’s younger brother is a nuisance.  At last, she succumbs to 

this younger brother who is of her age. 

 
Come and rescue me O Lachamiah! (KÇ°ó=°†Ç°¼ ~¡zóOKÇ~¡ =°i^Ë Ð KÇ°ó=°†Ç°¼) 

My dearest younger brother-in-law comes,  

Behind the house there stands a green tall tree; (WO>ÿ#Hê XH› „¬KÇóx=¶#°) 

Cut down its branches two and make two holes,  

(„¬KÇóx=¶#°ä›½ ï~O_È°~Œ@° #~¡°ä›½) 

Cut and prepare two rafters too, besides, (~Œ@KŒ@° ï~O_È°|_`Ç° #~¡°ä›½) 

Erect a scaffold with the poles and rafters,  

(P |_`ÇKŒ@° ï~O_È°|°~¡°A°"Í†³¶) 

And put up a small canopy o’er it, (P |°~¡°AÌ„á<Œ ï~O_È°_Í~Œ° Q®@°“) 

For I shall come and join you and share your bed; (P _Í~ŒÌ„á# <Í#° =ªë =°i^Ë) 

Then you can spring on and can swing on,  

(L†Ç¶¼|O_ Tï~_ÈÁ|O_ Ð KÇ°ó=°†Ç°¼) 

Come on and put your seven bags weight on me,  

("³†Ç°¼~¡|~¡°=ô †Í°_È°|ªë|~¡°=ô KÇ°ó=°†Ç°¼) 

And drive with force the double bullock cart.  

(`Ë~¡|O_ Ð *Õ_³_ÈÁ|O_ KÇ°ó=°†Ç°¼) 
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The woman and her husband’s younger brother, who set out from 

home, turn themselves into a cart and its load. 

 
Our Ramanna has gone to plough the dry land, (~Œ=°#ß "³ˆìÁ_È° ö~=ˆ×¤ Î̂°ä›½ø) 

And Laxmana has gone for hunting birds, (ä›½=°#ß "³ˆìÁ_È° „²@“"Í@ä›½) 

A bird is caught in the trap fixed on stones, (~Œ#° KÍ„¬\÷“ ~Œ°=_ƒÕ‹¬°) 

And one bird standing was shot at in its chest, (ä›ä›½#ß„²@“ä›½ Q®°O_³`ÇQ®…è‹¬°) 

The bird that flew away was shot in its wing; (‡i# „²@“ä›½ „¬H›ø`Çy…è‹¬°) 

He picked up the two birds and homeward went, (D „²@“ P „²@“ ä›½^Î°>è‹²<Œ_¨) 

Bhima went home and called his sister-in-law, (c=ò_È° J„¬C_È° WO\÷HùKŒó_Ë) 

And gave the birds to her to make good curry; (=k#~Ë F†Ç°=°à „²@“O^Î"Œ) 

“If I receive the birds, your brother scolds me” (<Í#O^Î°ä›½O>è#° h†Ç°#ß u\Õ“) 

Though she said so, she took the birds from his hands;  

(J…ìöQ †Ç¶=k# „²@“Ok^ù) 

“You have the birds I brought, my dear vadina, sister in-law 

Now I beseech you to give me some water” („²@“Ok#^¥# ho¤†Çò¼ =k#) 

“I do give you water you want, dear maridi, brother in-law  

But I am afraid your brother will scold me; (hä›½ ho¤À‹ë#° g°†Ç°#ß u\Õ“) 

Though she said of her fear she gave him water,  

(J…ìöQ †Ç¶=k# hˆ×Ã¤ ~òzó^Ë) 

“As you have given me water, dear vadina,  

Don’t you give me some butter milk to drink? 

You have no doubt given me butter milk, vadina (ho¤zó#^¥# KÇÁb†Ç°"Œ) 

Why don’t you give me some oil for my head? 

Well, my dear vadina, you have given me oil, (KÇÁ^³zó#^¥#=ô #¶<³b†Ç°"Œ) 

But, don’t you please apply it to my head? (#¶<³ezó#^¥#=ô |°ã~¡ä›½~Œ†³¶) 

And having applied oil, don’t you comb my hair?” (~Œ‹²#^¥#=ô <³uë^Î¶†Ç°"Ë) 

She also combed her hair and tied her long queue,  
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(‹Ô`Ç=°à `Ç^Î¶‹² ‹²Q®‡†Ç° "Í†Çò) 

 

And made her queue bedecked with flowers he brought,  

(=°ik~Ë H›;#ß „¬ô=ôÞ ZH›ø_̂ Ë) 

 
“What more I want now if you come with me?”  

(<Œ"³O@ =À‹ë#° „¬ô=ôÞ…èO H›~¡°"Ë) 

So says she, Seethamma, to Lakshmana;  

Then Sitamma smiled heartily with joy, (J„¬ô_Í ‹Ô`Ç=°à #=ôÞ`Ç°<Œß^Ë) 

But to the smiling Sita there were many chores, (#"ÍÞ\÷ ‹Ô`Ç=°à `Œ<Í\÷ „¬#°°) 

She gave her young maridi water to bathe, (=°ik KÇó#°_H÷ h…ÿÁ\÷“<Œk) 

And cleansed a thin-bottomed pot on the hearth,  

(J_È°Q®°„¬KÇxä›½O_ÈH›_y Z‹¬ï~@°) 

She cooked rice that looked like gold in colour, (L_H÷# J#ß=ò LeÁ„¬îKŒ†Ç°) 

And her smiling lips looked like gold petals, (|OQê~¡° Ì„k=°`Ë ƒìQê<³ #=ôÞ) 

She picked her best clothes and dressed herself, (p~¡° ~¡qïH° ̂Îi~òOKÇ°HËx) 

Pink coloured sari and pea flowered jacket, (Ì‹#Q®„¬îï~áH›° `Œ#°H›\÷“O^¥) 

She wore and combed her hair and bundled her queue,  

(=ò_z# ^¥x‹²Q® =òO`Ç‹²Q®Ì„@°“) 

Her coiled queue had shone, her face like moon gloomed,  

(kkí#^¥x=òY=ò KÇO Î̂°~¡°ƒÕ°) 

Do you know, Sita, Lakshmana how they look like?  

(‹Ô`Ç=°à KÇó#°_È° UQ®°<Œß~Ë) 

As they were joking in joy along the street, (W~¡°Q®`Œ H›~¡°Q®`Œ g^³O|_³°Á) 

The turmeric gardens and the towns passed by, („¬‹¬°„¬ô`Ë@°^¥\÷ „¬\ìß°^¥\÷) 

And Laxmana climbed up the eastern branch, (`Ç¶~¡°„¬ôHù=°à KÇó#°_³Hêø_Ë) 

And Sitamma climbed up the western branch, („¬_È=°\÷Hù=°à ‹Ô`Ç†³°H©ø^ù) 
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Lo, Rama had returned but what could he do?  

(~Œ=ò_È° W°À‹i `Œ<Íq° „¬#°°) 

Put the yoke aside („¬q°_¨ †Ç¶„¬î^Î° „¬OKÇKÍö~‹¬°)  

Inserting a pearled-goad in the roof he had said,  

(=ò`Œ¼ =ò°Q®ã~¡ =òOE~¡°"ÍªÚ) 

“O, mother, give me water, (J=°à~Ë F=°à ho¤=Þ==°à) 

You gave me water but where is your daughter in-law?  

(h=ô ho¤KÍó=ô hHË_È…èk)  

What happened to your daughter-in-law, please tell.  

She has gone to see her sisters (K³…ÿÁ°Q®^¥i K³°=ôO_ÈƒÕ†³°) 

As she has brothers, to them she has gone, 

Hear me, father-in-law sitting in court” (~¡KÇó…Õä›KÇ°#ß =¶=° F =¶=°) 

“Why are you cooking, let me know, dear aunt, (=O@° =O_Í\÷ J`Çë H›#ß`Çë) 

Whether your daughter come here! (g° ä›`Ç°i@°"³á„¬ô =°ˆçÁzó<Œ^Ë) 

“We got her married and she joined her husband”.  

He angers on my daughter reddening his eyes, (Zã~¡\÷H›̂ ×¤ä›½ ZïHø HË‡°) 

Unbounded is his wrath and he is wild, („¬KÇó\÷H›ˆ×Áä›½ „¬>ÿ“ HË‡°) 

He twisted sharp his moustache with red shot eyes,  

(ä›½_g°‹¬"³°Q®ö~‹¬° Q®°_³Áã~¡*è‹¬°) 

And frowns on his wife and then frowns on us, (‰§ä›½ "³ˆìÁ_Ë Q®°ã~Œ…çnªÚ) 

He went to the shed and mounted the horse, (h…ì\÷ Q®°ã~¡=ò ‹¬=Þï~á<Œ_È°)                                     

The horse was blue; he smoothed it with his hand,  

By the route my brother has gone, (<Œ`Ç=òà_³o¤# `Ë=<Í "³ˆ×ÃÁ) 

The monsoon has arrived by thundering and lightning,  

(=°…ÿÁK³@°“…Õ# `ùH›i"³°~¡°‡Ú Ð W^Îí~¡° Wã~¡°Hùx H›e‹²L<Œß~Ë) 

But Rama is alone, what can he do? (K³@°“H÷OkH÷ "³o¤ ~Œ=ò_Íq° „¬#°°) 

He went to the shade of a near by tree,  
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“I am a child O, brother! I am afraid,” (XÁ#°~¡, F~¡#ß ƒ’†Ç¶°"Í‹¬°) 

“If you are so afraid why have you come”? (ƒ’†Ç¶° "Í‹²#"Œ_È "Í…çzó<Œ=ô)  

“Because Laxman is about to come to our land”  

(ƒ’¶q°H÷ KÇó#°_È° kQ®°`Ç#°<Œß_Ë) 

O, Sitamma you have come down to us, (kQ®=…ÿ ‹Ô`Ç=°à h=ô kQ®"Œ…ÿ) 

Killed sita, wiped off her vermilion mark (‹Ô`Çä›½#iHê_È° ‹Ô`Çƒç@°“n‹¬°)  

He picked up her clothes and tied them and bundled,  

(|@“°f‰§_È° =ü@Q®\ì“_Ë) 

“Take this, dear aunt; it’s your daughter’s sari.” (J`ÇëQêiO\÷H÷ „¬†Ç°#"³°Ø<Œ_È°) 

“What saries, dear son, you have brought to me?” (WkQË~¡ F†Ç°`Çë hä›`Ç°p~¡) 

“No, not at all, they are brought for my funeral”. (‹¬=°~¡ëp~¡°Hê=ô, KŒ=ôp~¡°)  

 
There is a story among the tribes which is remembered after 

hearing the above song: A wood cutter was going along a pathway with 

his carrying-pole hung by the shoulder.  Once he frightened some cattle 

that crossed his path by striking them with the pole.  From among the 

cattle, one was the celestial cow, the Kamadhenu.  Inadvertently he tried 

his pole over the Kamadhenu, when one of the strands of its hair got 

stuck in that strip of wood.  Its miraculous power was such that he did not 

feel the weight even when he carried a huge quantity of fire wood by that 

pole.  The merchant, who used to buy the fire wood, thought over the 

wonder and assumed that the miraculous power lay in the carrying pole.  

So he bought it and got it smoothened neat with a carpenter’s plane.  In 

the process, the hair got lost.  From then onward the wood cutter could 

carry with the pole only such weight as he could carry by himself.  

 
The above song contains the names of Sri Rama, Sita and 

Lakshmana.  Using these names for such accounts of rank adultery is 

something that our tradition does not relish.  We get a sense of revulsion 
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because we have been correcting our lives for thousands of years with 

Rama, Sita and Lakshmana as role models.  It is nauseating to find their 

names substituted in such a song.  However, it is a solace, if one knows 

that the tribes know not what they sing and about whom.  They hear the 

Ramayana only once in five or ten years when some puppeteers and street 

players go that way and present the Ramayana story.  The ideals of the 

Ramayana are still there only to be worshipped from a distance because 

the inter relationships among men and women in civilized, rural or tribes 

people are still far behind the ideals of the Ramayana.  An ideal which is 

not within the reach of the society can hardly be digested. 

 
They have won the goddess of wealth, Sita,  

(=°Ozk =¶zó=°x - ïQ°KÇ°ä›½<Œß~Ë) 

They gave us one-eigth measure of gold coins, (ªé# ªé…ÿ_È° =~Œezó~Ë) 

And got our precious Sita and took her, (ªéïHá# ‹Ô`Ç#° ïQ°KÇ°ä›½<Œß~Ë) 

They paid us half a measure of gold coins,  

And got our priceless Sita to their family, 

They paid us one measure of gold coins, (J_ÈÛ# J_³Û_È° =~Œezó~Ë) 

And bought our most invaluable young girl, 

One measure of gold coins they paid for Sita,  

(JO Î̂"³°Ø# ‹Ồ Ç#° ïQ°KÇ°ä›½<Œß~Ë) 

In marriage and for our Kommaragiri bride 

 
The story of Sita has many faces.  Each culture looks at Ramayana 

from its own viewpoint playing with the character of Sita.  Can you 

imagine Sita being bought for a bridal price! 

 
Sri Rama left on white-coloured bullock cart, ("³o¤i ~Œ=ò° "³…ÿÁ_ÈÁ`Ë\÷) 

And Sita left us with herds of white cows, ("³ˆÜ¤#° ‹Ô`Ç=°à "³e=°O^Î`Ë\÷) 

Those herds of cows, O Sita, belong to us,  
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(=òOQ®\÷ ‡é`Ç°° =°#q ‹Ô`Ç=°à Ð "³#°H›\÷"³‡é Ç̀°° =°#"³ ‹Ô`Ç=°à) 

Th fields beyond the tamarind trees you see, (zO`ÇH÷Okq ‹Ô`Ç =°# ‡Ú…ì°) 

The fields called Ravula Kindavi Rambha (~Œ=ôH÷Okq ~¡Oƒ’ =°# ‡Ú…ì°) 

And Juvvula Kindavi (A=ôÞH÷Okq ‹¬°^Îu =°# ‡Ú…ì°) 

Remember Sita, they belong to us,  

Who can hold the big plough touching the sky and till the land?  

(PHê‰×"Í°~¡\÷“ ^Î°<³ß"Œï~=~¡°) 

Is it that Sri Rama who can do it? (PHê‰×"Í°~¡\÷“ ^Î°<³ß N~Œ=°) 

Who is the lady that can sow the seeds? 

And sow the seeds …… along the rugged furrows?  

(=_H›\÷“ q Ç̀ë<Œ…˜ KÇ…ÿÁ"Œï~=~¡°)  

There is our sister Sita who can do it; (=_H›\÷“ q`Çë<Œ…˜ KÇ…ÿÁ ‹Ô`Ç=°à) 

Who will build his house on hill-side and live? (HùO_È„¬H›ø# ~ò°Á H›>ÿ“"Œï~=~¡°) 

Who will choose to live there, where monkeys live?  

(HË Ç̀°°#ßKË@ =°‹¬…ÿ"Œï~=~¡°) 

 
“Farm not the land infested with monkeys.” (|O_È°#ß KÍ#° KÍ†Ç°ä›½) 

This is an adage of the hill folk.  In the above song, Sri Rama is 

considered as a tribal farmer.  So he should not be separated from his 

monkeys.  But it is not done so.  

 
The tribes as well as the rural folk identified themselves with the 

Pandavas.  King Pandu and Gonthemma are worshipped as deities by 

them. 

 
There’s pop root-banyan tree in the valley, (T_ÈO_ÈÁ =°ãiH÷ L†Ç¶¼…Õ)  

To which are hanging glittering silver strings, ("³O_q À‹ä›½° L†Ç¶¼…Õ) 

And to the silver strings are arranged gold strings;  

("³O_q À‹ä›½° L†Ç¶¼…Õ Ð „¬‹²_q |Á° L†Ç¶¼…Õ) 
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Who’s there to rock the swing? It’s Pandu Raju,  

(TÀ„"Œ_È° ‡O_È°~ŒA L†Ç¶¼…Õ) 

Who’s she that’s sitting in the swing to rock? (TÀ„"Œ_³=_È†Ç°¼ L†Ç¶¼…Õ) 

She’s but Pandava’s resort Gonthemma: (TöQk QùO`³=°à L†Ç¶¼…Õ) 

How will she sing while swinging in the air? 
(W@°#°O_ Ty Í̀ L†Ç¶¼…Õ ‹¬¶~¡¼KÇOã Î̂°"³¶ Ç̀ 

J@°#°Oz T„²`Í L†Ç¶¼…Õ Ð ‚¬ìiKÇOã Î̂°"³¶ Ç̀ L†Ç¶¼…Õ 

‡O_È=ô QùO`³=°à L†Ç¶¼…Õ Ð „¬^Î"³°@Á ‡_È°`Ç̂ Ë L†Ç¶¼…Õ) 

 v 

 
In the song, father asks his daughter Parvathi as to whom she 

would choose for husband. 

 
The little girl has slowly grown up in age, (WO`Œ†³° JO`Œ†³° D_Íi^¥†³°) 

To whom will this good girl be married?  

Whom should I give my daughter in marriage? (WOïH=ix`Ç°ë<³ W~ŒKÇQÒ~¡°) 

Shall I give you to blacksmith’s family? (H›=°à~¡Áx`Ç°ë#° F ƒìïQá~¡°) 

“I like it not, dear father, I like it not, (=¶ =°#ß#° <Œ Ç̀~¡=òQê Î̂°)  

Because I can’t burn charcoal, (H›=°à~¡ÁƒçQ®°¾° <ÍHêó…è#°) 

Can I talk to Brahmin Youth?  

No, I can’t go on taking number of baths like them  

(ƒì=°à~¡Á `Œ<Œ° <ÍKÍ†Ç°…è#°) 

Can fix a match with Reddi  

No, I can’t carry breakfast pots of Reddis ( ï~_ÈÁ KÇe=òO`Ç° <Í"³¶†Ç°…è#°) 

O Jangam of Palakonda, young and smart, (‡HùO_È#°#ß ƒì[OQ®=ò) 
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With neck-charmed nuts and beads  

A tiger skin round his waist day and night,  

("³°_ÈxO_È ~¡°ã^¥H›Æ…˜ "³ò#° „¬ôe`Ë°) 

I prefer him among all others known,  

So marry me and he will carry me away. 

 
She has chosen the hermit of Palakonda who has beads of rudraksha 

around his neck and tiger skin around his waist. There is a strange reason 

for Parvathi selecting such a husband: 

 
To carry breakfast to the Reddis, engaged in podu farming, a girl has 

to traverse steep hills and some times even the hill tops that seem to touch 

the stars. Such a hard task causes pain to the knee-joints. The Malas are 

wise and courteous. A girl of such a community has to stoop down 

constantly to pay courtesies to all and sundry. Not being prepared to 

suffer these ignominies, she prefers a primitive mendicant for a husband.  

It is better to describe the nature of such people in their own words: 

 
The khond is afraid like a Sambher Deer Kanuju too,  

(HË^Î°ƒÿ^Î°~¡° Ð H›}°Aƒÿ^Î°~¡°) 

Tell to a blacksmith, tell a he buffalloe. (FA…Õ_H÷ K³„¬C Ð Z#°ƒÕ`Ç°ä›½ K³„¬C) 

The word of blacksmith a stroke with a hammer,  

(FA…Õ_=¶@ Ð X_^Î°_È°^³|Ä) 

 
The word said to Kapu, a shot against a bison,  

(Hê„¬ô"Œ_H÷ K³„²æ#=¶@ Ð Q®°~¡ä›½"Í‹²# J=òà) 

“Uncooked”, Konda Dora says, when asked to eat banana fruit,  

(J~¡\÷„¬O_È°u#~Œ HùO_È̂ ù~Œ JO>è Ð L_ÈH›…è̂ Î<Œß_È@) 

 
When he is asked to ride a horse, (Q®°ã~¡"³°H›ø~Œ HùO_È^ù~Œ JO>è) 

He calls for ladder to climb up the horse, (xK³ó# ³̀=°à<Œß_È@) 
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('ï~_ÛH÷ =ò_ÛH÷ ö~H›HË\÷H÷) 

(\©H›_…ÕÁ =¶ö~_È° =°kí) 

 („¬OÌ„#„¬k „¬OÌ„#„¬k) 

 
When the pampena fruit bursts, its white petals burst forth and scatter 

all around like the rupee notes that are fanned out. It is wealth indeed for 

the Reddis.   

v  

 
To our brothers on the other side of the hill, (PH›ª#‡é†³° Q®~¡°>ÿÁ „¬H÷Æ) 

I shall put anklets on your silver feet, (h"³O_ Hêˆ×¤ä›½ JO^³…ÿ_È`Œ#°) 

I shall put a ring to your tin beak, (hzxß=òä›½øä›½ H›xß ä›½_È`Œ#°) 

On the way you go there are water Kavallu, (h"³…ÿÁ `Ë=…ÕÁ hHê= ×̂Ã¤) 

Don’t stop on seeing them, bird, I entreat you, (hHê=_ KÇ¶‹² xKÍ=ô ‹¬°g°à) 

He may think it is death news and read it, (KŒ=ôL`Çë~¡=°x KÇkqKÇ¶‰§_Ë) 

(Uq°\©<Í~Œ° K³„¬CK³…ÿÁ…ì) 

(Ì„o¤L`Çë~¡=°x Ì„>ÿ“…Õ "Íªé) 

The brothers six mounted on their quick horses,  

“Tell us their crimes and wrongs against whom you did,  

(Uq°\÷`Ç„¬C° K³„¬CK³…ÿÁ…ì) 

You are still labouring hard at the cauldron hot, (HêQ®°OQ®@"Í‹² H›_È°Q®°`Ç°<Œß^Ë) 

Prove yourself by dipping your hands in boiling oil  

(=°_È°Û# kQ®~Œ"Ë =ò Î̂°íK³…ÿÁ…ì) 

She put her arm and won the world, (…ÕK³~ò …Õkyz …ÕH›Oƒÿ ïQez) 

And she put her hand and won the appreciation of her brothers  
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(Ì„_ÈK³~ò …Õkyz Ì„ Î̂í#ß ïQeK³) 

We do admire yon sister …………….. ("³°zóu K³…ÿÁ…ì "³°zóu#=¶à...) 

 
In the song there is a reference to Vosa Pulu which is nothing but 

black horse gram sprouts which resemble flowers. Once tender shoots 

come out of them, the plant is grown by feeding it with turmeric water. 

The people going to the fair adorn themselves with these flowers. They 

go about making friends in itim festival, adorning their ears with these 

flowers.  

 
There is another word in the song, maddu, which means “boiled oil.” 

v 

The blacksmith’s bull is but a mighty one, (H›=°à~Ë_‡é`Ç° - „¦¬°#"³°Ø#‡é`Ç°) 

The goldsmith’s bull is tied with ringing bells, (H›O‹¬…Õ_ ‡é`Ç° - Q®O@Á ‡é Ç̀°) 

As the bulls were indulged in coaxing each other,  

(=ü_È° ‡é`Ç°°Q®¶_ =òKÇó\ì_ÈOQ®) 

Tempted to see I turned back with my pot, (uiy KÇ¶^¥=°x u„¬C^Î°<³ H›_È=) 

Again and again as I desired to see, (=°~¡e KÇ¶^¥=°x =°°„¬ô Î̂°<³ H›_È„¬) 

I pretended to bend at my pot and turned back, (ä›½O_È‡é Í̀‡éx) 

“You lost the pot but what about its rim?” (JOKÇ° Í̀==°à) 

His brothers are on the watch to ask you, (JOKÇ°ä›½ J#ß° Hê‹²†Çò<Œß~¡°) 

Your mama too is looking for its bottom,  

(=°@°“ä›½=¶=°° Hê‹²†Çò<Œß~¡°) 

(Ì„^Î=¶=° "Í‹²# Ì„^ÎQù„²æ`Œ_È°) 

(z#=¶=° "Í‹²# z#Qù„²æ`Œ_È°)  
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She lifted up the axe found in the lane,  

(QùOk…Õ Qù_ÈÛe ƒ’°*ì##"Íªé)   

(=ü_È° `Œˆõ¤‹²k =ü@Q®\÷“k) 

And placed it gently on her shoulder left,  

And left the house and walked through rugged mountains,  

(#ÁQùO_ÈÌ„á# "³o¤ªé=°=°à Ð #ÁQùO_È…Õ# "Íy‹¬=¶#°) 

And hanged herself with the help of rope, (=ü_È° `Œˆõ¤‹²k =ü@Q®\÷“k) 

Thus Somamma’s life came to an end, ("Íy‹¬=¶#°ä›½ L~¡°° „¬hßk) 

And she remained as village diety till date. (L~¡°…Õ ªé=°=°à LO_‡é~òOk) 

 
Jay – walking Somamma broke her water pot hanged herself to death, 

unable to show proofs to her in-laws. 

v 

She went to canal and washed her face,  

(JH›ø\÷ P=°Q®°= - …ìe Hê°"ŒH÷ "³ˆ×Ã¤ - =òH›"³°Ø# H›_È°Q®°) 

 

Her teeth were shining and sparkling white,  

(^ÎO`Œ~Œ†³°H÷ø - …ìe - ^ÎO`Ç…ÿá# H›_È°Q®°) 

She washed the pot with flowers of bitter guord,  

(H›_yOk - …ìe - H›_È= HêH›~¡„¬î"Íi) 

Dipped in water and unable to lift it,  

(=òOzOk H›_È= - …ìe - =ò_È°ä›½ Ì„áH÷…ÿQ®^Î°) 

Looked this side and looked that side at the banks,  

(W@°KÇ¶‹¬@°KÇ¶‹² - …ìe - Q®\ç“OH› KÇ¶‹¬°) 

And on the banks she saw a young fisherman  
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(Q®@°“# Hê=ò_È° - …ìe - QêÀ„@"Œ_È°) 

“It is a long time since I came here for water,  

(<Í=zó *ì=¶†Í° - …ìe - H›_È"³uë‡é~Œ)  

Come you, young man and lift the pot and help;”  

“What prize you will give me if I help you?”  

(H›_È"³̀ Ç°ë Hê=ò_H÷ - …ìe OKÇ"Í°q° W"ËÞ) 

“My elder sister, I’ll give if you help me”  

(=¶†Ç°„¬æx`Ç°ë#° - …ìe - H›_È"³uë‡é~Œ) 

“Your sister, I don’t want, you young girl,  

Because she becomes my elder sister-in-law,”  

(g°†Ç°„¬æ <Œ=k# - …ìe Ð =~¡°‹¬Qê^Î° <Œä›½) 

“If that is so, I myself come, so come and help.”  

(<Í<³á# =`Ç°ë#° …ìe H›_È"³uë‡é~¡) 

 
It is but natural for a young girl to adorn herself with finery, so that 

she will be adored by men of rank. One such girl is trying to get her sari 

woven by the weaver, giving every detail of design.  

 
Weave sparrows on the border, my dear weaver,  

(ä›½KÇ°ó K³OQ®°ä›½ „²KÇ°óH›° <³†Ç°¼~Œ - <Œ~ŒKÇQ®°=°à_™) 

Weave cobras in the mid, my dear good weaver,  

(#_Q®@°“ K³OQ®°ä›½ <ŒQ®°ƒì=ò°<³†Ç°¼~Œ - <Œ~ŒKÇQ®°=°à_™) 

Weave too doves on the edge O weaver, dear,  

(HùOQ®°K³OQ®°ä›½ Q®°=Þ„²@“°<³†Ç°¼~Œ - <Œ~ŒKÇQ®°=°à_™) 

Weave palapittas also on the mantles, weaver,  

(„¬†Ç°¼@K³OQ®°ä›½ ‡~¡°„²@“°<³†Ç°¼~Œ - <Œ~ŒKÇQ®°=°à_™) 

Wear such sari and go through bushes  

(Pp~¡H›@°“Hùx `Ç°„¬æ…ÿO_³ ×̂¤~Œ - <Œ~ŒKÇQ®°=°à_™) 

The young deer there flee from me, stoop and fall,  
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(`Ç°„¬æ#°#ß ^Î°„²æ„²Á `Ç°ä›½ø`Ç°ä›½ø Ç̀¶…ÿ~Œ - <Œ~ŒKÇQ®°=°à_™) 

Wear such sari and go along tanks,  

(Pp~¡Q®@°“Hùx K³~¡°=ô…ÿO|_³ˆ×¤~Œ - <Œ~ŒKÇQ®°=°à_™) 

The little fish in tanks stare at with black eyes,  

(K³~¡°=ô#°#ß KÍ„¬„²Á `Íe`Íe `Ç°…ÿÁ~Œ)  

The queen there will gaze at my sparkling whiteness  

(^ù_Û#°#ß ^ù~¡ªx `³°„¬ô "³°~¡°„¬ô° KÇ¶K³~Œ - <Œ~ŒKÇQ®°=°à_™) 

If I wear this sari and go to the gardens,  

(Pp~¡H›@°“Hùx H›OK³…ÿO|_³̂ ×¤~Œ - <Œ~ŒKÇQ®°=°à_™) 

(H›OK³#°#ß Q®i[=ò°Á Hê°<Œ\÷‡é†³°~Œ - <Œ~ŒKÇQ®°=°à_™) 

A thorn had pierced through her foot and got lodged, 

“Remove the thorn, O’ barber of the village,  

For which I shall my elder sister give you,  

(=¶†Ç°„¬æx`Ç°ë#° =ò°Áf†Ç°~¡ =°OQ®e - <Œ~ŒKÇQ®°=°à_™) 

 

“If so she becomes my elder sister-in-law”.  

(h†Ç°„¬æ h=~¡°‹¬<Œä›½ =k#Qê~¡° - <Œ~ŒKÇQ®°=°à_™) 

 
“Then I shall give my younger sister pretty,  

(=¶K³eÁx`Ç°ë#° =ò°Áf†Ç°~¡ =°OQ®e - <Œ~ŒKÇQ®°=°à_™) 

So come soon barber and remove the thorn”,  

“Then she becomes by relation my maradalu,  

(g°K³eÁ h=~¡°‹¬<Œä›½ =°~¡^Î…º#° - <Œ~ŒKÇQ®°=°à_™) 

“If so, I shall myself come, so do it soon”.  

(<Í<³á#=`Ç°ë#° =ò°Áf†Ç°~¡ =°OQ®e...) 

v 
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Thus goes on the courtship: then, life after marriage; dull routine; seasons 

change.  

 
Camp life in the field along with the cattle 

 
Nerudu blooms, the flowers have fallen; none came for me from my 

home (<Íï~O_È°Á „¬îzq <ÍHùiyq - <ÍHùiy#Qêx ~Œ~¡°=¶"Œ~¡°) 

 
Dadduga flowers fallen to the path my people don’t visit.  
(^Î^Î°íQ®°° „¬îzq ^¥iHùiyq - ^¥iHùiy#Qêx ~Œ~¡°=¶"Œ~¡°)  

When the induga tree is in full bloom, my people don’t visit once in year.  
(WO_È°Q®°° „¬îzq †Í°~¡°Hùiyq - U_¨kHùH›ªi ~Œ~¡°=¶"Œ~¡°) 

Summer comes, silk cotton blooms, 
(|¶~¡°Q®°° „¬îzq, ƒ’¶q°Hùiyq - ƒ’¶=ò…ÿ~¡°Q®x ~Œ~¡°=¶"Œ~¡°)  

 
Some excuse or the other – they lead neglected life. Seasons fly by. 

Time’s wheel rolls on. Children are born.  

 
Our baby’s eyes looklike two jasmine flowers, (*Õ[=°àH›#°ß° ^ùOu=°…ÿÁ°) 

Our kindred son-in-law is Chinni Chittappa, (=°#"Œi J°Á_È° z#ßz>ÿ“„¬æ)  

The anklet bells, the bronze waist-thread, the baby wears,  

(Hêe# Q®*ÿû° H›OKÇ°"³ò`Œ_È°) 

Our young Chittamma is rich man’s daughter, (H›"ŒiHË_È…Õ†Ÿ° z#ßz>ÿ“„¬æ) 

With gold rings on her fingers and silver girdle, ("Íe# LOQ®~Œ° "³O_ù_ÈÛ}ì°) 

Her mother is the Velama’s daughter-in-law, ("³°=°eH÷ HË_È…Õ†Ÿ° z#ßz>ÿ“„¬æ) 

Eat dall, Chitappa, but ask not again, („¬„¬Cu#° z>ÿ“„¬æ „¬„¬CöH_¨ÞH›)  

Because the crops failed and it became scarce, („¬O@° „¬O_ÈH› „¬„¬C ^ù~¡H›k) 

Eat rice, Chittappa, but cry not for more, (ä›_È°u#°z>ÿ“„¬æ ä›\÷öH_¨ÞH›) 

Because paddy heaps have not yet been thrashed,  

(ä›½„¬æ° #¶~¡ÞH› ä›_È°^ù~¡H›k) 
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And rice too has become scarce in market, (‡…ìëQ®° z>ÿ“„¬æ ‡öH_¨ÞH›) 

The cow we have in the west has gone dry, („¬_È=°@#°#ß^¥ =°#‡_†Ç¶=ô) 

In the reclaimed mount dwell our uncles great, (Hêe# HùO_È# H›#ß=¶=°°) 

Your uncles live in Modugula mount, (H›#ß =¶=° =ò^Î°í „¦¬°#"³°Ø# =ò^Î°í)  

They love you most; their kisses are your blessings,  

("Í°#=¶=°=ò^Î°í "Í°…ÿá# =ò^Î°í) 

Come, and eat, you are welcome with your kittens, („²eÁ~Œ"Ë†Ÿ° `ÇeÁ „²Á`ÇeÁ) 

The eyes of cat are like cat-woven saries, („²…ÿÁ=°à H›#°ß c~¡"³òQ®¾°) 

Cock, come cock,------------------------- (HË_ ~Œ"Ë†Ÿ° HË_ ...)  

 
The above song is heard at Gurtedu on the Godavari – Visakha border. 

In the Godavari region, it is the time when no child cries for food. 

(KÇeä›\÷H÷ ƒì… U_ÈÞxHêO) Hunger can be quenched with some premature, 

odd crop. The time is called saviti palakam. But at Visakha, it is different. 

It is the time when women need sell away their nose rings, when noses 

and mouths of crops are about to be ripen. 

(=òH›ø#°=°ä›½ =òä›½ø° =ü`Ç°° „¬O_È° Ç̀°O>ÿ =òä›½øH›=°à° J=òàä›½uO\ì~¡°) It is the 

time of mukkanuma, the fourth day of the Pongal festival. (When the 

crops re yet to be harvested) The mother in the song forgets herself in joy 

while feeding her new born baby with her breast milk. At the same time, 

she cannot but remember her poverty-stricken life.   

v 

Hectic domestic chores and the daily necessity of carrying breakfast to 

her man who is a long way off or some of her duties which she cannot 

bear with a new born babe to her breast, She has to gather twigs for fire 
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wood and many other similar works of labour makes her body a festering 

wound. She knows that sex is forbidden for her with the days-old-baby at 

her side. She begs her husband to wait till the baby gives up mother’s 

milk. Still the husband torments. She resists. Atlast she pleads with him 

to get a cowife. 

 
The suckling child still sticks to my breast,  

(„¬zóª=°ƒÕ‹¬° Ð ‡…ì~¡ƒÕ‹¬° Ð „¬‹² „¬ô~¡°\ì#° Ð „¬xH÷ KŒ#°) 

I’ am unclean still; I am unfit 

On the bank of the river lives a girl, (UiO`Ç X_È°Û# "Í~Œeß`³=òà) 

Bring her home as co-wife, (ƒìeO`Ç X_È°Û# ‹¬=ux `³"³¶à) 

“Can you bear with me if I lie with her? (‹¬=ux `³À‹ë#° ‹¬~¡°°O_ÈQ®=) 

“If God is kind, we can both live in peace;”  

(ªq°"Œi Î̂†Ç°°O>è ‹¬~¡°°O_ÈQ®#°) 

“Can you stay and live on aloof from me?” (†Í°~Œex`³À‹ë#° "Í~¡°O_ÈQ®=) 

“If my kind husband wills, I can live aloof.” (U…è"Œi ^Î†Ç°°O>è "Í~¡°O_ÈQ®#°) 

What a kind of house the senior wife should have?  

(=°i Ì„^Îí†Ç°=°àä›½ U"Í°q° WO_È°Á) 

She should possess a house built on small posts,  

(=O^Î#„¬ô~Œ@° - ä›½O^Î#=ô <Í`Ç) 

What kind of house the junior wife should have?  

(=°i z#ß†Ç°=°àä›½ U"Í°q° WO_È°Á) 

A mansion built on a pillar and a beam? (XO\÷H›O|O"Í°_È XH›ø^Î¶=ò) 

What ornaments should the senior wife should have?  

(=°i Ì„^Îí†Ç°=°àä›½ U"Í°q° #Q®°) 

Enough if she has eye-salve casket and threads.  

("³°_ÈxO_È ä›½O>ÿO_È°Á - =ò^Î°í|i}ÿ°) 

“An eye-salve casket and yellow-threads on neck” 
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What kind of clothes the junior wife should wear?  

(=°i z#ß†Ç°=°àä›½ U"Í°q°p~¡) 

“Ten cubits-long silk sari and glass jacket” („¬k=üˆ×Ã¤ „¬@°“p~¡ - J^ÎíO„¬ô~¡qH›) 

What about the clothes of the senior wife? (=°i Ì„ Î̂í†Ç°=°àä›½ U"Í°q°p~¡) 

A handloom cotton sari and a jacket (z°ä›½z`Çë_p~¡ - zã`Ç„¬ô~¡qH›)  

 
(There is a word moora in the above song which is a measure equal to 

half a yard.) 

 
The remarriage of the husband is no solution for the problem. Quarrels 

arise between the wives. The wives resort to abusing each other. 

 
The time you set foot in the house is cursed, (P"Íˆ× =zó"Ë Pe[Q®_¨°) 

“Take care of children; I will go to fetch fuel, („¬ôÁïH_È̀ Œ#° „²Á#°|@°“) 

Ashamed I’m to keep them: leave them there and go.  

(<Œä›½ ‹²QÒ¾̀ Ç°Ok #\÷“O@ƒÿ@°“) 

He hangs on to toddy leaf-cups day and night; (H›°Á_„¬æHê_È „¬_KÇ‹¬ë_È=°à) 

And not a grain of food he leaves behind; (ä›_È°=O_#„¬î@ ä›½O_È= Î̂_È°) 

He eats away a potful food in entirity  

The day on which chicken curry is prepared, (HË_xHË‹²#„¬î@ QùOk=^Î_È°) 

He would leave the house and the village:  

On the day delicious slate-cakes are prepared, (JiÌ‹…çO_# „¬î@) 

He would not leave the attic till he ate them: (J@°“ä›½=^Î_È°) 

v 

Let me bring the cash kept in the golden casket, (x=°à|i}`Ë_ Ð hˆ×ÁO^Î°HËx) 
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It is a costly one my parents gave me; (hˆì¤‰×H÷zói - ##°H›#ß"Œ~¡°) 

Let me take the cash kept in the golden casket:  

(^Î|Ä|i}`Ë_ ^Î#=°O^Î°HËx ^Î#=¶‰×H÷zói - ##°H›#ß"Œ~¡°) 

In gifting the calf and its time of coming, (^Î¶_È=zó# "Íˆ× Ð ^Î¶_öQ"Íˆ×) 

My parents gave me troubles many, (^Î°—MìxH÷zói - ##°H›#ß"Œ~¡°) 

The time of cattle coming home to rest, („¬‹¬°° =KÍó"Íˆ×) 

The time of birds returning to their nests, („¬H›ÆiKÍ"Íˆ×)  

 
Was bad, and sorrows did my parents send: („¬O`ŒxH÷zói - ##°H›#ß"Œ~¡°) 

Before the seven hills my marriage was done, (U_È°HùO_ÈKŒ@° Ð #xßzó<Œ~¡°) 

But not once in a year they came to see me; (U_¨kHùH›=¶@° - ~Œ~¡°<Œ"Œ~¡°) 

They did my marriage on the back of ten hills, („¬k HùO_ÈKŒ@° Ð #xßzó<Œ~¡°) 

But none of my men came and talked a word; („¬eïHá# KÇ¶_È~¡° - ##°H›#ß"Œ~¡°) 

The silk-cotton trees, they have heavily blossomed,  

(|¶~¡°Q®°°„¬îzq Ð ƒ’¶q°Hùiyq) 

Yet my kith and kin don’t come to see me (ƒ’¶=ò…ÿ~¡°Q®=°x - ~Œ~¡°<Œ"Œ~¡°) 

On the pretext of not knowing our lands; 

Raddugulu blossomed heavily this year, (^Î^Î°íQ®°° „¬îzq Ð ^¥iHùiyq) 

Still my kith and kin don’t come to see me; 

They say, “We never know the route to your lands”  

(^¥~¡°…ÿ~¡°Q®=°x - ~Œ~¡°<Œ"Œ~¡°) 

The jumboo trees have flowered well this year, (<Íö~O_È°Á„¬îzq Ð <ÍHùiyq) 

My people still do not come to see me; (<³=ô°KŒ=x - ~Œ~¡°<Œ"Œ~¡°) 

What a ruse of not having good bedding!  

The indiga trees have richly flowered, (WO_È°Q®°°„¬îzq Ð †Í°~¡°Hùiyq) 

But not once in a year my people came. (U_¨k HùH›=¶~¡° ~Œ~¡°<Œ"Œ~¡°)  
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The tribes wind their way along the straight ghat roads, the winding 

tracks through bushes and also along the cattle tracks very speedily and it 

looks as if they are breaking their feet while walking and also as if they 

have knives on the underside of their feet. Most of the hamlets are beyond 

interior hills. Much toddy oozes there out of jeeluga tree between winter 

and spring, when the daddhuga is in full bloom. These Jeeluga trees lay 

scattered in the forest and so it is like each tree having its own track 

leading to it. A man who sets out for another village invariably gets stuck 

at some tree, fully drunk. Then he wanders aimlessly in that drunken 

state, and returns at last to the shade of another tree for the afternoon 

drink time. Thus a drunkard brother who sets out to see her sister rums 

around the tree? 

v 

An affectionate brother goes to distant village to visit her dear sister.   
 

Come, bending at the tamarind tree lone, (XO\÷zO`Ç#_È°=° - =Oy~¡O_È#ß) 

And come into our royal mansion soon; (=¶~ŒKÇ„²°Áä›½ - =Oy~¡O_È#ß) 

Our house is built with wooden beams and poles, (^Î¶…ì =¶~ò°Á) 

So bend your head down, brother and come in, (^Î¶i~¡O_È#ß) 

She washed their feet and wiped them with tears of joy,  

(‡ï~o¤ J#ß - ‡^¥…ÿ H›_È°Q®° Ð „¬†Ç°¼O@ K³OQ®°# ‡^¥…ÿ= Ç̀°ë) 

Don’t touch our feet dear younger sister, (JO@ä›½K³…ÿÁ) 

Don’t touch our feet sister as they are burning, (Jyx=°O@°) 

There are spines and thorns that pierced our feet. (=ò@“ä›½K³…ÿÁ =ò°Ápik)   
  
The sister greets her brother with lighted camphor in the traditional 

manner. (x"Œo) She washes his feet with her bear hands. The very touch 
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of her hands is like the touch of a blazing fire. Brotherly love wells forth, 

he takes her into his loving embrace. He feels her hands, touches her 

fingers and gets worried at the festering wounds – the result of her 

carrying fire wood and cutting it. The sister is less worried about this 

physical work and the wounds there of. It hurts her more to listen to her 

in-laws who slight her for her poverty at her paternal home. She does not 

like them taunting her for not bringing more and more gifts for them from 

her parent-home. She sheds tears over all this and her brother is grief-

stricken.  
 

The calf, the elder brother gave, became old, (Ì„^Îí#ß~òzó# Ì„~ò¼ Ì„iyk) 

The sari, the younger brother gave, is torn, (z#ß#ß~òzó#p~¡ zxyk) 

My husband’s brothers are ridiculing me. (=¶ƒì= =°~¡^Î°…ÿ ^³‡Úæzó~¡#ß) 

v 

She dreams of an in-law’s house to be the very heaven: 

 
What kind of crops on the hill-side village is grown?  

(P HùO_È„¬…ÿÁ# - U"Í°q° „¬O_Ë - KÇO^Î=¶=°) 

All kinds of millets grown, I tell you, moon;  

(P HùO_È„¬…ÿÁ# - ª=°…ÿ „¬O_Ë - KÇO^Î=¶=°) 

I can’t grind them and winnow them, dear moon,  

(ª=°°„¬O_̀ Í - <Í̂ ÎOKÇ…è#° KÇO Î̂=¶=°) 

Don’t marry me to men of Dabba land, dear moon,  

(^Î|Ä Í̂‰×=ò - #hß†Ç°H›=°à - KÇO Î̂=¶=°) 

If I’m struck with a thorn, none to help me there,  

(^Î|Ä=ò°Q®°zó`Í - fÀ‹"Œ~¡°…è~¡°) 
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“My people brought me a match from a hill-side”, ponders her.  

Hither lies a hill, thither another hill, (WkHùO_È JkHùO_È JÁ"³ Ð #HùO_È…˜) 

To that place I’ve been in marriage given, (<Œ°Q®°HùO_È #_È°=° Ð #xßzó<Œ~¡°) 

 
My brother who wished me live hundred years,  

(‹¬̀ Ç=¶#O KÍÀ‹\÷ PH›O‹¬#ß†Ç°¼)  

Had passed away within an hour of marriage, (Q®°O@…Õ<³ K³eÁ<Œ_¨) 

My in-laws died within an hour I set foot,  

(J~¡°Q®°…Õ KÍi# - J~¡Q®_†Ç°…Õ„¬…ÿ J`Çë=¶=°° K³eÁ<Œ~Œ) 

A burning faggot if threshed with a finger,  

(HêeHê…è„¬ôÁ Hêe`Ë `ùH÷ø# H›#ß"ŒiH÷ `Ç„¬æ^Î=°à) 

The husband and his kindred live not for long,  

("³ey"³eöQ„¬ôÁ - "Íe`Ë `Ë‹²<Œ U…è"ŒiH÷ `Ç„¬æ^Î=°à) 

 

“Lucky is the girl who has brothers taking care of her even after she is 

married away.” thinks she.  

My father came and gave me a new sari, (ƒìƒçzó Hù`Çëp~¡ H›\÷“‡Ú=°à<³#°) 

“Stay with us for six months”, said my elder brother.  

(J<ùßzó - P~¡°<³°O_‡Ú=°à<³#°) 

When I with hunger struck went to my mother, (PH›…è‹² - <Í#° Jq°àO\÷ ïH_̀ Í) 

She asked me to eat sweet milk-rice and go;  

(J"³òàzó Ð ‡#ßO ux"³ˆ×Ã¤=°<³#°)  

 
Brothers frequently visit their sisters when the dairy and granary are full. 

 
Who is that first man coming with an umbrella?  

(=òO^Î°=KÍóQù_È°Q®° Ð Jk †³°=iQù_È°Q®°)  

He is none else but my aged elder brother; (=òã^Î°_È° Ì„^Îí#ß) 
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To see me he’s coming with a pearled umbrella, (=ò`Ç¼O„¬ôQù_È°Q®°)  

Who is he that is coming in the middle, (#_È°=°=K³óQù_È°Q®° Ð Jk †³°=iQù_È°Q®°)  

With peacock plumaged grand-umbrella? (<³=°e„¬ôiQù_È°Q®°) 

He is my youngest brother coming to see me; (<Œ†Ç°ä›½_È° #_„¬#ß) 

Who is he that is coming at the back of all?  

("³#°H›=K³óQù_È°Q®° Ð Jk†³°=iQù_È°Q®°) 

He is my last elder brother, my fondest; ("³_Û"Œ_È° z#ß#ß) 

He’s coming with a silver-headed umbrella. ("³O_„¬ôiQù_È°Q®°) 

 
The umbrellas with cloth- covering. (Q®°|ÄQù_È°Q®°°), instead of palm-leaf 

covering can be had at the fairs and they are status symbols. 

 
Who is your people lady, Elaganti-people? (Z=~¡=°à h"Œ~¡° Ð ZQ®O\÷ "Œ~¡°) 

Yes, ladies, yes, they are Elaganti-people; (ZQ®O\÷"Œ~¡=°à - Z#ß_³~¡°Q®=ò) 

For noble hands heroic bracelets gold, ("Í°…ÿá# KÍ`Ç°ä›½ Ð g~¡H›_†Ç¶°) 

For sturdy arms, yellow metal bracelets made, (ƒìïQá#KÍ`Ç°ä›½ - ^ÎO_ÈH›_†Ç¶°) 

 v 

On this side stands Pinakota and on that side, (W@° „²#HË@ J@°Ì„ Î̂HË@) 

Pedakota and in the midst Nagatithota, (#_È°=° <ŒQ®e`Ë@) 

Look at them and see my three great friends there!  

(=¶Li<Œ†Çò_ÈO>ÿ |°Q®¾…èi =ò^Î°íÌ„>ÿ“) 

 
 “Look, my friend, our chieftain, Naidu, gently kisses the cheeks, a gentle 

man is he.” 
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(KÇ¶_È° <Í‹¬ëOƒì|° - KÇ¶_È° <Í‹¬ëOƒì|° - KÇ¶_È°KÇ¶_È° ƒì|°) 

And made them rice-balls and cooked them well, (H›O^Î°° ä›½_È°=ò°) 

She ground the best of ragi and red-gram,  

(Q®O Ç̀"³#°H›#°#ß - WO Ç̀ö~H›KË ×̂Ã¤ Ð WO Ç̀ö~H›KËˆ×Ã¤) 

She gave her husband four score and ten rice-balls,  

(Zuë `ù°`Ç =°Q®_H÷ `ùO|~òK³ó)  

And to her paramour gave a hundred and more, (=¶~¡°=°Q®_ H›#ß „¬O Î̂°q°zó) 

But one rice-ball to her young brother-in-law, (WO`Ç`Ë_È°Qê_H÷ XH›ø\÷~òK³ó) 

And warned him, her watch dog, not to tell his brother;  

(J#ßä›½ K³„¬æä›½~Œ =k# „¬O„¬Hê°) 

Thus were fulfilled the pleasures of all, dear friend.  

(JO^Îi‹¬~¡^¥ fï~ =k# „¬O„¬Hê°) 

 

The woman in the song must be a courtesan, who surpasses 

Madhurvani of “Kanyasulkam” in sexual exploits. 

 
The above song is a Telugu one tuned in the lines of Sangadi song 

of the samantas.  

v 

A wife could suffer any amount of humiliation as long as she enjoys 

her husband’s confidence. Even so, the tortures by her in-laws play no 

mean role in the breakup of marriages. The parents from the girl’s side go 

on persuading her in marriage-songs about the importance of saving a 

marriage.  

E’en if you are abused and beaten, dear sister, (u\÷“<Œ Hù\÷“<Œ K³…ÿÁ…ì) 
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Endure them and remain at your in-laws house, ("Œi~òO@<Í†ÇòO_È° K³…ÿÁ…ì) 

But once you are harassed, come silently back.  

("Œö~=°#ß#° K³…ÿÁ…ì Ð ^¥i„¬@°“ä›½~Œä›½ K³…ÿÁ…ì) 

As ill-luck would have it, things get really bad and the man who tied 

basikam around her head may breathe his last – then her parents are her 

refuge.  

 
Our play-mates once and friends now bitterly cried,  

The bridegroom on the bridal planks breathed his last,  

(‹¬`Ç=¶#O KÍÀ‹\÷ PH›O‹¬#ß†Ç°¼ Q®°O@…Õ<³ K³eÁ<Œ_¨)  

How bad! How horrible! And what a tragedy?  

(J~¡°Q®°…Õ KÍi# - J~¡Q®_†Ç°…Õ„¬…ÿ J`Çë=¶=°° K³eÁ<Œ~Œ) 

I fondly hoped you would come with your spouse straight,   

(HêeHê…è„¬ôÁ Hêe`Ë `ùH÷ø# H›#ß"ŒiH÷ `Ç„¬æ^Î=°à) 

Prayed to the kind stars ------------------ 

And dreamed of your grand nuptial night;  

("³ey"³eöQ„¬ôÁ - "Íe`Ë `Ë‹²<Œ U…è"ŒiH÷ `Ç„¬æ^Î=°à) 

But what is this unbearable fate, this plight? 

 
Life becomes like an earthen vessel overturned. As fog engulfs, things 

are not visible enough and one should blink to see clearly. At such a time 

one does not know time. Fog breaks and sun shines bright with 

excitement all around. But – disappointment sets in.  

I prayed to the stars and took their promise too,  

(hä›½ <Í#°~¡ =ªë#x - F ~Œ=° F~Œ=° ~Œ„¦¬°"Œ) 

The dew dissolved, the fog disappeared soon,  

(KÇ°H›øä›½~¡ ƒì‹¬KÍ‹²~¡ - F~Œ=° F~Œ=° ~Œ„¦¬°"Œ) 

The day broke as the whistling smoke-train passed  

(‡ÚQ®°|O_H÷ ‡i‡éQ® Ð „¬_¨° =°ikx „²e†Ç°ƒÕ^¥O) 
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What kind of morning star you are? I asked. (‡„¬Hêi~¡ "ÍQ®°KÇ°H›ø"Ë) 

The dawn has set in strangely without you? (`Íä›½O_È<Í `³Á"Œï~) 

Before the starry night slept, morning came,  

(QêO^Î° QêO^¥i "Íˆ×ä›½ F Ð „¦¬¶\÷†Ç¶=…ÿ `³Á"Œï~) 

The village has not slept but how it dawned?  

(=¶†Ç°^¥i~¡ "ÍQ®°KÇ°H›ø"Ë Ð =°<³ßq°=H›_³ `³Á"Œï~) 

 

You cursed the morning star, how to worship you?  

(|°_|°_=òO Ç̀ ƒ’¶"Í°°=òO Ç̀ =°^Î¼=°^Î¼=òO Ç̀ =¶†Ç°k=òO`Ç) 

 
Night after night she longs to meet him, her husband’s brother, and 

anxiously waits. The stars cheat her in the engulfing fog. Her aim is to 

leave home at the rise of the morning star, but, alas, fog does not permit 

her to see the stars. Yet, she dares to start one night at Gandhari vela 

(2.00 a.m.). She sets out in the biting chill of the early morning dew. Her 

gait and her pace become slow in the fog. The day dawns when she 

descends the steep hill. Her lover waits in vain all night long, day after 

day flares up in anger. 

 
I sent her a message through Kanapurenu, (Hùã~¡„¬î"Í~¡°#° H›|°~¡°OÀ„#°) 

 But why she didn’t come is not known;  

(=OH›~¡=ò>ÿ“ - =O„¬ôƒç>ÿ“° - P@ïHá#~Œ~¡°) 

The day is gone; I sent her many signals, (Q®°=°à_ „¬î"Í~¡°#° - Q®°~¡°`Ç°OÀ„#°) 

How strange! The night set in, yet she came not!  

(Q®°Q®°¾_È°=°H›ø Q®°…ÿÁƒç>ÿ“° - P@ïHá#~Œ^Î°) 

 
As she does not come, keeping time, he derides them as “twisted 

mouth and crooked nose.” 
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v 

I tell you clearly, please listen to me,  

("³~¡zK³„¬C^Î°#=°à - "³i†Ç°H›K³„¬C^Î° ‹¬°=Þ<Œ ‹¬°qÞ) 

I cut the rain tree branch and placed across, (~ŒqHù=°à#iH÷ ~Œ*ç_Û<Œ#°) 

Your son-in-law comes from a royal family, (~ŒKÇ"Œ~¡ƒìÄ~ò h J°Á_È=°à) 

I cut the trunk and put it for good use, (^Î¶Hù=°à#iH÷ - ^Î¶…ç_Û<Œ#°) 

As your son-in-law comes from Duda family ( Î̂¶_È"Œ~¡ƒìÄ~ò h J°Á_È=°à) 

 
Their secret romance does not remain secret. Some wags have the 

cheek to report everything to the elders.  

 
There is the case of another woman, neglected by her husband. She 

challenges her in-laws, questioning her husband’s manhood.  
 
When I prepared curries with ripe pumpkin.  

(HùO_ÈQ®°=°à_Hê†Ç° HË=°~¡@Á~¡‹¬°ë - h~¡°eÁ "³°ÁeÁ lH›ã~¡`Ë\÷) 

Why aunt, your son, doesn’t eat what I have cooked?  

(`ùq°àk`Ë†Ç¶`Ë =O_#ä›~¡ - F†Ç°`Çë hHù_È°ä›½ ä›~¡…çÁ_È°) 

He is not in his bed, aunt, where has he gone?  

(=OKÇ#…è_È=°à =°OKŒ#…è_È° - U_È Ç̀ë hHù_È°ä›½ ZO Î̂°ƒÕ†Í°_È°) 

He’s not at the tamarind tree or on its top, (zO Ç̀K³@°“#…è_È° t~¡‹¬°#…è_È°) 

Will you tell me dear aunt, where he has gone? (F Ç̀ë hHù_È°ä›½ ZO Î̂°ƒÕ†Í°_È°) 

 (=°Oä›½Q®°}=°x =°Q®°=…çÁ_È° - KÍ@°Q®°}=°x KÍ_³…çÁ_È°) 
 

Afraid of the daughter-in-law’s sharp tongue, the husband’s parents 

warn him to be careful and get him examined. When the matter comes to 

the point of divorce, these points provide evidence for arguments and 
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counter-arguments. When the husband says “she is my goat, I bought her, 

it is for me to beat her or cut her into pieces,” the elders admonish him 

saying “no, you bought no goat, you bought a human.” 

The women who seek divorce are much better than those who indulge 

in adultery behind the husband’s back. But we cannot expect all to be 

straight-forward.  
 
Look at dear friend; look at the field behind,  

(KÇ¶_È° <Í‹¬ëOƒì|° - KÇ¶_È° <Í‹¬ëOƒì|° - KÇ¶_È°KÇ¶_È° ƒì|°) 

The ragi crop therein is ripe for harvest,  

(Q®O Ç̀"³#°H›#°#ß - WO Ç̀ö~H›KË ×̂Ã¤ Ð WO Ç̀ö~H›KËˆ×Ã¤) 
 
And into the field entered a peacock,  

(ä›½OK³ <³=°e„²@“ - kïQ <Í‹¬ëOƒì|° Ð <³=°e„²@“ kïQ)  

A hunter with his bow and arrow, lurking,  

("Í@Qê_È° KÇ¶‹² - "ÍQ®°° ‡ÚOzKÇ¶K³ Ð ‡ÚOzKÇ¶K³) 

A hunter with his silver rimmed gun, watching. 

("³O_H›@Á `Ç°‡H÷ - Z`ÇëQ® kOKÇQ®) 

But see how the bird is hit by the arrow! (WO>ÿ# Hê„¬_‡é†³°) 

Yet see our plight dear friend and pity us,  

(KÇ¶_È° <Í‹¬ëOƒì|° - KÇ¶_È° <Í‹¬ëOƒì|° Ð J`Çë =¶=°~ŒQ® J`Çë=¶=°~ŒQ®) 

The flesh of peacock near our crushing teeth,  

(W~¡°ä›½…Õ ^Î°=òà - <Ë\÷Hê‹² *ìi‡é†Í°) 

Is lost, for our in-laws came unwelcome, (*ìi‡é†Í° KÇ¶_È° <Í‹¬ëOƒì|°) 

And ate away the whole to their hearts’ content 
 

The in-laws approached and the “meat” slipped off.  
 
What can tribes know the taste of a hen? (HùO_È"Œ_öH"³°~¡°H› HË_=òH›øª†Ç°) 

Its flesh and bones and its celestial taste, (P~¡°Q®°O„¬ô|^Îí J~¡Q®"³¶†Ç°) 

Except the beast he hunts and their meat he eats?  
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What can a Mala know the sandalwood smell?  

(=¶"Œ_öH"³°~¡°H› =°OzQ®O^Î=òª†Ç°) 

Except the taste of carrion, foulest of all? („¬_‡é~ò# |H›øä›½ ‡~¡°KÇ°O_È°)  
 

This is the song composed by Valmikis.  
 

The Pandavas and Sita and Rama are considered one among them by 

the tribal communities. They are the ideals for the tribes; as such they try 

their best to observe the nuances of decency and etiquette when men and 

women mingle at one place. But it is not always possible when they live 

under the same roof going about attending to the several house-hold 

chores. They are taught to control their senses, even when they live in 

proximity; still some unintended omissions and commissions do occur. 

They try to check themselves and take steps for the prevention of 

misunderstandings. Be that as it may, somewhere there will be an isolated 

mischief-monger who does some mischief, as described in the following 

song: 

v 

A lout throws at a garland into (F‹¬„¬î|Ou X_# „¬_È"³áKÇ°) 

The lap of a maiden sitting on a pial;  

The innocent girl folded it and smoothed it, (P<³ß"³°~¡°Q®xHêO`Ç JO\÷=ò_z^Ë) 

Bedecked her glassy queue, bound it like a bun,  

(ƒì="³°~¡°Q®x HêO Ç̀ |O Ç̀x =ò_È°KË) 

With the flower garland she got by chance,  

Blind to the mischievous act done by the youth, 

Overwhelmed with joy on the wind-fall gift,  

Hardly had passed six minutes when she wore it,  
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(P „¬ô=ôÞ =ò_z# P~¡°Q®_†Ç°ä›½) 

 Her uncle who went to the forest died; ("Œi =¶=° =°<Œ¼# Hù°=ô"³ˆ×¤_Ë) 

Her aunt won’t from her royal chair come down, ("Œ~¡`Çë ‹²O‚¬ðQ®̂ ³í#° kQ®̂ Î°) 

No, her co-sister won’t for grinding grain come, (`Ë_HË_È° `Ë_ ^ÎO„¬ô…çÁ~¡°) 

The horses refused to eat the grass she gave them, (Q®°ã~Œ° ^¥xKÍu Q®_Û<ùÁ=ô)  

And children won’t touch the milk given by her, („²Á° ^¥x KÍu ‡°`ŒQ®~¡°) 

Her husband’s brother adamant and rude, (=°~¡°^Î°°) 

Refused to go to the Mallram fair (=°…ìÁ~¡O ‹¬O Ç̀ïH ×̂¤~¡°)  
 v  

As wife and as mother, a woman has several competing and 

compelling duties. Many a faithful wife, many a dedicated mother and 

many a virtuous woman are still there to uphold truth and stick on to 

duties. The cycle of life goes on without a mishap on account of them. 

The song below illustrates the point.  

 
She put on bangles to her hands for full length,  

(K³†³°¼_Í‹² QêA° K³O„¬ iOQ®°° kO_^Ë=_ÈO) 

Her frontal hair was drooping to the sides,  

(=¶i‡é Ç̀°#ßk *ì Ç̀°° =¶~¡°‹¬°ë<Œß~¡° HêO`Ë‡@° ‚¬ìÙO) 

She tied her sari down below her navel, (kO_̂ Ë=_ÈO)  

It was a world of fashions with ironed clothes, 

The spread of civilization deep into the tribes,  

Is changing fast their style of life, good or bad, 

Let human fashions run in tune with the times 
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She developed love for children, having none,  

(ƒì° …èH›#° ã|=°° „¬_È°`Ç°O^Ë) 

Can the sun give me happiness as you give? (‹¬¶~¡°¼_È° h†Ç°O`Ç ‹¬°Yg°†Ç°Q®=) 

Can the moon give me pleasure as you give? (KÇO Î̂°~¡°_È° h=O\÷ KÇH›ø^Îg°†³¶) 

She crossed the river and soon became pregnant,  

(U~¡°^¥@H›=òO Î̂° Q®ia_ùzóO^¥) 

And delivered Kowsel on the sandy beds: (W‹²H›k|ÄHê_È „¬ô>ÿ“ä›½‰×#ß) 

To tell her brothers in the field, she felt shy, (KÍx…Õ J#ßä›½ K³„¬æ‹²QÒ¾#°) 

The shyness of co-sisters was much more, (WO\÷…Õ Wk#ä›½ WH› ‹²Q®°¾…è#°) 

Her parents might think their prestige gone (`ÇeÁ^ÎOã_È°ä›½ `Ç=O„¬ôQ®°#°) 

And her sisters might feel it was a shame, (J„¬æK³…ÿÁOã_Èä›½ ^³„¬æ=°_È°Q®°#°) 

The potter and the blacksmith built a shrine, (H›=°ài H›=°ài =°O_È„¬=ò KÍªé) 

And threw the child into the burning hearth, (L†Ç¶¼ ƒì°}÷â x„¬C "Íªé) 

The blue sea went up and gently rained, (h ‹¬Oã^ÎO "³oÁ xez [eÁO^Ë) 

The milk-sea went up and rained from above. (‡‹¬Oã^ÎO "³o¤ ‡~¡ [eÁO^Ë) 

v 

Beyond the mountain slopes, ding dong ding,  

(X_È°ÛX_È°Û HùO_ÈHê_È [O|†Ÿ°*Õ *Õ^Î°OQ®~¡°) 

Inside, amidst the plains, ding dong ding,  

(…Õ„¬e OH› #@“#_È°=° [O|†Ÿ°*Õ *Õ Î̂°OQ®~¡°) 

There stands and stares a lion, ding dong ding,  

(„¬ôe~Œ[ „¬ôe~Œ[ - [O|†Ÿ°*Õ *Õ^Î°OQ®~¡° - `Ë\÷„¬ô~¡°\ì<³áu#†Ç°¼) 

His burning eye-balls round, ding dong ding,  

(`ùq°àk~ËA<Œ_È° <Í#° - [O|†Ÿ°*Õ *Õ Î̂°OQ®~¡°) 
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Went there a milch cow for grass, ding dong ding,  

(|°^Î°í° *ìý<Œ° K³„²æ=`Ç°ë#°) 

In her neck was hung a log, ding dong ding,  

("Í°`Çä›½ `Ç~¡…ÿ "Í°°Q®…ìÁ=ô - [O|†Ÿ°*Õ *Õ^Î°OQ®~¡°) 

The cow began to graze, ding dong ding,  

(H›\÷“~¡†Ç°¼ Q®O@|°_ÈQ® - [O|†Ÿ°*Õ *Õ Î̂°OQ®~¡° - |¶ä›½=°x öHH›"ÍÌ‹) 

The log in her neck, hanging, ding dong ding,  

(„¬ô@“KŒ@° ‡é`Ç°"³òH›=ò - [O|†Ÿ°*Õ *Õ^Î°OQ®~¡°) 

A ringing bell too on neck, ding dong ding, (Q®_ÈQ®_È=°x Q®O@ |°_ÈQ®) 

The lion roared, it echoed, ding dong ding, („¬ô@“KŒ@° ‡é`Ç°"³°H›=ò) 

Like shooting arrow flung, ding dong ding,  

How dangerous, how cursed, ding dong ding,  

(=‹¬°ë#ßk~¡ "Œ†Çò"³°H›=ò - J=°ànx=òO_È"³ò†Ç°¼) 

“You are the king of animals, ding dong ding, („¬ôe~Œ* „¬ôe~Œ[) 

Entreat you I a favour, ding dong ding, (#†Ç°¼^ùH›q#ß„¬=°†Ç°¼) 

I’ve a young calf at home, ding dong ding, (`Ë\÷„¬ô~¡°\ì<³áu#†Ç°¼)  

Believe, he is mine, days old, ding dong ding, (`ùq°àk~ËA<Œ_È° <Í#°) 

I go home and tell her, ding dong ding, (|°^Î°í° *ìý<Œ° K³„²æ= Ç̀°ë#°)  

How she should live without me, ding dong ding,  

I give her milk and come back, ding dong ding,  

(‡°Ì„\÷“=`Ç°ë#†Ç°¼ - [O|†Ÿ°*Õ *Õ^Î°OQ®~¡°)  

I swear by fire, believe me, ding dong ding, (Jy¾#x|_ Jy¾ƒì‹¬°) 

I swear by waters, I stand in, ding dong ding, (h\÷# x|_ hƒì‹¬°) 

Remain, lion here, remain, ding dong ding,  

(WO Í̂ LO_È"Ë "Œ†Çò"³°H›O `ÇeÁ…èxƒì=ô Hù_È°H›)  

“Henceforth my child, hear me, ding dong ding, (`ÇeÁ…èxƒì=ô Hù_È°H›) 

You will not have your “Mother”, ding dong ding,   
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Graze on the bank of Ganges, ding dong ding,  

(Q®OQ® X_È°Û# Q®_ÍÛ"Í°†Çò Hù_È°H›)  

Graze in the valley near, ding dong ding, (HùO_ÈH÷O^Î Hù#…è"Í°†Çò Hù_È°H›) 

Drink water fresh and pure, ding dong ding, (=°Oz[ hö~`ŒQ®°) 

Don’t graze in Basamen’s field, ding dong ding,  

(ƒì‹¬"ŒiKÍ#°"Í°†Ç°ä›½ Hù_È°H› - [O|†Ÿ°*Õ *Õ^Î°OQ®~¡°)  

Because they will beat you, ding dong ding, (|^ÎíH›ã~¡`Ë Hù@°“#°Hù_È°H›) 

With heavy strikes they beat you, ding dong ding,  

Don’t graze in Kammaris field, ding dong ding,  

(H›=°ài"Œi KÍ#°"Í°†Ç°ä›½ Hù_È°H› Ð H›uëH›ã~¡`Ë Hù@°“#° Hù_È°H›) 

For they may stab with knives, ding dong ding, (ƒì‹¬"ŒiKÍ#°"Í°†Ç°ä›½ Hù_È°H›) 

 And hunt you down, dear, ding dong ding. (|^ÎíH›ã~¡`Ë Hù@°“#°Hù_È°H›)  

 
Don’t graze in Reddy’s land, ding dong ding, ( ï~_Û"Œi KÍ#°"Í°†Ç°ä›½ Hù_È°H›) 

They beat you sure with rudders, ding dong ding, (`³_È°ÛH›ã~¡`Ë Hù@°“#°Hù_È°H›) 

But graze in Mala’s land, ding dong ding. (=¶"Œi KÍ#°"Í°†Çòg° Hù_È°H›) 

And come back with the herd, ding dong ding, (=°O^Î…ÕH›e‹²~¡g°àHù_È°H›) 

If lag behind, my dear, ding dong ding,  

You have to save yourself, ding dong ding,  

Though you are amidst all, ding dong ding,  

(#_È°=° L#ß F#Á\ì"Ë "³#°H›#°#ß F ³̀Á\ì"Ë ƒìïHá# h Í̂ƒì~¡O) 

You have to save yourself, ding dong ding,  

 
As steel wire springs, as brass pots move,  

(Lä›½øfQ®¶y#@°Á, H›OKÇ° Q®~¡Q®° H›ke#@°Á) 

As milk pots march. (‡Q®~¡Q®° Ç̀~¡e#@°Á)  

 
With ringing bell resounding, ding dong ding, (Q®}Q®}=°x Q®O@KÇ„¬C_È°) 
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The cow ran back to the lion, ding dong ding, ("³o¤‡é†Í° Q®OQ®ƒç…ìÁ=ô) 

“Come, lion, come running, ding dong ding, (‡i ‡i ~Œ"Ë "³°H›O) 

Come jumping, come galloping, ding dong ding, (LiH÷LiH÷~Œ"Ë"³°H›O) 

Hold my throat and bite deep, ding dong ding, (H›O~”¡OHê_È Hê@°"Í†³¶) 

I have kept my word, lion, ding dong ding, (=¶@ Ç̀„¬æH›=zóu#†Ç°¼) 

I came back to you soon” ding dong ding,  

“I like your truthfulness, cow, ding dong ding, (‹¬`ÍëxïHá# "³°zóu#=°à) 

Go back to your young one, ding dong ding, ("³o¤‡é"Ë Q®OQ®ƒç…ìÁ=ô) 

And take care of your calf, ding dong ding, (ƒìïHá# KÇ¶KÇ°Hù=¶à) 

Go happy and live in joy, ding dong ding.  

v 

These tales were popularized among the Valmikis who entered 

service in the estates of Golugonda Madugula and Kasipuram in Visakha 

manyam. With hectic farm-operations and rising social disparities, there 

is a decline in revelries. There is, however, a rise in the songs, which 

preach morals, that women sing at work – either while separating 

tamarind seed, or while smearing floor with cow dung or in the sowing 

operations.  

 
The above song was sung by the mala’s of Gurthedu. So they 

“sing” to the calf to graze in a Mala’s field. Baasavaru (ƒì‹¬"Œ~¡° people 

speaking other languages) are rude people. They beat with cudgels. 

Reddys are good basket-makers – they hit with paddles. Koyas are 

farmers. They beat with a thorn bush used for fencing. Smiths burn a 
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knife before wrapping it up in a wooden handle. They will brand you if 

you rub them on the wrong side.  

 
While perantalu (the women who come on auspicious occasions) sing 

these “elders’” songs, young girls attack them with mischievous songs. 

Even as the man’s say in the family and society grows, young women do 

not part with the traditional freedom, they are entitled to, in the festivities. 

These mischievous songs are known as “lollosi”, songs.  

 
My brother has come but no plate leaves to serve the food,  

(J#ßQê~¡°=zó~Ë Pä›½…è…è"Ë) 

Go to the bronze shop and bring one plate home:  

(H›OKÇ~Œ_kä›½"³o¤ - H›OKÇ_y`³O_Ë) 

My brother-in-law too has come, my dear, (ƒì=Qê~¡°=zó~Ë Pä›½…è…è"Ë) 

Go to Koyas near and bring one lionscloth,  

(HË†Ç°"Œ_kä›½"³o¤ - QËKÇ°_y ³̀O_Ë) 

Lollosay – rannalala; (…ç…çÁÌ‹á~¡#ß…ì) 

Lolloye lore; (…ç…çÁ…Õ†Ÿ°…Õï~) 

Sailore rannalala, (Ì‹á…Õï~ ~¡#ß…ì) 

Sailore lore (Ì‹á…Õï~ …Õï~)   

 
For those who say Lollore one kid inside (Pregnant)  

(…ç…ÕÁÌ‹ J#ß"ŒiH÷ Ð …Õ„¬…çH›„²Á) 

For those who say sailore, a kid on the breast, (Ì‹á…Õö~ J#ß"ŒiH÷ Ð ‹¬OH›<ùH›„²Á)  

 
Respecting others depends upon kinship and the state of mind with 

which one receives the other.  

 
Respecting others depends upon the relationships. 
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I serve my husband in the bronze plate, (H›OKŒ#ƒÿ_È°^Î°#° Ð Hê=òO_ÈO^Î°#°) 

I serve my brothers dear in green-leaf plates, (Pä›½#ƒÿ_È°^Î°#° Ð J#ßO^Î°#°) 

But to the man of my age in the piece of gunny bag used to drain water 

from boiled rice. ([aÄ#ƒÿ_È°^Î°#° Ð l†Ç°¼_ÈO^Î°#°) 

 

It is a plate with due respect to the husband and a leaf would do for a 

brother since he does not take it amiss. A fellow of her age deserves a 

gunny cloth because she likes to provoke him.   

 
What curry I shall serve, my dear sister, (=¶J„¬æ =zó^ù Ð U"Í°q° ä›~¡) 

Go, get the hen in the lane and dress it up,  

(QùOk#°#ß HË_„²Á l†Ç°¼~¡° |†Ç°¼~¡° ä›~¡) 

My brother-in-law came’long with my sister, (=¶ƒì= =zó_Ë U"Í°q° ä›~¡) 

What curry I should make for him and serve?  

("³°Q®°#°#ß `ùO_È„²Á-l†Ç°¼~¡°|†Ç°¼~¡°ä›~¡) 

The lizard in the fence I shall cook for him,  

Because he is of my age and is smart, 

My sister’s sign on oil applied is shining, (=¶†Ç°„¬æ Hù„¬C° #¶<³=òO Ç̀°) 

My brother-in-law’s hair is dry and matted, (=¶ƒì= y@“° Qùãï~_³H›ø°) 

With silver rings my sister’s toes are adorned, (=¶J„¬æy@“° J~¡\÷ƒÕ^³°) 

My brother-in-law’s feet like sheep uncloven, (=¶ƒì= y@“° Qùãï~ Qù^³í°) 

The young men of my age in this big village, (=¶ Ti l†Ç°¼° Z…ìQ®O\÷"Œ~¡°)  

Are skeleton-like pale-cheeked and charmless,  

(fÌ‹‹²# ª~¡°=°@“ - KŒ=ô"³°Q®"Œ~¡°)  

Our village girls are angel-like enchanting,  

The colour of the sheep is of one kind, (Qùãï~Qù^³í…çH›øKŒ†Ç° - QË=ô…çH›øKŒ†Ç°)  

The colour of the youngsters is another kind,  

All turmerics are of one kind in colour, (Jxß „¬‹¬°„¬ô…çH›øKŒ†Ç° - J=°à…çH›KŒ†Ç°) 
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But of the young girls it is different, 

Where from has the timid have come? (ZH›ø_#°O_ =zó_Ë a`Çëi H›O_ÈÁƒì=) 

While getting down the steps he tumbled and fell.  

(Q®°=°à=ò kQ®ƒÕ~ò |°OQ®ky<Œ_È°) 

 
Only the younger sister of a woman could read the fleeting glances of 

her brother-in-law. And the outcome is clear.   

 
The tribes build homes on hill slopes reserving the low land for wet-

cultivation. As a result the hill slopes turn out to be conjested. If each hill 

is like an ant-hill, one can find several hamlets on a single hill, just as 

there are many hamlets on a single hillock. Thus, in the regions around 

Paderu, there are three hamlets on a single hill. They are Lochiliputtu, 

Suntruputtu and Kummariputtu. (XH›øQ®°„¬æä›½ =ü_È° „¬ô@°“°) The people there 

hold a rope hanging by the eave, feel the uneven steps and then go in or 

get out. The bald-headed brother-in-law fumbles on the steps as he is lost 

in looking at the charms of his wife’s younger sister.  

Behind is spread fog and mist all around, (Q®O`Ç"³#°H› QêO Î̂°"ÍÌ‹) 

Whose house is this, whose house is that, not known, (q°\÷H› q°^³í° "ÍÌ‹) 

Into which hut entered the bald-headed man?  

(^Î¶i=zó# _ËH÷|°ã~¡ä›½ Ð l†Ç°¼~¡°|†Ç°¼~¡°KÍÌ‹) 

 
What house is it where is utter confusion, 

And what he did with women of his age, 

And how the women had revenged, not known, 

 
There is fog all around. One cannot distinguish one’s own house from 

the others. It is tough time to recognize a house. So there is no way to 

know which house the bad fellow has entered and what reception he has 

suffered. The hidden meaning in the song below contains indeed a good 

literary device. 
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All songs on sister’s husband are presumably sung with some hidden 

meaning.  

 
The creeper has brought forth basketful peas, 

(Q®O Ç̀"³#°H› zä›½ø_È°K³@°“ Ð Ç̀@“Qê†Ç°°HêÌ‹) 

For each one measured, one kick from bava came,  

(`Ç_q`Ç_q ^Í=ä›½ ƒì= Ð `Œ„¬ô°uO^Î°"Í"³ò) 

The body of the black-bird is but black clay, (ZOã_H›̂ Íq^Ë Ð Zã~¡_³H›ø=°#°ß) 

For you might receive enough of heavy blows,  

(^Íq^Íq u#ä›½ƒì= Ð ^³|Ä°uO^Î°"Í"³ò) 

The young gold-skinned woman with suckling child,  

("Í°_„¬O_È° ~¡¶„¬ô^Ë†Ÿ° Ð …è̀ Ç„²Á Ç̀eÁ)  

As soon as you smell her, you hate her and leave,  

("Œ‹¬#Hù„¬C^Îye Ð =k…ÿ ^¥xHùOQ®°) 

In each lap of those women hangs a child. 

 
The song below imitates the band music at wedding time. 

 
Go this side, go that side, you find good pudding,  

(WOn_³<Œ JOn_³<Œ - „²O_ä›½O_ÈKŒ@°#) 

On every side in every nook sweet-smells, (Ì„O„Ô_³<Œ - "³°i†Ç¶ - Ì„O„Ô_³<Œ) 

In the next street his dead beast, a cattle, (J^Îíi gk# Qù_È°Û„¬_KÇK³ó) 

The Malas got the flesh, but no piece we got,  

(=¶ä›½ =¶O‹¬=¶†³° Ð =¶ä›½ "³¶‹¬=¶†³°) 

I can’t dig out sweet yours, I can’t cleanse them?  

( Î̂°O‡° Ç̀=Þ…è#° Ð Î̂¶e Ç̀°_È°=…è#°) 

I can’t bend a branch and cut or I can live,  

(Hù=°à=Oz #~¡H›…è#° Ð <Í#° |`ÇH›…è#°) 
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Cut and remove, cut and remove but what?  

(f†Ç°"Œ…ÿ f†Ç°"Œ…ÿ Ð Uq° f†Ç°"Œ…ÿ)  

You should to Darakonda go and cut dabba grass.  

(^¥~¡HùO_È "³ˆ×¤"Œ…ÿ - ^Î|ÄQ®_ÈÛ f†Ç°"Œ…ÿ)  

And beat them those who steal it. ( Î̂|ÄQ®_ÈÛ fÌ‹"ŒiH÷ - ^³|ÄHù@“"Œ… ÿ)  

 
In manyam, any one should sweat and toil, however rich he might be. 

If a rich man engages labour, the labourer tills the land till such time that 

his immediate needs are served. Even among them, there are some 

rogues, lethargic rogues, who do not work even that far. This applies to 

the women-labourer too.  

 
Remember, you are but the daughter-in-law,  

O daughter-in-law of thousand beauties, (HË_È HË_È HË\÷‹¬°O Î̂i) 

“Eat sweetened rice and plaster the mud pial”  

(‡°ä›_È° u#==°à Ð „¬OKÇ°H›==°à) 

“I can’t eat sweetened rice, I can’t do plastering.”  

(‡°ä›_È° u#…è#° Ð „¬OKÇ°H› …è#°) 

You see this, brother, how defiant your wife! (KÇ¶_È°~¡ z#ß#ß =k# Ð "Œ°Hê°) 

She eats away the cakes kept in the pots, (^ùOuä›½O_ÈKŒ@° Ð ^ùOQ®~ù>ÿ“°) 

And rice in morsels in quiet secrecy. (ä›\÷ä›½O_ÈKŒ@° Ð ä›\÷=ò^Îí°)  

 
Stolen food makes the girl head-strong. The man however does not 

take her pride for granted. He may give her blows in turn. 

 
This ill-tempered, proud woman went to the yard, (Hê=°#ß ^ù_Û ïHˆÜ¤ <³ß…ìi) 

And brought a bitter watermelon fresh, (Hê~¡°„¬ôKÇóHê†Ç° ^³zóO^³<³ß…ìi) 

I asked her to cook it and make good curry, (HË‹²=O_È°=°O>ÿ <³ß…ìi) 

The fruit was ripe as was not plucked in time, (HË†Ç°H› =O_O ^³<³ß …ìi) 
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I asked her to add salt to it and cook; (L„¬C"Í†Çò=°O>ÿ <³ß…ìi) 

But she spit on the ground and stared at me, ( Ç̀°„¬C# T‹²O ³̂<³ß …ìi) 

I asked her to put some strong chilly powder, (=ã~¡ "Í†Çò=°O>ÿ <³ß…ìi) 

Instead of chillies she put onions many, (Zã~¡Q®_ÈÛ "Í‹²O ^³<³ß …ìi) 

I asked her to press down my back while bathing. (g„¬ô`Ë=ò=°O>ÿ <³ß…ìi) 

 
But, she instead, pushed me back and left me; ("³#ä›½ø ^ùaÄO ^³<³ß …ìi) 

I asked her to give me a wet cloth to wipe, (`Ç_|\÷“=°àO>ÿ <³ß…ìi) 

She gave me a thatch and roused my anger; (`Œ\ìH÷zóO ^³<³ß …ìi) 

I asked her to apply oil and comb my hair, (A@°“ =OQ®nÌ‹ <³ß…ìi) 

And bent her head down and gave her three blows, (=ü_³á# …ìQê _³<³ß …ìi)  

 
The hill-bred sheep fat can’t touch the ground and swallow,  

(HùO_È Qùãï~ HùqÞ^Ë…è̂ Ë Ð Hù#=Oz "Í°†Ç°…è^Î°) 

The she-sheep fat can’t touch the ground and swallow,  

(P_Èƒç>ÿ“ HùqÞ^Ë…è^Ë Ð JO@ä›½O_È "Œi†Ç°…è^Î°) 

The fatty man comes to be cut down by sword, (=°Q®"Œ_È° HùqÞ_Ë…è̂ Ë) 

The fatty man, a victim of the royal sword (KÇOã^Î‚¬ð‹¬O H›uë‡°)   

 
There are two types of hill sheep backing deer. One is called dabba 

gorre and the other konda gorre. The konda gorres are the fat ones. They 

cannot look down on account of the fat around their necks. They fall an 

easy prey for the traps cast. They wild life has three mamas (fathers-in-

law) to kill them – a spear, a cot and a trap. The word “father-in-law” is 

used in this context in derogatory sense.  

(=°~¡}ìxH÷ =òQ®°¾~¡° =¶=°°, D =¶=° Ð (D>ÿ), =¶ =¶=° Ð (=°OKÇO), F =¶=° Ð (F^ÎO) 
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In the above song there is a reference to the sword called 

chandrahasam which can take one back to the culture of militarism of the 

erstwhile princely estates.  

 
Wild animals do not attack their prey face to face like soldiers. 

Therefore it requires some courage and trickery to attack them. Bow and 

arrows are the only weapons in the hands of the tribes. Of late, the forests 

and with them “the game” is becoming extinct. With no “fair” return in 

hunting, it has become a mere sport. Unless the tribe is pampered, 

motivated with songs and forced to go, he won’t go for hunting. 

 
Like termites, in a group they go for hunting,  

(KÇe p=°^ÎO_È°Q®°…ìQ® - ªyi - "Í@"Œ~¡°) 

Like white ants they gathered all that came for hunting,  

(ä›\÷ p=° Î̂O_È°Q®°…ìQ® - ä›_i - "Í@"Œ~¡°) 

They walked through hills and rocks and rugged lands,  

("Í@"³̂ Ü¤_ J#ßQê~¡° - Uq°HùO_È…ÿ =°@°“̂ Î°~¡°) 

Had crossed jumboo, neem and all kinds of trees,  

(Uq° Hù=°à…ÿ X_È°Û`Œ~¡° - h~¡°_È° =¶~¡°_È° Hù=°à°) 

When thirsty they drank filthy water in a ditch;  

And mounted Burugumetta upland, (|°~¡^ÎQ®°O@ hˆ×Ã¤`Œy - |¶~¡°Q®° "³°@“…ÿH÷ø)  

(Uq° H›}°‹¬°…ÿ "Í‹¬°`Œ~¡°) 

They shot down doves on trees with arrows sharp, (i=ÞHù=òà ƒÕ_ÈH›}°‹¬°) 

 

And like garlands they stitched the hunted birds.  

(Uq°  ^ÎO_³…ÿ Q®°KÇ°ó`Œ~¡° - |OQ®~¡„¬ô ƒìH›}°‹¬°)  

 
Now moves Lachumiah for the hunt.  

He covered marshy lands and wild ducks he shot down,  

(|O^Î° uiy<Œ_È° ƒì`Ç°° Hù\÷“<Œ_È°) 
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He roamed about dry lands and shot some goats,  

("³°@“° uiy<Œ_È° "Í°H›° Hù\÷“<Œ_È°) 

He went round the hills and shot down Kanujus,  

(Q®°@“° uiy<Œ_È° Q®°=Þ° Hù\÷“<Œ_È°) 

They were on return, O’ priest, go and receive them! 

("³ˆ×Ã¤"³ ×̂Ã¤ Ð „¬î*ìi ƒì|° - "Í"³°`Íë "Í…ì†³°) 

 
In Kudukakuru wet lands hid a wild cat,  

(ä›½_È°H›ä›~¡|O Î̂…Õ# ä›½Q®°_†Çò#ßk ä›½i_„²eÁ) 

The artless hunter shot at him but missed,  

(KÍ`ÇQêx "Í@"Œ~¡° Ð KÍuHË° K³Á[eÁ) 

Look at the dancing girl, her graceful gait,  

(ª~¡°ä›~¡|O^Î…Õ#° - ªx^¥x #_ÈH›E_È°) 

Who is passing through Sarukurabanda? 

The milk-maids waist-thread is the rope of the cow,  

(QùÁ̂ ¥x "³òã`Œ_È° - QË=ôä›½ H›@°“|O Î̂O) 

The milk-man’s under-cloth, the cow’s pillow,  

(QùÁ^¥x QËzQ®°_ÈÛ - QË=ôä›½ `ÇQ®°_ÈÛ) 

In the flat lands of Nallasamala, (#Áª=°OH›ä›½ <³=°e „²@“° <³=ôQù#°) 

Peacocks in flocks as if it’s their abode;  

 

Our middle brother camped in harlots’ colony,  

(#_„²"Œ_È°~¡<³á#ƒì|° - ªx"Œ_È~¡ Hù°=ô…ì†³°)  

While the herlot looks beautiful his wife at home looks like a tigress,  

(ªx ‡„¬~¡ KÇH›ø<³á`Í - WO\÷ W…ìÁ° „¬ôeƒì|°) 

If umbels of onions are white and pleasant, (LeÁ„¬î° K³Á<³á`³) 

They do resemble jasmines in their fragrance; (=°…ÿÁ"³òQ®¾° ƒÕ°ƒì|°)   

The wife at home with humility remains like onion  
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The herlot like a jasmine in her house  

 
There is an exodus of black ants coming out of the ant-hills, when they 

are inundated in the first rains. The tribes set out for hunting like those 

ants in row.   

 
Except for flirting with women, these men are good-for-nothing. They 

visit the forest daily only to make merry with the shepherdesses, while 

eating the tender date-leaf-buds (JO_ÈOQ®°°) with the fat insects (ƒç_ÈÛOQ®°°) 

and all, living in them.   

 
There are two kinds of sambar deers in the forest. One is sirlikanusu 

and the other bodakanusu. The sirli is a fat animal with ten or twelve 

pairs of horns. Bodakanusu is lean and it has lean horns. The taunt in the 

above song is that these men can hunt only the lean ones. Even for that, 

their boastfulness and preparations know no bounds. They boast of 

returning from the hunt, vanquishing the king of all angels and bringing 

him home. Lachmudu, the smith, says that he would get enraged and kill 

his prey heroically. Buddadu, the potter assures the people at home 

stating that he would cook the prey in a new pot. All this is just vain-

glorious. 

 

With dwindling confidence in one’s self, they seek the help of the 

priest’s rituals. In contrast, the Konda Reddis of the Godavari districts go 

for hunting as if it is a routine affair. Welcome songs and religious rituals 

before or after hunting are unknown there.  

 
Beyond the hill in Lingaturi village, (eOïQ@¶i~¡ Q®O`Ç"³#°H›) 

Behold how earth and heaven have become one! (xOy<Í…è XH›ø\ì†³°) 

If we want to shoot, the forest is thick and dark,  

(Uq°`Ë\÷~¡ "Í†Çò^Î=°#Q® - H›#°ß |¶~¡°Á~¡ Q®ã~¡°°H›@°Á) 
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We should set fire to the forest at one end, (H›@Á̂ ÎO_È…ÿ `ÇQ®°<Í̂ ¥íO) 

And with the arrow of Harischandra, (JiKÇOã Î̂°ƒì}=ò`Ë_) 

We shall burn down the seven-hill regions, (J‹¬ëQ®°O_³…ÿ `ÇQ®°"Í^¥íO) 

And with the sun and the ray-arrows (‹¬¶~¡¼KÇOã Î̂ ƒì}=ò`Ë_) 

Burn the frontal area of the starry sky (KÇ°H›ø#° Î̂°ï~ Ç̀Q®°<Í̂ ¥íO)  

 
The above song is similar to that in “the hill-fairs” of the Godavari 

districts. With the life-style deteriorating and the beauties of the original 

song wearing out, the long ballad of the Godavari districts is condensed 

into a short stanza in the Visakha region. The last phrase in the original 

song is substituted by the expression “Suryachandra and Harischandra.”  

 
The welkin above and the world below become one, when there is fog 

around and also when the forest is ignited. In the forest-fire, the smoke 

covers the whole space and darkens it. When the huntsmen try to catch 

bisons, they set fire to the forest from one side, expecting the bisons to 

flee to the other. So they lay in wait on the other side to trap their prey. 

This is called chasing “the game” with fire. Sometimes they chase the 

animals with drums, by casting nets or by laying traps. At other times 

they chase them towards a hillock, towards a crowd of people or even 

towards a canal ghat. There are many more hunting-devices among the 

tribes.  

 
Down the sheet rocks, a buffaloe mango tree,  

(|O_ÈH÷O Î̂<Í"³ò - ~Œ=° - |ãï~=¶q°_Í"³ò) 

Our younger brothers are fond of its flowers  

(^¥x „¬ô=ôÞ…è"³ò - ~Œ=° - ƒì Ç̀=òà_Í"³ò) 

The brother who is military is proud of his riches  

(^ÎO_È°…Õx†Í°"³ò - ~Œ=° - ƒì`Ç=òà_Í"³ò) 

(^Î‹¬°ëH›@“…è"³ò - ~Œ=° - qã~¡gQ®°<Í"³ò) 
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Behind the screen awaits a new younger pair,  

(Q®O Ç̀ "³#°H›<Í"³ò - ~Œ=° - *Õ_È° KÇ°H›ø…è"³ò) 

 (*Õ_È°KÇ°H›ø…è"³ò - ~Œ=° - |†Ç°°^Íi"Í"³ò) 

The two young stars now started their journey,  

(ƒì~ŒA…è"³ò - ~Œ=° - |†Ç°°^Íï~<Í"³ò)  

To see the two young stars the young men started,   

 (KÇ°H›øä›½<Í"³ò - ~Œ=° - KÇ¶`Ç=°x †Í°"³ò ~Œ=°) 

They went to Pothumanne Sobikota, (‡é Ç̀°=°<³ß…è"³ò - ~Œ=° - ‰ÕaHË@…è"³ò ~Œ=°)  

(‡é Ç̀°x=Þ öH"³ò - ~Œ=° -J_ÈQ®~Œ Î̂>è"³ò) 

Without settling a he-buffalo dispute, the stars can’t be won,   

Without bride-price the stars can’t be married,  

(P~¡°=°<³ß…è"³ò - ~Œ=° - J~¡_HË@…è"³ò ~Œ=°) 

Our village girl has with your village boy eloped,  

(Pex=ÞöH"³ò - ~Œ=° - J_È°Q®~Œ Î̂>è"³ò) 

We don’t give our girl in marriage to your boy, (H›OKÇ=°O`Ç†Í°"³ò - ~Œ=°) 

Unless you go and bring her and give us, (‰ÕaHË@†Í°"³ò) 

Unless the dispute is settled, don’t approach us, (Hêe`Ë<Ë†Í°"³ò) 

Till the dispute is settled you shouldn’t come. (=°@°“^Î¶"³ò U"³ò)   

 
With full make-up, our “lords” set out on a stroll to see the girls who 

are as lovely as parrots. The parents of the girls do not lag behind. They 

say that they would entertain talks, only when the lords return a he-

buffalo with whom they have mental disputes. In the village, Aaradi kota, 

a similar thing happened. All the villagers collectively gathered to snub 

these “lords.” They say, “a man of your village eloped with our girl, but 

none turned up afterwards from your village for arbitration. Unless that 

affair is settled, no other proposal can be entertained”. This is really a 

challenge for the lords. Blinded by lust, our lords wanted to make Aaradi 
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kota-people eat dust. But everything ended in a mock-bravado. These 

bravados are not of today.  

 
“Pothu Mannem - Lothu gadda” was once the capital for sixty six 

fortresses. It was earlier the capital of the Yadava kings of Vajragada. To 

this day, the ruins of the temples of Veerabhadra and Srikrishna there are 

full of life and lustre. It is reported in visable Dt. manual (1869) that the 

one of Vajragada kings brought the princes of Madugula kingdom by 

force. The Madugula king went with army and demolished Vajragada 

fort.  

 
Every village chains itself as is a fortress. Such fortresses are made by 

stacking stones and boulders. The munsab of the village is the fortress-

chief, too. (^Î°~¡¾<Œ†Ç°ä›½_È°) this ant was Anganayaka (JOQ®<Œ†Ç°H›) Owing to 

the internicent and increasing quarrels the Vaddadi chiefs destroyed 

Vajragada; bolugonda, may be the capital in later times was taken over by 

East India Company. There was not single tribe who did not rebel against 

the take over of this native estate. The Britishers brought forces from far 

and wide to crush the rebellion of these emaciated tribes. Inspite of all 

that, the tribes continued to resist them for more than a century (1800 - 

1924) 

 
Not only their emotional outbursts, but even the patriotic songs sung 

by them, were lost in time, with but only a few spared:  

 
Men in the gundam and Madem and in the hamlet met,  

(Q®¶_³„¬ô^ù~¡O`Ç Q®°_H›@°“HËx - =¶_³„¬ô^ù~¡O Ç̀ =¶\ì_È°HËx) 

And solemnly discussed how to attack (UT~¡°^Ë Ç̀=°x P…ÕzOz~Ë)   

The rule of the British in tribal lands;  

When should we assault them and vanquish them?  

(‡Ú^Ëí~ò ‡Ú>ÿ“Oy ^Ë`Ç=°#ß~Ë)  
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Should we go at noon time Makaram after sunset-pottangi?  

(=°^¥¼‚¬ìßO =¶Hê~¡O ^ù`Ç=°<Œß~Ë)  

If not at break-fast time Jareli we should go; (KÇekH÷ [ãï~e^Ë Ç̀=°#ß~Ë) 

The Mallela Battalion of Pullaiah, the best battalion,  

(=°…ÿÁ =°@°H›O|° „¬ôÁ†Ç°¼^ÎO_È°) 

Expects courtesies and hospitalities from us, (=°i†Ç¶^Î° Hùxß =°#ß#° Hùxß) 

Chicken-fry, toddy and arrack they want, (HË_‡Ú@Á° Hùxß ª~¡H›°Á°) 

They were engaged in courtesies exchange with saruvi padalu,  

(ª†Ç°OH÷ Ç̀z_ ‹¬~¡°=ô „¬_È°) 

When police force with the collector came, (Hù@°“Hù@°“=°x H›H›>è~¡°~ŒQ®)  

The collector ordered the police to charge them,  

The native leaders retreated with their gang (=°ˆõ¤<Í†Ç¶^ÎO_È° =°<³ß…ÿO|_È)  

Through fields, through plains, through hills and rocks around;  

(K³^Îï~<Í †Ç¶^ÎO_È° K³H›…ÿO|_) 

When golden bullet hit („¬q°_„²H÷ø"³o¤ „¬H›ø^ÎQ®°OQ®) 

Chandrayya bell on the vaddems, the land of tribes,  

(„¬_ÈÛ_Ë KÇOã Î̂†Ç°¼ X_³Û=òg°^Î) 

When silver bullet list, ("³O_„²H›ø"³o¤ "³#°ß^ÎQ®°OQ®) 

He was not a man to retreat or flee, ("³~¡=_È° KÇOã^Î†Ç°¼ "³#°H›n†Ç°_È°) 

("Œ_ #_È°=ò #>ÿ“_ …è_HêqOKÇ° - "Œ_#_È°=ò ‹²=¶àQ®̂ ³í QêeOKÇ° - "Œ_ „¬O_È°Á „¬Q®_¨„¬

@°“ `Ë~Œ°)   

 
Darabandala Chandraiah was the one among the forerunners of the 

manyam mutiny. The above song is a tribute of the rural-folk to his 

valour. Although quite anarchic in nature, these mutineers earned the 

sympathies of the rural folk through their martyrdom.  
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It is a general rule that one would turn into a butcher and a barbarian, 

when once the enemy is caught. So, it happened with Chandraiah whose 

severed head and trunk were made into his foot-rest by the rivals. The 

hunter’s feel that such mementoes adorn their valour. 

 
They went to the corner where tigers lived, („¬ôeL#ßHË#Oä›½ "Í@ïHˆì¤~Ë) 

Arranged a trap to catch some animals; (`ÇQ®=ô# ~ŒKÇHù_È°ä›½°~¡°…ç_ÈÛƒÕQê) 

They caught the tiger, (J`ÇxH÷ „¬_ÈÛk ‹¬=~Œ "³°H›=ò) 

Its head was flat as Sitamma’s small seat, (^¥xt~¡‹¬° ‹Ồ Ç=°à z~¡°Q®kí „Ô@) 

The teeth were like the coral chain of Parvathi,  

(^¥x„¬O_È°Á ‡~¡ÞuH÷ „¬Q®_¨ À„~¡° Ð ^¥xQË~¡°Á QùO`³=°à Qù°‹¬° À„~¡°) 

Its skin like a mirror-jacket of the queen (^¥x`ùH›ø ^ù~¡ªx J^ÎíO„¬ô ~¡qH›...)   

 
With a husband or son dying in the battle, the wife and mother 

temporarily grieve over their death; but they enjoy everlasting pride in his 

martyrdom. However, if the mother or wife hears of any danger that 

befalls him in the battle field, her anxiety for his life is beyond all 

imagination: 

 
A terrible war at Edellamari on Vuggalla hillock began,  

(D_³Á =°ãiHê_È, =ôQ®¾Á „¬ô@“Hê_È) 

A fierce fighting hacking with swords was on,  

The flowing blood was in vessels collected, (Hêö~\÷ ~¡H›̀ Ç=°O Ç̀ H›_È=Á „¬\÷“<Œ~¡°) 

The gushing blood in bottles countless filled,  

(z"Í°à\÷ ~¡H›`Ç=°O Ç̀ ‹Ôª „¬\÷“<Œ~¡°) 

By what safe route you can come, my dear son?  

(U^¥i<ù`Çë=ô Hù_È°HË <ŒH›#ß Ç̀Oã_ Q®°~¡°=ô†Ç°¼) 

The village chiefs came, pouching the out-skirts,  

(‡…ÿQêˆ×Ã¤ =zó<Œ~¡° ‡Úe"Í°~¡ Hê‹²<Œ~¡°) 
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The village Karanam was at the entrance, stood watching.  

“The village headman came and blocked the way,  

(H›~¡}ì° =zó<Œ~¡° Q®_È„¬ Hê‹²<Œ~¡°)  

I’ll come through the cart-track, mother, (|O_̂ ¥i= Ç̀ë#=°à H›#ß Ç̀eÁ #~¡°‹¬=°à) 

 (U^¥i<ù`Çë=ô Hù_È°Hê |…ÕÁl Q®°~¡°=ô†Ç°¼) 

The men of Ballogi are great warriors, 

(|…ÕÁl Q®°~¡°=ôO>ÿ |=O`Ç°#°ä›½O>ÿ)  

By what way you would come, my son Guruvulayya?  

(U^¥i<ù‹¬ë=ô Hù_È°HË |…ÕÁl Q®°~¡°=ô†Ç°¼)    

 

The above song was collected from near Rajavommangi adjacent to 

Kondapalli. The Raju here is Sri Rama Raju who had looted the police 

stations at Rajavommangi, Addateegala and Rampachodavaram. 

Rajavommangi is called after him since he released one Mottadaru 

Veraiah Dora rebel leader from the police station of Rajavommangi, 

Tapasikonda. Tapasikonda is the place where Rama Raju performed 

penance earlier. It is also the hill where there are tabisi trees. The word 

Tapasi eclipsed the word tabisi and the name “Tapasikonda” has come 

into use.  

 
There, in the same hill, is the garden called “Ramaraju garden”, given 

to Rama Raju by the muttahdar of Ducherti at the instance of the Deputy 

collector, who was a classmate of Rama Raju. The playfields of Rama 

Raju were Yarlagadda Ramavaram, Chintapalli via Palakajeedi and 

Darakonda via Gurthedu.  

 
Many old men and women who were witnesses to these events faintly 

recount them today as tales.  
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The first song extolling the martyrdom of Darabandala Chandraiah has 

become well-known on the Chintapalli – Paderu route. This route was 

then an impenetrable jungle, a den to the tigers of the freedom movement.  

 
Every place, hereabouts, has earned a name, becoming a part of 

history through the events and encounters of those days. In later times, 

the terrorized tribes were subjected to increased servility.  

 
On the other hand, there was the leadership of one Sri Rebala 

Mandeswara Sarma, who constituted the Andhra Sramika Dharma Rajya 

Parishad. His aim was to achieve their goal by peaceful means. Their 

slogan was “Welcome to Minumuluru road and farewell to muthadar’s 

tyranny.” (q°#°=ò¶~¡° ƒì@~Œ"Œ…ÿ Ð =ò~”Œ^¥iH›@°“ ‡é"Œ…) This refers to the 

ghat road of Paderu laid in 1956. They raised slogans to ban bonded 

labour against the interest on the wan. (q°uëHË‹¬O Qùuë„¬x =¶<Œ…ÿ)  

 
Men like Kodu Marri Kamayya, Mallu Savotha, Rooka Sokkapati, 

Vubbeti Ranga Rao, Kantha Matsyalu and others organized Satyagraha 

movements in which khadi campaign and adult education drew towards 

them men and women from all communities. They filled jails. 

 
Like the rulers of native estates, even the muthadars tried their hand in 

putting down the rebellion. Still the movements could never be 

subjugated. 

 
Jail for us is most comfortable and safe, (*ÿá#Qê q°Q®°‹¬°Y=ò g°Q® =°#ä›½) 

We will have dal chilly is rationed, („¬„¬C „¬k`Ç°…ì° Ð Ì„á#Hê~¡=ò ö~+¬<£) 

Our food-stuffs are in balance weighed and given,  

(`ÇïHø_È…ÕÌ„\÷“ Ð KÇH›øQ® Ç̀¶z=Þ=…ÿ#°) 

We don’t have stinking smell with cement flooring,  

(~ùKÇ°óH›O„¬ô WH›…è̂ Î° Ð Q®KÇ°óKÍ‹²# …Õyˆ×Ã¤) 
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In time we bathe and eat fresh, hot food, ("Íˆ× "Í̂ ×ä›½ ªß<Œ° Ð "Í_ "Í_ ƒÕ[<Œ°) 

The doctors don’t leave us and servants stand by,  

("³O@ƒì†Ç°~¡° _¨H›“~¡°Á Ð [O@#°O Î̂°~¡° <ñH›~¡°Á) 

Hence we want not Zamindari’s association. (=°#Hùní [q°O^¥~¡° ‡ÚO Î̂°)  

 
They levy tax on trees and on our ramps,  

(K³@°“ä›½ „¬<Íßªë_È°, ~ŒuH÷ „¬<Íßªë_È°, ƒ’¶q°H÷ „¬<Íßªë_È°) 

They tax our lands and send us to jail, (p\© ‡ÚO^ÎH›‡é`Í *ÿá°ä›½ „¬O„²ªë_È°) 

If we don’t pay the tax and get receipt;  

Hence we don’t like the forest rules and law. (=°#Hùní ‡¦ï~‹¬°“ H›@°“)  

(„¬O@‡é~ò#Qêx „¬#°ß° q_È°=H› - ï~O_È° KÇ°@Áä›½ "Í‹¬°`Œ_È° - ^Í"Í*ÿO@°Á#°‹²Qù°„¬ô`Œ_È° - 

Hê^ÎO>ÿ =°=òà#° Hêeó ‡ö~ªë_È° - =°#Hùní [g°O^¥~¡°‡ÚO^Î°) 

 
The manyam has been practising these songs with religious conviction 

and chanting them as if they were manthras. As the banyan tree expands 

in its own bed, sending down its aerial roots, these movements have been 

paving the way to unify communities, setting aside pride and prejudice.  

 
Differences still exist. Some do not eat beef and others do eat it. Some 

are chiefs and many depend on them. If some are owners, many should 

serve them. If some feel that they are cultured, the others are looked 

down as inferior. There are different professions and crafts. Through 

these differences have become obsolete, the remnants of them did not die. 

They aspire for progress and prosperity unifying all these classes and 

castes.  

 
The tribal women sing their hearts out in the wedding song of 

Malagangu Sanjeeva Raju during the season of transplantation, invoking 

the gods in heaven and the goddess of the mother-earth. They pray and 

appeal to them to make the whole universe a single home, demolishing 
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the steel frame of the caste system, as also the disparities in wealth 

between the masters and their subjects.  

 
  The Reddis are noted for their righteousness. The bagatas are well-

known for their leadership. The Konda Doras live by working hard. The 

Malas are tactful and well versed with outride world.  The village women 

sing songs who should to wipe off all differences bringing all the tribes 

into a single family. This is the sum and substance of the marriage- song 

of Malagangu Sanjeeva Raju.  

  
The Kalinga forests, renowned as the ‘seven madems’, 

(‹¬„¬ë=¶_³=ò°) are home to seven mothers. Durga, Vindhyachala Vasini, 

Malaya Vasini. Nandapuram, the capital of Jaypore estate (ten miles 

away from Jaypore) the Chandragupta Vikramaditya of Ujjain gave his 

daughter Prabhavati to Nandapuram rulers. The local deity over these 

regions is Makali (Mahamkali). Bhairava was her husband and 

Venkatesa, her brother. Venkatesa’s wife was Devendralu. She was the 

sister of Devendra who ruled over Rapalle in the low lands on the 

Narsipatnam – Vaddadhi route. Rachaganniya, Venkatesa’s sister was 

Devendra’s wife. 

 
One day when the sons of Venkatesa went out for hunting, they 

came across the seven daughters of Devendra. The seven princes got 

secretly married to those seven girls at ‘Kalyanapu lova’, enroute 

Vaddadi, which is well-known even today. Devendra, who happened to 

know about it, sent for the boys and punished them for seven gadiyas 

each (one gadiya in Indian measure of time is equal to twenty four 

minutes). Unable to bear the humiliation, the princess stabbed them 

selves to death. 
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Later, Venkatesa left on a pilgrimage for divya Tirupati to pray for 

a son. Devendra followed him. Devendra, who belonged to the low lands, 

knew many a magic. There is a proverb “the burglar doesn’t forget his 

knife and the witch doesn’t give up her sourcery,” among the tribes. So, 

Devendra the magician always looked for mischief. In order to test 

Venkatesa he created hot sunshine. Venkatesa got thirsty. Sympathising 

with him, Devendra got the milk of a black cow, to quench Venkatesa’s 

thirst, by using his magic power. 

 
Going to Divya Tirupati is no joke. It demanded purification of 

home, body and soul. It required many more preparations and 

purifications. They should have a bath in the seven seas. They should 

undergo many rituals and practice many austerities. Venkatesa and 

Devendra took bath, but they forgot their umbrellas. Venkatesa returned 

to bring the umbrellas but slipped and drowned in the sea. Devendra 

came home alone grief stricken.  

 
The eldest of the seven daughters, Modamma, gave birth to 

Sanjeeva Raju. He was born with a falcon on his shoulder, which flew off 

when he had gone hunting. Then he went in search of the falcon. On the 

way he saw the charming girl Mala Gangu. He saw her singing and 

dancing, talking sweetly and collecting green vegetables. The Mandebu 

hill in the Kiduganuri region (belonging to dorasi) is her birth-place.  

Knowing that Sanjeeva Raju was enamoured of her.  The smart lady 

made him carries loads, eats beef and teased him like anything. The 

falcon was with her and she gave it to him after a lot of pulling. Sanjeeva 

Raju came home with the falcon. 

 
Knowing that Sanjeeva Raju had eaten from an untouchable girl, 

his mother did not let him enter home. He was the lone heir to the 

kingdom and the only son for the seven daughters of Devendra. When the 
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eldest daughter refused to accept Sanjeeva Raju into the house, the six 

sisters of her sent word to their grand mother, Makali Sakthi. Afraid, that 

her grandson might commit suicide, the worried Makali Sakthi rushed on 

her chariot to see the girl, Mala Gangu. On seeing her, Makali Sakthi 

realized that the girl was born under extraordinarily auspicious stars. She 

then approved of her marriage with Sanjeeva Raju, inspite of the fact that 

she was of Mala parentage.  

 
After the marriage, Modamma, the eldest of the seven sisters, stayed 

back in the Asiveyula country while the other six moved to the plain 

dividing among themselves. Gangu and Sanjeeva Rajulu entered 

Minumuluru. The pond where Gangu took her bath and the flower 

garden, poolagandu vanam where she played and sang, remain and her 

divine foot prints in Pata Paderu are sacred places to this day. Every year, 

the locals perform Modamma festival with great gusto, fun and fanfare. It 

is a pity to hear and see recording songs and dances at such times, instead 

of listening to the legendary song of their own fore-fathers. This song (an 

abridged version of it in prose is given above) is given below in detail – 

parts of it in prose and parts in poetry.  

 
We don’t leave your feat, we prostrate before you,  

(‰×~¡}°‰×~¡}° Î̂°~Œ¾O_ÈÁ=°à° Ð g° KÇ~¡}ì° Ç̀„¬æ…è#°) 

We pray to your feet are kind to us for e’er.  

(g°KÇ~¡}ì° Ç̀„²æ#Qêx Ð Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë Ð g° H›~¡°}ì° Ç̀„¬æ…è#°) 

When great ones like you come to rule us,  

(g°…ìO\÷ Hê=ò~ŒQ® Ð `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð q°=òà Ç̀z ‡_È°`Œ=ò) 

We clear our throats and sing in praise of you,  

You are but our great family goddess, (WO\÷ W"Í°„¬ô…ì~¡ Ð Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë)  

We seek your help as we are your fond children, (=¶†Ç°O^Î°# ª†Ç°=òO_È°_È°) 

You are but our resort O! King of hills, (‰×~¡}°ƒì|° ^Ít~ŒA° Ð `Ç°"³°àn~Ë)  
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Sanjeeva Raja came to our rescue, (‰×~¡}°ƒì|° ‹¬Or=~ŒA) 

Remind the king of what he has forgotten, (F... =°~¡z# #°_È°Q®°° ƒì|°) 

What we don’t know he should explain to us, (=°u†Ç°O Î̂° Qù°„¬"Œ…ÿ) 

We may oft falter and at times sing wrong,  

(`Ç„¬æ‡_³=ò `ÇQ®°‡_³=ò Ð `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð HË„¬zO`Ç…ç^Î°íƒì|°) 

Wearing defiled clothes we worship you,  

(=°‹²~¡°‹² |@“`Ë#° Ð `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð q°=òà Ç̀z ‡_È°`Œ=ò) 

Hence be kind to us and lend us your help,  

(=¶g° Î̂ Î̂†Ç°°OKÇ°_È° Ð Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë Ð =¶g°^Î ª†Ç°=òOKÇ°_È°) 

As I’m married, I wear a black-beads chain,  

(#Á„¬î‹¬ Hù_=Á# Ð `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð <Œ~¡° <Œä›½ #_†Ç°"Œ…ÿ) 

My gait should be graceful as peacock’s gait,  

(„¬KÇó„¬î‹¬ Hù_=# Ð `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð „¬^Î=ò <Œä›½ #_†Ç°"Œ…ÿ) 

Like red-feathered cock, I should have a sweet throat,  

(Zã~¡„¬î‹¬ Hù_=# Ð `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð Z°Q®° <Œä›½ #_†Ç°"Œ…ÿ) 

O mighty goddess Kali I beseech your help, (‰×~¡}°ƒì|° =¶H›e‰×H÷ë Ð `Ç°"³°àn~Ë) 

Because of your grace Nandapuram is grand, (#O^Î„¬ô~¡=ò# "³e‹²†Çò#ßk) 

Salutes to you Devulamma, pray, save us (‰×~¡}°ƒì|° ^Íƒì=°à° Ð `Ç°"³°àn~Ë) 

We are rustics; we only know how to hunt, (g° KÇ~¡}ì° Ç̀„¬æ…è=ò) 

We are colleagues and are of equal age, (Z#"Œ~¡° [`Ç"Œ~¡° Ð `Ç°"³°àn~Ë) 

We bow to you O mother goddess great. (g°ä›½ Î̂O_È=ò Ç̀¶Á…ì~¡ Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë)  

 
Venkatesudu was Makali Sakthis’ brother. Bairavudu was her 

husband. The wife of Venkatesudu was Devendralu. Devendrudu was the 

chief of Rapalli, a village between lower Madugula and Narsipatnam. 

Rachagannika, who was Venkatesa’s sister, is Devendra’s wife. All these 

were cousins. Venkatesudu had seven sons who were called Desi Rajulu. 

Once, they were neatly dressed up and went on a stroll into the hills, 
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where Devendra’s daughters Durgandlu were residing. The song begins 

with Durgandlu, daughters of Devendrudu.  

 
The daughter of Devendra is Durgamma, (ö~„¬…ÿÁ _Í~Œûä›½ Ð q ̂Î=ò…èx P@=°à) 

In Rapelli valley they are rejoicing in (P_È̀ Œ<³ L<Œß~¡=°à) 

Holding pearl-headed pestle and in singing,  

(=ò`Œ¼k ~ËH›O_ÍÁ"³ò Q®=Þk KÍ@=°à) 

Cowried winnows they are holding in their hands,  

(JqQêQ® „¬\÷“<Œ~¡° Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë Ð …ÿQ®̂ ³ƒì|° ~ËH›…ÿ"³ò)  

As the son of Venkatesa Raja comes, 

The maidens go on pounding and singing, 

“Why sisters we fail to pound with our pestles?  

(F...K³…ÿÁ F Ì‹á^Ë_È F "³#°ß^Ë_È) 

Then saw they coming, the sons of Venkatesu, (JeqQêx ^Î°~Œ¾=°à°)  

They lifted their heads and found them as Kondarajas,  

(=òY=ò° KÇ¶‹²<Œ~¡°) 

The Konda Rajas too lifted their heads and saw,  

“Tell us, young men, what countries you rule? (U Í̂‰×„¬ô Q®°…ì„¬ô"Œ~¡° Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë) 

Why have you come and why you hold our pestles?” (=¶~ËH›O_È°Á „¬\÷“<Œ~¡°) 

Unmindful, the young girls frowned on the young men;  

“Let your eyes be burst and your eye-balls burn,  

(g°H›O_È°Á À„e‡é#° `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð g° Q®°_È°Á zkH÷‡é#°) 

For which lands you are known to be the goddess?  

(U ^Í‰×„¬ô ^Í=`Ç¶°`Ç°"³°àn~Ë) 

What is the kingdom to which you are Kings?” (U Í̂‰×„¬ô ~ŒA=°à) 

Unbounded joy and meaningless anxiety  

(JqQêx "³¶ Î̂=°à Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë Ð HË„¬=ò° „¬_È° Ç̀ L#ßk) 
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You are our lords, so hear us and understand,  

(‡„¬Qê^Î ‡„¬Qê~¡ `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð PeOKÇ° J~¡œ=ò°) 

We are not Malas, we aren’t even servants,  

(=¶=ò "Í°=òHê=ò Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë Ð ^¥‹¬°=ò "Í°=òHê=ò) 

We have come for you and our mother, a great power,  

(g°HË‹¬"Í° =zóuq° Ð =¶†Ç°=°à =¶H›e‰×H÷ë) 

She is in fact your aunt by relationship, (g°ä›½ "Í°#Q®J`Çë J=ô Ç̀k) 

Our father Byrava is but your uncle,  

(=¶ƒì|° |~ò~¡¶_È° Ð g°ä›½ "Í°#Q®=¶=° J=ô`Ç_È°) 

Your mother Rachaganniya is our aunt,  

(g° J=°à ~ŒKÇQ®xß†Ç° Ð =¶ä›½ "Í°#Q®J`Çë J=ô`Çk)  

 
We are your uncles, so we have come to you”,  

("Í°#=°~¡^ÎO_È°Á g°~¡° =¶ä›½ Ð g°HË‹¬"Í° =zó<Œ=ò) 

The youngest girl understood, so did the mothers,  

(PH÷Ozi =ò=Þ=°à° Ð P…ÕzOzi H›#ß`Ç°Á°) 

The head of them all is Durgamma, the goddess,  

(JO^ÎiH÷ Ì„^Îí^Î°~¡¾ `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð JqQêx "³¶^Î=°à"Ë) 

What a great joy and what a great ecstasy!,  

No, we have got no father but one real one, (=°#ä›½ `ÇOã_…è_È°ƒì|° `Ç°"³°àn~Ë) 

The cause of our birth is our natural father,  

(„¬̂ Î=° (ã„¬̂ Î=°) Ç̀Oã_Q® L#ß_È° =°#ä›½ Hê~¡ä›½_È° H›#ß`ÇOã_ `Ç°"³°àn~Ë) 

He may if pleased will safeguard us, no doubt, (Hêz`³ HêKÇ°`Œ_È°) 

If he does not safeguard, he will condemn us, (Hê†Ç°ä›½O>ÿ YO_OKÇ°`Œ_È°) 

Hence sisters, my beloved ones, come down, soon,  

("ÍQ®°~Œ# kQ®°_È°ƒì|° K³…ÿÁ…ì Ì‹á^Ë_È) 

They threw away their winnows and stood in court,  

(KÍ@° [eÁ<Œ~¡° Ð Hù°=ô…Õ# xez<Œ~¡°) 
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Six of the kings, they went to their kingdom,  

(P~¡°Q®°~¡° Í̂t~ŒA° Ð "³O@<³á# "³o¤‡é~òi) 

The youngest of them with great hope remained,  

(JO^ÎiH÷ z#ß^Î=°à Ð P^³ƒì|° =ò=Þ=°à) 

But the young girl Muvvamma won’t come down, (Hù°"³á# kQ®^Î°ƒì|°) 

Though pulled with hands, she stirs not an inch,  

(KÍ†Çò°„¬\÷“ …ìQ®°`Ç¶<Í L#ßkƒì|° H›̂ Î Î̂†Ç°¼ H›#ß Ç̀eÁ) 

The prince Kottayya, and is the youngest one,  

(JqQêx Hù`Çë†Ç°¼ F `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð JO^ÎiH÷ z#ß"Œ_È°) 

And on him the eyes of Muvvalamma fixed,  

("Œxg°^Î =ò=Þ=°àä›½ `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð =°#‹¬° xez†Çò#ßk) 

The sister in-law’s house is of Malas, (=°~¡̂ Îe°Á =¶~ò°Á `Ç°"³°àn~Ë) 

Hence it is difficult to bring her dowry; (=¶`Ç~¡=ò Qê^Î<Œß~¡° `Ç°"³°àn~Ë) 

The young groom gently moved toward the bride,  

(JqQêx Hù`Çë†Ç°¼ F `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð KÍ~¡~ŒQê) 

And smiles of shyness in her face reflected,  

(=òY=ò…Õ# xziƒì|° Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë Ð =ò‹¬°Q®°#=ôÞ #=ôÞHËx) 

In the midst of the court-hall the young pair stood, (Hù°=ô…Õ# xeziƒì|°) 

As they are married now and made new couple,  

(J`ÇëQê~¡° ƒì=Qê~¡° WO\÷ïHá# "Œ~¡° ‡é~ò Hù`Çë„¬eÁ ‡é~ò<Œ~¡°) 

They have to go to the house of the bridegroom;  

So to Kottapalli, their village, they went; 

“You have by chance six brothers-in-law, great,  

(P~¡°Q®°~¡° ^Ít~ŒA° P~¡°Q®°~¡° ^Î°~Œ¾=°à°) 

And six co-sisters that came from high families;  

They all have joined now to live in great joy, ("Œï~á# ä›_È°Hùx ~¡ Ç̀…ÿá# ZH÷ø<Œ~¡°) 

But lo, how hawks in the sky hungrily scream!  

(PHê‰× =°O_È…ì# Ì„^ÎíïQ^Î°í…ìQ®ƒì|°)  
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Thick forests are impenetrable and dark;  

(~¡`Œ…ÿá# "³_È`Ç L#ß~ò „¬ô°° ^Î¶~¡#\÷“ „¬ôÁ…ÿá# ‹²_ÈQ®°ƒì|°) 

They feared much to precede, the chariots too stopped;  

(Hêä›½° ^Î¶~¡#\÷“ Hê~¡O_È„¬_Èq…Õ# ~¡`Ç…ÿá# †Ç¶„²<Œ~¡°) 

Come, Durgandlu, come and save us from all ills, (‰×~¡}° ‰×~¡}° Î̂°~Œ¾=°à°) 

How have they chanted charms and wedding mantras?  

(L„¬*ì„¬ =°Oã`Ç=ò° "Œö~…ìQ® =°O`ÇiOzi) 

In the dark forest they spread and were left afloating.  

(Hê~¡O_È„¬ô J_Èq…Õ# "Œö~…ìQ® [eÁ<Œ~¡°) 

 
There the daughter-in-law had hunting houses and windy castles all. 

Inviting all and sundry, they were performing their marriages in secret.  

 
Smoke rose high and drums were beating loud. Devendrudu who held 

court in his Rapalle saw the smoke and heard the sounds. The whole 

affair sounded like an earth-shaking event. The secret wedding of 

Durgandlu and Desa Rajulu was being celebrated as a grand festival. 

First, Devendrudu was not able to understand the reason for these 

unprecedented sounds and all-engulfing smoke. He wondered how his 

entire kingdom had turned dark with the smoke. Some sixth sense 

prompted him to suspect that his daughters were getting married to Desa 

Rajulu behind his back. He himself would have performed their marriage 

with due honour, but they betrayed him. He was upset and he was angry 

with both Makali Sakthi and Bairavudu. He sent a letter to them 

expressing his displeasure over the whole affair. On reading the letter, 

Modamma came home with all others, abiding by her father’s wishes.  

 
All came home and paid respects to Devendrudu, the Rapalle chief. 

 
 Our uncle, our own natural uncle, (=¶=°Qê^Î "Í°#=¶=° - =¶=°Qê^Î H›#ß=¶=°) 

So our salutes to him one thousand and more  
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(=„¬ kiy =O^Î#=ò - ^¥„¬ kiy ^ÎO_È=ò) 

 
The chief chained them and jailed them; but asked them not to worry. 

He said that he sentenced them only for a six-ghadias -jail. Unable to bear 

the ignominy, the men stabbed them to death. The kingdom was once 

again in the dark during the day. Even before the chief enquired about the 

cause, his daughters had been widowed. They felt that they were like the 

birds in a cage. They complained to their mother about what had 

happened. Rachagannika, the mother, could not bear her daughters being 

widowed. She stabbed herself to death.  

 
Venkatesudu set out on a pilgrimage after settling his six daughters-in-

law in separate mansions. Devendrudu accompanied him getting his 

permission.  

 
“Stop going and listen to what I say”, (`Ç=òà_È F Ì‹á^Ë_È Ð `Ç=òà_È F "³#°ß^Ë_È) 

So he stopped and retraced his steps and heard:  

(h"³á# †Ç¶H÷OKÇ° Ð J_È°Q®°…ÿá# xez h=ô) 

“I pray you, don’t leave us but remain at home,  

(=òO^Î°ä›½ "³o¤# J_È°Q®°=°à Ð "³#°H›…ÿá# `Çy¾<Œ_È°) 

You are our strength, our fort and our resort.  

(‰×~¡}°‰×~¡}° "³OH›>è‰×Ã Ð ~òO\÷ïHá# xK³<Ë~ò) 

Devendrudu said to Venkatesudu that they would have none to look 

after them or their kingdom, when the daughters established themselves 

in separate places after their remarriage. So he suggested that they should 

visit Divya Tirupathulu to invoke the gods there and pray to them to give 

them a son. Together, they went to Timpallulu.  

 
On the way Devendrudu was somehow tempted to test his brother-in-

law. Devendrudu had three-eyes but Venkatesudu had only two. Both had 

some super natural powers. Using his powers, Devendrudu made the 
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atmosphere hot and Venkatesudu got thirsty. Thanks to Devendrudu’s 

magic, a herd of cattle and a cow-herd were created. The cow-herd 

milked a black cow of the herd and Venkatesudu drank the milk to 

quench his thirst.  

 
It is a known fact that one must be pure of mind and body to enter 

Divya Tirupathulu. Venkatesudu and Devendrudu went to the seven seas 

and had bath in them. From there they proceeded onward, forgetting their 

umbrellas behind. Devendrudu sent Venkatesudu back to fetch them. So 

Venkatesudu was on his way back, went to the sea, slipped there and 

drowned in the sea. Devendrudu was much distressed. He abruptly wound 

up the pilgrimage and returned home.  

 
While it was so with the men there, the women wept long for their 

men until the tears that fell on their cheeks dried up. Meanwhile, 

Modamma, the eldest, gave birth to Sanjeeva Raju.  

 
  Sanjeeva Raju was born with a falcon on his shoulder. His mother 

was much disappointed. She prophesied that the fellow would wed an 

untouchable and eat her defiled food. But the sisters of Modamma willed 

otherwise. He being the only heir to all of them and to their kingdom, 

they brought him up with great care and love. However, he grew up to be 

a man to fall in love with Gangu, an untouchable beauty, born of burning 

logs.  

 
Modamma’s son was one day returning from one of his hunting 

expeditions. Then came on his way Gangu, the untouchable, singing  

 
Gangu has gone to fetch curries of all kinds,  

(ä›~¡ä›½ H›k…ÿ#=°à Ð ƒç_È°Ûä›~¡ ƒç~¡Q®ä›~¡ Ð Hù=°à Ç̀O>ÿ„¬ô ä›~¡…è"³ò) 

He covered Masiputtu and Mandiputtu,  

(=¶‹²„¬ô@°“ =°O_„¬ô@° - Hê=ô~Œ~ò _È°=¶à„¬ô@°“) 
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Hukummuru, Bakunuru near Paderu,  

(‹¬¶ä›½~¡¶~¡° ƒìä›½~¡¶~¡° Ð |†Ç°°g° Î̂ Í̀e<Œ~¡°) 

He got the vegetables at Pulagandu, (‡_Í~¡¶iQ®O`Ç"³#°H› `Œ<Œ…ÿá# KÍ‹²<Œ~¡°) 

A forest famous for all kinds of curries  

(„¬îQ®O_È° =#=ò…Õ# ä›~¡…ÿá# U~¡° Ç̀°<Œß~¡°)  

 
O younger sister China Gangu, sing a song, (K³…ÿÁ F z#ß Q®OQ®° Ð Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë) 

Sing, dear Chinagangu, a little sweet song, (‡@…ÿá# ‡_È°Q®^Î) 

Sing, sisters, a good song and dance and sing,  

(P_È ƒç>ÿ“ä›½ P„¬^Î=ò Ð P‡@ ‡_Ë K³³…ÿÁ) 

Sing a lullaby while collecting leaves.  

(P‡@° ‡_È°Hù#° Ð J_Èq ~ù_ÈÛ° U~¡°Hù#°) 

For plucking leaves they gathered at Mandemaru;  

(=°O_³=¶#°g°^Î KÍi Ð ä›~¡…ÿá# †Í°~¡°`Ç°#ß~¡°) 

A wooden cot was spread with milk-white flowers,  

(P„¬î J_Èq…Õ# ‡„¬î° „¬>ÿ“=°OKÇO) 

My kindred are deprived of beds and blankets,  

(^Î¶k „¬~¡°„¬ô° ^Î°„¬æ\÷ö~ä›½° Ð ^Î¶~¡"³°Øui H›#ß"Œ~¡) 

O bird of song, why don’t you come and sing?  

“O lovely falcon, for pleasure-sake at least comes,  

(‡_Èg\÷ „¬@“„¬ô_ÍQ® Ð ‡@ïHá# <Œ"Œ_È~Œ"Ë) 

O hawk of Bakururi, you are welcome,  

Our golden village is not new to you,” (ƒìä›½~¡¶i ƒì_ÍQ® Ð |OQ®~Œ <Œ"Œ_È~Œ"Ë) 

The tempted falcon went and settled on her queue,  

A falcon or not it came and settled on her queue, 

“It won’t leave me, why, though beaten and scolded? 

And the hawk, soon enough, perched on Gangu’s hair. Gangu was 

surprised to find an eagle-like bird perched on her hair bun. She tried to 
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get rid of the bird but the bird did not leave her. Then Gangu sang, 

coaxing the bird: 

 
You little bellied young handsome brother-in-law,  

(z\÷“=ò=Þ z#ß=°ik Ð h‹²~¡‹¬°ä›½ ^ÎO_È=ò) 

I kneel down and pray to your golden feet,  

(|OQê~¡° =ò=Þ ƒì=°ik Ð h‡^¥ä›½ ^ÎO_È=ò) 

You are my tempting silver-feathered falcon,  

("Í#¶izó# "³O_ä›½KÇ°ó_ÍQ® Ð U#¶izó# |OQê~¡°ä›½KÇ°ó_ÍQ®) 

You are my gold-plumaged young brother-in-law  

 
In the mean while, came Sanjeeva Raju, with a pale face, searching for 

his falcon. He approached Gangu and begged her to show him the bird.  

 
O sister, tell me where the falcon has gone,  

(J„¬æQê^Î Ð `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð _ÍQ®…ÿá# `Í…è̂ Î) 

Why do you call me “sister”, when I’m not?  

(J„¬æ J„¬æ JO`Œ=ô h=ô Ð hä›½ `ÇeÁ<ñ`Œ#° <Í#°) 

 Am I your mother by relation! You know,  

(J=°à J=°à JO`Œ=ô h=ô Ð hä›½ `ÇeÁ<ñ`Œ# <Í#°) 

 “If not, I call you as my “sister-in-law”  

(=°~¡̂ Î F H›<³ß =°~¡̂ Î Ð `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð _ÍQ®=zó# *ì_ÈK³„¬C) 

Now tell me where my falcon has gone, tell soon, 

If he comes to her by one side to tell, 

She asks him to come by the other side; 

If he comes to her by the other side, 

She asks him to come by this side to tease him, 

 
Then she descended from the tree branches laying her right foot on 

Raju’s left shoulder which was golden-coloured and her left foot on his 
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right shoulder which was of the colour of silver and then got down. 

Gangu took him hither and thither on the pretext that she would show him 

the bird.  

 
An unwieldy balance on Sanjeevaraju’s shoulders,  

(F... JqQêx ‹¬Or=~ŒA ä›~¡Hê=ˆ×Ã¤ Z`Ç°ëHù#ß_È°) 

One heavy load if hangs on the left side,  

A heavy load likewise on the right side, 

What kind of walk it is? How hesitant!  

(xä›½ø`Œ#° xQ®°_È°`Œ#° - hO„¬ô #_ÈH›=°à) 

He swings this side and swings that side to balance,  

(`ùä›½ø`Œ#° `ËQ®°`Œ#° - `Ë~¡O„¬ô #_ÈH›=°à) 

I don’t know my own village, you young man,  

(=¶†Çü~¡° <Í#° Z~¡°Q®#° `Ç°"³°àn~Ë) 

Show me the way to my village and lead me”, (=òO^Î°Q®°O@ #_È"Ë ƒì|°) 

I don’t know the route, so go by the way”, (^¥i`Ë_È° #_È°"Ëƒì|°) 

He cursed his fate and prayed to his god, Narayana,  

(<Œ~Œ†Ç°} ^Í=ô_Èx - ä›½ä›½…ì# ^Î°—Mì…è"³¶) 

Recalled he to his mind his parents, and sighed,  

( Ç̀eÁ̀ ÇOã_̀ Çz ƒì|° - ^ÎO_¨° Ì„\÷“<Œ_È°) 

As they belong to upper caste and family,  

(ƒì= ƒì= JOu= ƒç>ÿ“, - "Œ~¡° KÇ¶À‹ë QùÀ„æ‹²~ŒA°) 

But we are Malas; hence don’t call him Bava,  

(=°#O KÇ¶À‹ëO =¶ƒç>ÿ“O Ð ƒì=ƒì= J#ä›½ Ì‹…ÿÁ) 

Don’t you know it is a wrong and an offence!  

(<Í~¡=ò°Qê^Î@=°à Ð ‡„¬=ò° Qê^Î@=°à) 

The balance is too heavy for him to bear,  

The oil pots hanging in the slings on sides,  

(L@ÁÌ„á #¶<³…è"³ò - =°@ÁO Î̂° kOz<Œk) 
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She put them down and placed on pot rests,  

Black-gram flour was cooked to make them shine,  

("³°~¡°Q®°H›x KÍ‹²iƒì|° - q°#„¬„²O_ =°~¡^Î<Œ°) 

Ragi flour was cooked to rub and make it shine,  

(KŒ†Ç°H›x KÍ‹²iƒì|° - KË_„²O_ =°~¡^Î<Œ°) 

The oil pots were removed and placed on ground,  

One hand-cup-full oil from the pot was taken,  

(KÍö~_È° #¶<³° - KÍu†Ç°O Î̂° f‹²<Œ~¡°) 

Again one litre of oil she took from it, 

It was applied to her long black hair,  

They combed her hair and gently soothed her queue, 

A golden comb was used in dressing her hair,  

(|OQê~¡„¬ô Î̂°=x|<³ß - ƒìQ®°Q® Î̂¶‹²<Œ~¡°) 

A glittering comb was used to comb her hair,  

(=<³ßk ^Î°=x|<³ß - ‡†Ç°…ÿá# f‹²<Œ~¡°) 

They split her hair into tresses and tamed them,  

They put in her queue hanging gold-bells,  

([_Èä›½ `ÇQ®°#x - [_Èä›½KÇ°ó° "Í‹²<Œ~¡°) 

 
And dressed her with a dazzling gold, coloured sari,  

(J~¡„¬_ ªÚ=òà°) 

(J^Îí„¬ôpï~° `Ç°"³°àn~Ë - JO Î̂"³°Ø# Q®OQ®°Qê~ù) 

She is our sister, eldest of us all; (J„¬æQê^Î Ì„^Îí†Ç°„¬æ `Ç°"³°àn~Ë)  

A beat of drum was made for playing games,  

(P@H÷ ª\÷O„¬ô° `Ç°"³°àn~Ë =°# ƒì= ‹¬Or=~ŒA)  

 
Like morning lightning the scorching sun,  

(`ùH›i "³°~¡°„¬ô° "³°~¡‹²#@°Á - `Ë…ÿ>ÿO_È° Qê‹²#@°Á) 

The dazzling mirrors and their shadows blur,  
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(J^Îí„¬ô "³°~¡°Q®°° x^Îí„¬ôh_È° Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë JO Î̂"³°Ø# Q®OQ®°Qê~¡°) 

Gold ornaments she wore all round her head,  

(‡„¬_aˆ×¤° <³=OH›° - Hù„¬Cä›½ Hù#Qù°‹¬°°) 

And silver rings and chains to toes and ankles,  

(=°>ÿ“ä›½ „²…ÿÁO_È°Á - ƒìA|O Î̂°° „¬H›ª~¡°Á) 

She was drowned in a sea of pearls and corals,  

(=ò`Œ¼=°OE~¡°…Õ# `Íe<Œ~¡° Q®OQ®°Qê~¡°) 

Through grassy lands and gardens she passed on,  

(^¥i#°#ß Î̂|Ä°^¥\÷ Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë h_È#°#ß x=°à°^¥\÷) 

Through onion fields too they all walked along,  

(LeÁ^ù_È°Á ^¥\÷<Œ~¡° - „¬\ìß…ÿ#°H› "Í‹²<Œ~¡°) 

They crossed turmeric fields and the town edge reached,  

Six thousand suiters came to marry Gangu,  

(P~¡°"Í†Ç° „¬î~¡°|†Ç°° Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë JOk<Œ~¡° Q®OQ®°Qê~¡°) 

O king of Mathsa lands, we seek your help,  

(‰×~¡}°ƒì|° Qù„¬æ~ŒA° - "Œö~…ìQ®° KÇ¶‹²<Œ~¡°) 

This beautiful girl is of royal brought up,  

(~¡OïQá# ~ŒKÇƒç>ÿ“= - `Ç°"³°àn~Ë - „¬@“~ò# „¬_¨° ƒç>ÿ“"Ë Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë) 

We marry you but don’t allow you to pass through 

("Í°=ò q°=òà Ì„O_ Á̈_È̀ ŒOQêx =¶ƒç>ÿ“ä›½ ^¥i=ÞO) 

Malas we are not but the maidens Manyam 

("Í°=ò =¶ƒç>ÿ“OQê Î̂° =°<³ßKÍ_³ „¬_È°KÇ°O) 

 
While the senior Gangu was thus hesitating to pass by the houses of 

high caste people, Gangu, the junior, simply dragged her past them in 

total unconcern. Sanjeeva Raju was seated on a golden seat under a lattice 

covered with jasmines amidst his twelve thousand troups. As Gangu 

arrived, the whole kingdom swooned, stunned at her beauty. So did even 

Sanjeeva Raju. After a while he came to senses and decided to send word 
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to his mother who would save him or slay him. He ordered all of them to 

go to his mother’s place. 

 
Then Sanjeeva Rajulu, wearing his falcon around his neck, set out on a 

hunt with kith and kin and all the villagers near by.  

 
The peasantry followed Makali sakti;  

(JqQêx ï~á̀ Ç°~Œ}° =¶ï~O_È° "³_È° Ç̀ L#ßk) 

Kidaganuru country, (H÷_ÈQ®#¶~¡° Í̂‰×=°O^Î°# JOk=zók H›#ß Ç̀eÁ) 

To us is coming our kind elder sister,  

(J„¬æQê^Î Ì„^ÎíQ®OQ®° - =°#J„¬æ |O_=¶H›e H›k…ÿá# =‹¬°ë<Œßk) 

You younger sister Chinagangu, hear me, (K³…ÿÁ…ì F z#ßQ®OQ®° `Ç°"³°àn~Ë) 

Don’t call her “elder sister”, “elder sister”. (J„¬æJ„¬æ J#ä›½==°à `Ç°"³°àn~Ë)  

 
She placed all those things and a kitchen knife before her cousin 

Sanjeeva Raju and advised him thus:  

 
We know they are rich people. 

 
Why do you speak low of them when we are low?  

(J…ìO\÷ =¶@O`Ç h=ô - =°#O KÇ¶À‹ë =¶ƒç>ÿ“O) 

Why do you utter such words being low? 

Our mother has gone to Mutyala people,  

(=ò`Œ¼k =òOye - H›#ß Ç̀eÁ JOk "³o¤k) 

Our eyes do dazzle if we see their house, (…Õye KÇ¶_ÈQê#° …ÕH›O_È°Á "³eïQ#=°à) 

The monster mother when shrieked with nine jems,  

(JqQêx H›#ß`ÇeÁ `Ç°"³°àn~Ë #=~¡`Œß ~ŒQ®"³°uë) 

You don’t lose anything, you ar quite safe,  

(J=°àQê^Î Q®OQ®°Qê~¡ hä›½#ß ƒ’†Ç°=ò…è̂ Î° hä›½#ß Hù^Î°=…è^Î°) 

We tell Sanjeeva Raju what’s in our mind, (=¶=°#°=° ‹¬Or=~ŒAä›½) 
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How much you are a suitable match to him, (Z#…ÿá# ZOKÇ°`Œ#°) 

Our elder sister does come for talks,  

(=°#†Ç°„¬æ |O_=¶H›e - =°# KÇ¶„¬ôä›½ =‹¬°ë#ßk) 

They have already come and are at the entrance,  

(Z Î̂°ï~á# J~ò<Œ~¡° - =ò`Œ¼ =òOye…Õ#) 

There needs no fear for her to hide herself, (g°ä›½#ß Hù Î̂°=…è̂ Î°) 

I say you need not fear, you are quite safe; (g°ä›½#ß ƒ’†Ç°=ò…è^Î°) 

I bid my grandson to see your Gangu,  

(=¶ =°#°=° ‹¬Or=~ŒAä›½ - Z#…ÿá# KÇ¶‹¬°`Œ#°) 

These words Gangulu heard from behind,  

(P =¶@° PH÷Oz - JqQêx Q®OQ®°Qê~¡°) 

And her heart thrilled and new thoughts flashed in her mind,  

(J^¥í° "³°i‹²#@°Á - Q®OQ®°Qêi "³°~¡°„¬ô@) 

It was hot summer and heat unbearable, ("³Ì‹y †³°O_È° "³ãi†³°O_È°) 

And now Sanjeeva Raju took leave of all,  

And left for woods to go to Pulagandu („¬îQ®O_È° "Í°_Èä›½ `Ç~¡°`Ç°O_ÈQ®)   

Their residence of Masiputtu, Mandiputtu,  

(=°‹²„¬ô@°“ =°O_„¬ô@°“ - Hê=ô~Œ~ò _È°=°à„¬ô@°“) 

And also kavurai, Dummaputtu, 

Gave a slip to one and all, a surprise, (^ù~¡…ÿá# K³O_È°`Ç°#ß~¡°) 

White men are beef – eaters wherever they live, (P~¡°"Í°Q®° Qù_È°Û=¶O‹¬O) 

O sister, O my elder sister, don’t you know this?  

(J„¬æ FÌ„ Î̂í Q®OQ®° =¶O‹¬"³°Ø# K³O_È°`Ç°#ß~¡°) 

 
Dear Bava we are only three in number, (L#ß"Œ~¡=ò =òQ®°¾~¡=ò) 

So let us eat the best of curries made, (ä›~¡° =°OzQ® uO^¥=ò ƒì=) 

If we remove bones and heap them aside, (^Î°=òà° f‹² `Í#°) 
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They will ask us to eat the bare bones only; ( Î̂°=òà‡éQ®°° Wªë~¡° =°#ä›½)  

If we squeeze out the intestines from their stomach, (‡Ú@“…ÿá# „²‹²H÷`Í#°) 

They will give us a share in intesteins; (‡Ú@“À„Q®°° Wªë~¡° =°#ä›½) 

The heart and six seers of flesh is enough, (J_Û„¬ô@“ Q®°O_³Hê†Ç°) 

“For us heart and six stones flesh” she said, (P~¡°"Í°Q®° =¶O‹¬=ò ƒì=) 

“Is quite enough, I say, dear Bava, listen. (=°#ïHá# KŒ°##ßk) 

 
Awestruck at the imposing looks of Sanjeeva Raju, the chiefs were 

about to flee away from him taking him for some king. 

 
But Sanjeeva Raju comforted them assuring them that he would not do 

any harm to them. Then he gave to Gangu the share of meat received 

from them. Setting it on the hearth, she kindled the fire.  Senior Gangu 

cooked the whole of it well, added spice and invited all of them to eat, 

after serving the food in plates. She served the food in three separate lots 

for the three of them.  

 
Not even a basketful is sufficient for you, (Q®OÌ„_³á# hä›½KŒ^Î° Ì„^ÎíQ®OQ®°) 

Not even a bundle of food, Pedagangu, (XH› =ü@ hä›½ KŒ^Î°) 

Is sufficient, for you are very greedy, 

With delicacy we eat heckling and accusing,  

(=òY=òMì° KÇ¶‹¬°Hùx `Ç°"³°àn~Ë Ð =°#g°…ìïQ uO`³#„¬æ) 

How fortunate we are, how blessed we are, (=°#ïHO`Ç „¬ô<³ß=ò° `Ç°"³°àn~Ë) 

She was enamoured of Sanjeeva Raya, (‹¬Or=~Œ†ÇòxH÷ Hù~¡ƒÕ~ò) 

And morning sickness in her head began, (H›ä›½ø…ÿá# H›@“^Î=°à) 

She put a winnow on his head and teased him, (`Çg°^Î KÍ@~ò_) 

And on her left leg blowed the kindling hearth, (Z_È=°‡ Î̂O "³¶„²<Œk) 

But see how like an ashgourd it became ash! (KÍ@|°y¾ Lk<Œk) 
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A winnowful of dust it just turned into.  

(|¶~¡íQ®°=°à_ „¬O_È°…ìQ® Ð |°ïQå¾# `Íe‡é~ò_ 

KÍ>ÿ_È° |°y¾ƒì|° Ð K³…ÿåÁ# Tk<Œk)   

 
She brought him to senses with the tubers of thummi and manga and 

other medicinal herbs. Coming to senses, he said: “give me back my bird, 

and let me go.” He was bent upon going to his mother – let her save him 

or slay him as she wished. 

 
“Some rogue has done this out of ignorance, 

Have head-bath, man, before you leave this place,” 

 
Then they put before him seats as shining as lac in the fore-court, 

adorned in pearls. They washed his feet with the waters of the Ganga, 

brought in well-washed shining vessels.  

 
They took new brooms and cleaned the house,  

(‹¬°kíH›@“° †Í°~¡°Hùx - W°Á ZÁ~¡ Ç̀°_z~¡@) 

And Gangulu served food to Sanjeevaraja,  

(‡„¬Qê^Î Q®OQ®°Qê~¡° - J#ß=ò…ÿ =_ÈÛ<Œ°) 

As bava he asked her to wash her hands,  

(y°ä›½k K³O|°…èi - Q®°ä›½<³á# Q®OQ®=òOz) 

He was a great king too who dined with them.  

(ƒì|°Qê^Î Qù„¬æ~ŒA° - ƒÕ[<Œ° K³eÁ<Œ"Ë) 

 
Soon afterwards, Gangu got him his bird hidden in a container in the 

kitchen. Then Sanjeeva Raju set out for his place wearing the hawk by his 

neck. He went past Kiduganuru country and the town of Asiveyula 

heading for Kalyanapu valley. He went on and on past hills, past 
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mountains, past impenetrable jungles and finally went to the fort of 

Rampa after ascending several forts of copper.  

 
Meanwhile, Modamma, his mother, was much distressed over her 

son’s plight. She was reluctant to face him. She said to herself: “He has 

eaten the defiled food of the untouchables and as such, he is an 

untouchable himself”. However her sisters beseeched her thus: “Forgive 

him, Oh! Sister, we are widowed any way. He is the all for us, be he a 

son, be he a husband, be he any one else. Daughters do not matter. It is 

the son who matters and he is ours. Let us not lose him. Let us not be 

harsh on him” Thus discussing, they decided to send him up. Makali 

would decide, they thought. So he went there.  

 
He abstained from food, gruel or even its washings. He refused to 

descend from the mountain. 

 
Mother Makali heard the news and she set out from Nandapuram. She 

pondered over the whole issue: “Alas, my sons married in secret. They 

were punished and they shed their lives away. Let me, at least, save this 

boy through an honourable marriage.” So she sent her attendant.  

 
O newly wedded daughter-in-law, come, (X~Ëi Hùuëe"Œ_È) 

Throw off the broken brass outside the house!  

(„¬OKÇ#°#ß H›OKÇ°~¡̀ Ç° „¬_È"Í†Çò |†Ç°@ƒì|°) 

Arrange these parts that are worn out, (=°~¡‡é~ò# |O_È°#° =°~¡…ÿá# J=°iOKÇ°) 

Put new paint to the cart and make it look nice,  

(H©°‡é~ò# |O_È°ä›½ H©°…ÿá# "Í†Çò ƒì|°) 

Put nails and pegs where they are loose or lost,  

(‹Ô‡é~ò# |O_È°#° ‹Ô…ÿá# "Í†Çòƒì|°) 

Apply oil to the carts if they went dry,  

(#¶<³‡é~ò# |O_È°ä›½ #¶<³…ÿá# ~Œ†Çòƒì|°) 
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For hundred and one cart-wheels you apply oil.  

(#¶~ùH›ø KÇä›½ø~ŒxH÷ #¶<³…ÿá# ~Œ‹²<Œ_È°)   

 
Then pitched tents, red and green, are decorated along with garlands 

of flowers.  

 
In the mean time, Makali prepared many a sweetmeat, saree, blouse 

and jewel for Durgandlu and suitable clothing for Sanjeeva Raju. She 

brought all these clothes from the fair of Kasipuram.  

 
Lemon-size gold they picked up and sent (x=°àHê†Ç°O Ç̀ |OQê~Œ°f‹²) 

To the goldsmith of the village and asked him, (H›=°‹¬e"Œ_x „²#O„²) 

To make for her a good number of ornaments  

(ä›½^Î°~¡° zO`Ç# - ä›½^Î°~¡° Hù°=ò°"Í‹²) 

That suits her to make her look fair and pretty.  

(=°^Î°~¡° zO`Ç# - =°i Hù°=ò°) 

 
For seven full days she got jewellery prepared for them. “I don’t know 

much about others” said she, “but my little daughter-in-law is to my 

liking. She takes after me. She is Muvvalamma, by name. She shall have 

the best of the lockets tied with a sacred thread.” 

 
With all these preparations, accompanied by her people, Makali Sakthi 

set out. Ten thousand men from the plains and a thousand from hills 

accompanied her.  

 
 

As the young lady started, music was played,  

(J=°à"Œ~¡° H›̂ ÎQê<Í Ð _È„¬C"Í°ˆ×O H›ke<Œk) 

A band of musicians went playing songs,  

(ªx"Í°ˆ×O ‹¬Ow`Ç "Í°ˆì° Ð g\÷"Í°ˆ×O q*çû\÷"Í°ˆ×O) 
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A notch party and drums and pipes of music,  

Along with them moved dancing parties, 

Like a band of music for marching soldiers, (~¡}ƒè~¡°° "³¶Q®° Ç̀°#ßq) 

The beat of drums with noisy march on, (H›OKÇ°`Ç°_È°=ò° HêeQù=òà°) 

The drummers and the pipers at high pitch  

(JQ®^Î°° Zyï~#=°à Ð ^ÎQ®^Î°° "³¶Q®°`Ç°#ßq) 

(J_È°Q®_È°Q®°# P~¡^Î°° Ð Z`³ë`Ç°ëä›½ Z#°ƒÕ`Ç°°) 

And women holding sacred, turmeric rice (JH÷ÆO`Œ°„¬@°“Hùx) 

And vessels small on heads while carrying on,  

(y°ä›½k ‹²iK³O|° Q®°ä›½=°x Q®OQ®`Ë_) 

When Gangu had selected plants as light as lac,  

(H›ø=O\÷ „Ô@=°à Ð Uï~#=°à Q®OQ®°Qê~¡°) 

And seeds in rows were arranged in the pendal,  

(=ò`Œ¼ =òOE~¡°…Õ# Ð „Ô@…ÿá# "Í‹²<Œ~¡°) 

The bridal party got down from the carts; (|O_ÈÁ~ò# ky<Œ~¡°) 

They sat in their seats in the big pendal, („Ô@ä›½ Hù°=ô~ò) 

Their feet were washed with water as of custom. (‡^¥…ÿá# H›_y<Œ~¡°) 

 
Mother Makali fainted when she saw the indescribable beauty of 

Ganga. After regaining consciousness, she began to think: 

 
Though low by caste, she is by birth fortunate,  

(*ìuH÷ `Çä›½ø=Qêx - [=°~Œ‹¬° …ÿä›½ø=ô#ßq) 

By reason of heritage her future is bright,  

(„¬ô@°“ä›½ `Çä›½ø=Qêx - „¬î~¡Þ~Œ‹¬°…ÿä›½ø=ô#ßq) 

I shall perform their marriage and bless them;  

(D_È°*Õ_È° Ç̀Q®°#=°à - Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë - <Œ =°#=ò ‹¬Or=~ŒA Ì„O_È°Á…ÿá# KÍ‹¬°`Œ#°) 

Remain you all, therefore, my kith and kin, (LO_È°ƒÕ~ò ƒì|°Qê~¡°) 
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I am prepared to go along with you, (<Í<³á# =°ˆ×Ã¤`Œ#°) 

The cart that brought them here took its return, (|O_ÈÁ~ò# =°o¤<Œk `Ç°"³°àn~Ë) 

Thus brought she great name to her country, (#O Î̂=~¡„¬ô ^Í‰§O Î̂°#) 

That’s known to one and all as Nandamuru. (JOk=zók H›#ß`ÇeÁ)  

 
The next day she started for shopping. She selected suitable blouses 

and jewellery for Gangu in Kasiluri fair.  

 
And for Sanjeeva Raju, Kamalapuri shirt,  

(JqQêx ‹¬Or=~ŒAä›½ H›=°„¬îH›g°A PkQê^Î Hù#ß^Í"³ò) 

With full size sleeves was brought and stitched, 

With gold-edged straps and mirror-bordered glazing,  

(|OQ®~¡„¬ô [`Œ~¡°° - JOKÇ°JOKÇ°ä›½ J^¥í…è"³ò) 

For each finger, two gold and silver rings,  

(|OQ®~¡„¬ô |@°OQ®~Œ° - "Íe"ÍeH÷ "³O_È°OQ®~Œ°) 

The bride and the bridegroom with marriage clothes dressed; 

 
She then sent for the goldsmiths and set them to light furnaces for 

melting gold to make some jewellery.  

 
A sacred thread was brought, („¬ôÌ‹ë̀ Œˆ×Ã¤ KÍ~òOzk) 

They gave it to the priest, (ƒì„¬# ^ÎQ®¾iH÷ „¬~¡°Q®°„¬~¡°Q®°# "³o¤<Œ~¡°) 

With galloping speed they went, 

Some got down on his left, ("³°„¬ kiy<Œ~¡° =O^Î<Œ° KÍ‹²) 

Some got down on his right (^¥„¬ kiy<Œ~¡°) 

And offered them salutes, ( Î̂O_È‰×~¡}ì° Ì„\÷“<Œ~¡°) 

They brought black cow’s dung, (H›ãi†Ç¶=ô À„_È̀ ³zó) 

And mixed it with water and sprinkled, (H›ÁO„¬ô° KÇeÁ<Œ~¡°) 

With gugullu they made Muddies,  
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(Q®iÌ‹_È° Q®°y¾…ì° - Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë - „¬OKŒOQê° KÇ¶z<Œ~¡°)  

And the bridegroom without flaw 

Uttered the marriage oaths and charms 

 
The almanac was consulted (JH›Æ~Œ° `Ç„¬æä›½O_È Pä›½`Ç„¬æä›½O_ÈQ® KÇ¶z<Œ~¡°) 

Friday was not a good day, (‰×Ãä›½ø~Œ~¡=ò~ËA KÇ°H›ø Ç̀Q®°° Ç̀k) 

Saturday was equally bad, (‰×x"Œ~¡=ò ~ËA =°OzkHê^Î°) 

And Thursday with bad omens,  

(=°OQ®̂ ì~¡„¬ô~ËA J=°à ^Ë‹¬=ò° - |°^Î"Œ~¡=ò° _È°O|~ËA°) 

But Monday is a good day (zó"Œ~¡=ò =°Ozk#=ò Ð =ü~Œë° K³„²æ<Œ~¡°) 

 
Once the day was fixed for wedding, the mother proclaimed the 

auspicious hour of wedding, to all and sundry. They set out on their 

vehicles with numberless followers and loads of eatables. There were six 

carriers for the mother’s palanquin – some ten thousand men and women 

assembled as the wedding party at the Kalyanapu lova.  

 
The wedding of Lakshmi on auspicious day, (KÇ°óH›…èÁ#"³ò ‰×Ãƒ’ïQ¾"³ò) 

The wedding of Sita, a great occasion, (‹Ô`Ç H›…èÁ#"³ò "³áƒÕQ®"³ò) 

The wedding of Lacchu a precious time,  

The wedding of bride Sita a great event 

All elders and ladies have come and sat, (Ì„^Îí° À„~¡O\ì° ky=zó<Œ~¡°) 

The god Indra and the goddess came and sat, (^Í"ÍOã^Î ^Í=`Ç° ‹¬ƒ’°niói) 

“Who among you are the elders to the marriage?”  

(JO Î̂°…Õ Ì„ Î̂í° †³°=ï~=~¡°ƒì|°) 

The sun and the moon are the elders to it; (‹¬¶~¡°_È° KÇO^Î°~¡°_È° Ì„O_ÁÌ„^Îí°) 

Chukkala Chandrudu fixes auspicious time, (‹¬°H›ø…ìKŒ~¡°¼_È° Q®_=ü~¡ëQê_È°) 

Who among you are the bride-maids, tell us? 

The daughter of Nagendra, please hear us,  
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(^Í"ÍOã^Îä› Ç̀°~¡° ^Í=Q®xßH› Ð <ŒöQOã Î̂ä› Ç̀°~¡° <ŒQ®Q®xßH›) 

Their three bride-maids have come and taken their seats,  

("Œ~¡° =òQ®°¾~¡„¬æK³…ÿÁ°À„~¡@=°à° Ð À„~¡@=°à° =zói H›…èÁ#„¬ô…Õ=) 

Great men, great elders and the eight goddesses,  

(„¦¬°#°° =ò#°° „¦¬°#"³°Ø# Ì„^Îí°) 

Have come and stood outside, awaiting our call, (J‘“k‡ä›½° JOk=zói) 

The servants came and plastered the walls with mud,  

(Ì„^Îí°=zói q°^³í°<Œß~¡°) 

Young girls came and plastered the sides, (QË=ô°=zói QË_ÈeH÷i) 

The parrots came and beautified the pendal, (z°H›°=zóq z`ÇëiOzq) 

The crows were called and got water fetched,  

(Hêä›½° „²e„²Oz Hê=ˆ×Ã¤Q®\÷“ Ð Hê= ×̂ÃÁQ®\÷“Oz Q®OQ®̀ ³„²æOz)  

Mynas were called and got mud plaster made, ("³°Ø<ŒKÍ`Ç#° =°#°ßH›e„²Oz) 

Sparrows were called and pials were plastered, („²KÇ°óH›KÍ`Ç#° „Ô<³‡é~òOz) 

The wind-god came and blew off din and dust, (Qêe Í̂=ô_È°=zó ̂Î¶ ×̂Ã° Ç̀°_z) 

The rain god came and sprinkled water around, ("Œ# Í̂=ô_È°=zó H›…ÿÁO„²[eÁ) 

 

The elders who broke their word are Ayodhya people,  

(P_ `Ç„¬æx"Œ~¡° J†³¶^Î¼Ì„^Îí°) 

Our king Harichandra stood by his word, (‚¬ìiKÇOã^Î=¶~ŒA JuH÷# Ì„>ÿ“) 

Palluchandra men are true to their word, 

The sun and the moon are but lasting witnesses, (‹¬¶~¡¼KÇOã^Î"Œ~¡° À‹H÷„¬æ"Œ…ÿ) 

Sri Rama has sent a pondara box, (N~Œ=ò_ÈO„²_ zä›½øÌ„>ÿ“) 

A great unwieldy procession to go on,  

(JqQêx Hê Ç̀"Œ~¡° Ð H›̂ Î°° Ç̀¶<Í L#ß~¡=°à) 

They reached Kidiganooru country at last  

(H÷_È°Q®#¶i ^Í‰×=°O^Î° Ð JO^³á# "³o¤<Œ~¡°) 
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They sat under the pendal and took rest,  

(KÇ¶‹²<Œ~¡° Q®OQ®°Qê~¡° Ð W°Á[°Á ‰×Ãkœ KÍ‹²) 

And next exchanged their pleasantries and courtesies,  

And came out like a flash the bride, Gangulu, ( Í̀…ÿ#=°à Q®OQ®°Qê~¡° Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë) 

And as she flung the mantle off her sari,  

(HùOQ®°q‹²i #_È°=ƒÕQ® Ð HêoOQ® "³°Q®°…ì†³°)  

 
The hills around were filled with dazzling light;  

(Hê°"Í‹² #_È°=ƒÕQ® HùO_È…è "³°Q®°…ì†³°) 

As she put a step forward to walk, 

The whole Kalinga got illuminated, 

The pendal with festoons sewed with jasmines fresh, (=°…ÿÁ…ìk"Œi„¬Oki) 

They were men that belonged to marriage party, ("Œö~ƒì|° Ì„O_È°"Œ~¡°) 

The bride well applied the paste of musk,  

(H›‹¬¶ëiQ®O^¥…è"³ò Ð Hê@°H›° Ì„_È°`Ç°<Œß~¡°) 

The paste of musk as eye-salve applied, (JqQêx ‹¬Or=~ŒA) 

To make her look like a new, pretty bride,  

(‹¬¶~¡°¼_È° "³°KÇ°ó#@°Á Ð KÇ°H›øƒç@°Á Ì„\÷“<Œ~¡°) 

For the bride were put marks of eyes salve black,  

The same to the bride-groom, Sanjeeva Rayudu too, 

He wore serpent-printed dhoti round his waist,  

(<ŒöQOã^Î „¬OKÇk Ð #_È°"³°Á Q®@°“Hù#°) 

And silver and gold rings, two on each finger, ("Íe"ÍeH÷ "³O_È°OQ®~Œ°) 

Saluted he the earth and the sky, high, ( ̂Î~¡}÷ PHê‰×=ò ^ÎO_È=°<Œß~¡°) 

And prayed to the sun and the moon (‹¬¶~¡°_È° KÇO^Î°~¡°_È° h^³ ƒì~¡=ò) 

He trampled her foot and performed (Hê° `ùH÷ø†Í°"³ò) 

The ritual of Kankanam and tying, (H›OH›}ì°H›@°“) 

A ceremonial tie to her neck, (Jã~¡°=Oz†Í°"³ò) 
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The younger Gangu received Pusthelu, (JO^³„¬ôÌ‹ë°) 

She showered flowers on the bride-groom’s head, 

“You are a whore; you are a wetched woman,  

(W>ÿ“^¥#=ô h=ô=òO_È - P>ÿ“^¥#=ô h=ô Qê^Î) 

You married three men but you have no shame,  

(=òQ®°¾~¡° "³òQ®°ˆ×Ã¤#ß^¥#=ô Ð H›ˆ×Ã¤‡é~ò# Ì„^ÎíQ®OQ®°) 

You laughed before caste elders with no modesty,  

(„¬k=°Ok [#=ò^ÎQ®¾~¡ Ð „¬…ÿÁuë #qÞfq) 

You created a lot of nuisance and talked bad, (QË…ÿá# KÍ‹¬°`Ç°#ßk) 

On hearing this mother frowned on you, (Hêx H›OQêi =¶@…è"³ò) 

She tied Pustulu as any other man, („¬ôÌ‹ë…ÿá# H›\÷“Ozk JqQêx H›#ß`ÇeÁ)  

A marriage for twelve long days quite uncommon,  

(„¬<³ßO_È°~ËA Ì„ˆ×Ã¤…ÿá# Ð ZH›ø\÷"Œ~¡° ƒì|°) 

The elders and the ladies slowly left, (Ì„^Îí° À„~¡O\ìO_È°Á =°~¡~ò#‡é~ò<Œ~¡°) 

A woman of respect Modamma is, (JO^ÎiH÷ Ì„ Î̂í̂ Î=°à JqQêx "³¶ Î̂=°à) 

The next to her was Pedda Durga born,  

(^¥x `Ç~¡°"Œ Ç̀ „¬ô\÷“<Œk JqQêx Ì„^Îí^Î°~¡¾) 

And after her was born Kanaka Durga,  

(Ì„^Îí^Î°~¡¾ `Ç~¡°"Œ`Í"³ò Ð J^³ ƒì|° H›#H›̂ Î°~¡¾) 

And to her was born Adi Babu, Bose Donda,  

(^¥x`Ç~¡°"Œ`Ç „¬ô\÷“<Œk Ð J^³ ƒì|° ƒÕ‰×ÃHùO_È) 

And next to him Adi Babu, Bosudonda  

The youngest of them was Adi Babu, Muvvalamma,  

(JO^ÎiH÷ z#ß^Î=°à Ð J^³ƒì|° =ò=Þ=°à)  

 
She like her mother-in-law now became (J`Çëf~¡° „¬ô\÷“#k) 

The daughter-in-law of Kothapalli, (Hù`Çë„¬eÁ Hù°"³á#k) 

The brothers six got their lands partitioned,  
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(P~¡°Q®°~¡° ^Î°~Œ¾O_ÍÁ"³ò Ð „¬…ìÁ# „¬k"Í†Çò° „¬OKÇ°Hùx ‡é~ò<Œ~Ë) 

Their mother had gone to her place,  

("³¶^Î=°à ‡^¥…Õ JqQêx Ð H›#ß`ÇeÁ JH›ø_³á# ã„¬"ÍtOKÇ°) 

Gangu garu & Sanjeeva Raju entered Minimuluru,  

(Q®OQ®°Qê~¡° ‹¬Or=~ŒA q°#°=ò¶~¡° ã„¬"ÍtOKÇ°) 

(P~¡°Q®°_È° ^Î°~Œ¾O_È°Á „¬…ìÁ#„¬k"Í†Çò° - Ç̀°"³°àn~Ë - „¬OKÇ°Hùx‡é~ò<Œ~¡°)  

The mother Kanaka Durga chose Vijayawada,  

(J=°àQê^Î H›#H›^Î°~¡¾ Ð ƒÿ[û"Œ_È †Çò#ßkƒì|°) 

The mother Malika Chakti came to Nandapuram,  

(J=°àQê^Î =¶H›e‰×H÷ë Ð #O^Î„¬ô~¡=ò †Çò#ßkƒì|°) 

 

Please hear my prayer and be kind to me,  

(<Œ =°#q z`ÇëyOKÇ°_È° Ð <Œ g°^Î ^Î†Ç°°OKÇ°_È°) 

In every village you are there O Durgamma,  

(T~¡° T~¡°# ^Î°~Œ¾=°à° Ð ‰×~¡}° Ç̀°Á° g°ä›½ Î̂O_È=ò) 

You are our goddess and we seek your blessings,  

You are seven crores goddesses of worship, (U_È°HË\÷̂ Í= Ç̀°) 

We are at you mercy, we don’t leave your feet,  

(g° KÇ~¡}ì°`Ç„¬æ…è#° g° ‰×~¡}ì° `Ç„²æ#Qêx) 

When your day of festival comes, O gods,  

(g°…ìO\÷ Hê=ò~ŒQ® Ð q°=òà Ç̀z ‡_È°`Œ=ò) 

We sing with joy, dance with devotion and pray. 

v 

As the song of Nandi festival is related to agriculture.  The song of 

Sanjeeva Raju is related to marriages. At a wedding, economic status, 
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caste constitutes the basis for alliances. In the two marriages of the above 

song, the first one refers to the marriage of Durgas, the daughters of 

Devendra. Devendra belonged to the low lands. Devendra’s daughters 

were married to Desa Rajulu of Nandapuram estate. The alliance between 

them was an alliance between the kingdoms. It was performed 

irrespective of caste differences. Normally the caste structure explicitly 

demands alliances in the same caste. Yet the marriage between Desa 

Rajulu and Durgandlu was in accordance with status, which is an open 

fact. However, there is a divergence in the way how the marriage was 

performed. Elopement or secret marriage (Gandharva type of marriage) is 

no sin among Desi Rajulu of manyam. This type of marriage was not in 

practice with Devendra and his people who belonged to low lands. 

Durgandlu were blissfully unaware of the ways of the elders. They only 

knew that marriage between cousins was permissible and Desi Rajulu 

was their cousins (menabavalu). 

 

After coming to know of the marriage between his daughters and 

Desi Rajulu, Devendra imposed a token punishment to his sons-in-law 

just to honour the customs of his land, lest this case of stealth should 

become an example for others to follow. Strangely, the tribes community 

has an all together different outlook towards crime and punishment. As 

regards punishment, they implement collective decisions. The 

government runs on “carrot and stick” principle (reward and punishment). 

The tribal society runs like a family. Elopement is not a crime for them, 

but marriage outside the caste is definitely not allowed. Those who 

transgress this rule are aware of the punishment and it is 

excommunication. Therefore the man, who transgresses, voluntarily 

withdraws from his people and place. If, however, the woman 

transgresses and she is of a lower caste she readily accepts to marry a 

higher caste man and this defiance is a defiance against gods and 
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customs, which is compensated with atonements and vows; therefore in 

the tribes societies there are neither the punished nor the punisher. If at all 

there is any punishment, it is self-inflicted.  

 
In the earlier pages, there was a reference to Sadala Ramanna’s 

reluctance to try an accused as a thief. Therefore, the tribes consider a 

person being chained as a demeaning episode. It is common place in 

civilized communities to find people being put in chains. A stint in jail is 

not necessarily a disgrace in cities. It is sometimes even a matter of 

honour to go to jail. Not so in a village. The villagers consider it beneath 

their dignity even if the police visit them or send for them. The less said 

about it the better, if it comes to handcuffs. One should understand 

Desirajus’ committing suicide, in this perspective. 

 
The second marriage, that of Sanjeeva Raju and Gangu is a 

supplement to the first one, in so far as to make us understand the tribal 

law in full. In this case Sanjeeva Raju felt snubbed at his 

excommunication for having eaten at the hands of the “untouchables”. 

Aware of the tragic precedents, Makali Sakthi intervened in time and 

blessed the couple to prevent the happening of a tragic event.  

 
Did not this intercaste union outcaste him? No, it didn’t. If a higher 

caste man is allied to a lower caste woman, it does not excommunicate 

the couple. This exception was not there during the times when there 

were no property rights and estate-building. Society began to turn a 

Nelson’s eye at inter caste relations with the emergence of property 

rights, to secure property from being alienated. The progeny grew up in 

the caste of the mother. Only those who are prepared for such place 

would come forward to wed. 

 
Sanjeeva Raju’s marriage is an exception. Makali Sakthi performed 

Gangu’s wedding with Sanjeeva Raju very honorably and then she made 
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Gangu a queen. With Gangu entering the royal home, the dividing lines 

have disappeared and the caste barriers are very well erased. 

 
People are at liberty to think, “why not others do it?” The society 

that sings these ideals in their epic-like songs would some day put these 

ideals into practice. 

 
Only man’s weakness may allow the bad practice for some time 

longer. There are people among the aged, who still have faith in caste-

barriers. “Why marry, when one can as well have her for a mistress, 

pedababu?” asked me the aged Suntru Ramireddy at Gonduru near 

Kolluru on the Godavari banks. It is not Ramireddy alone who remarked 

thus. Even others resort to keeping mistresses along with a wife. They 

take it as an ordinary thing and they consider it as a status to have a 

“keep”. One need not bring her into one’s house and she does not have a 

share in his property. Then why should one court punishment by 

marrying her? But this kind of double standerds and equivocation is 

dangerous to society. The story of Sanjeeva Rajulu does not give scope 

for such double dealing. Just like the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, the 

story of Sanjeeva Rajulu preaches a gospel in maintaining smooth 

relations in society. Even if one person among many lakhs of people dare 

show this kind of wisdom, there will come out another “Mala Gangu” 

story in the tribal literature. 

 
From this story, one can infer another very important aspect. This 

is about the relationship between the tribes of the uplands and the people 

of the low lands. Actually there are no differences between them at the 

level of the individuals. But there are many differences at the political 

level and social level. There are also differences between them as far as 

their trade-relations are concerned. Venkatesudu felt that Devendrudu had 

much magic and much cunning. It is typical of the people of the low 
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lands. So came, the phrase “Pallana Padiveyulu.” It does not refer merely 

to some general issues. It mostly refers to the thousands of magic tricks of 

the low-land people. Devendra, the low-land chief, was a person with 

three eyes. 

 
Even in the “Nandi” festival these differences are picturised more 

clearly. The vegetarians and non-vegetarians live together harmoniously. 

But the vegetarian animals are the food for the non-vegetarian beasts. 

Therefore the cruel wild beasts should allow the grass-eating animals to 

grow. Otherwise they do not have food to eat. The balance between the 

vegetable and the non-vegetable kingdoms should be maintained.  

 
The manyam cannot flourish without being in contact with the low-

lands. At the same time, if the low-land tricksters go on freely exploiting 

the manyam people, staking all human values, both communities perish. 

 
Devendra lost his sons-in-law because of his ignorance and 

foolishness. He lost his wife too. By his trickery and magic, he lost his 

brother-in-law Venkatesu, most unfortunately. This incident serves as an 

illustration for the immoral exploitation going on in the trade-relations of 

the manyam people and the low-landers. If the cultured and educated 

people of the low lands stop resorting to this kind of exploitation and 

trickery, all can be happy -- both the low landers and the high landers. 

This is civility, culture and also prudence. 

 
The names of the characters in the story, Venkatesudu, 

Devendrudu and Divya Tirupathulu are contemporary in nature. The 

tribes Venkatesudu was afraid that Durgandlu would remarry and walk 

out of their house after they grew up. But they did not. This idea never 

crossed their minds. This is one of the reasons of their greatness, 

complying with the lowland value systems.  
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In tribal societies, they do like a male child to be born in a family, 

but they do not lament, if it happens otherwise. This craze for a male 

child is a marked characteristic of patriarchial societies which are 

strengthened by this kind of ownership-right and political authority.  

 

 Gangu’s retort to the Rajus is significant: “We are not 

untouchables – we are virgins of the manyam.” 

(=¶O Hê=ò - =°<³ßKÍ_³ „¬_È°KÇ°O) She was born to an untouchable mother, 

but her “honourable” marriage with Sanjeeva Raju made her stand out as 

some one deserving elevation.     
 
Curiously enough, some sing that Gangu has her origin in the 

Indian parliament. That way, our parliament occupies a unique place in 

the tribal minds. The Valmikis who were tax-collectors described 

themselves as of Delhi. 
 
The songs of the maidens, however, did never go beyond “our 

charming Nandapuram.” Riding a chariot is a matter of status. Only 

Makali has this prerogative. Hence she is called Bandi Makali.  
 
Sanjeeva Raju the lover Gangu in this song is teased by her in 

many ways.  After making him eat beef deliberately, she bluffs that it was 

given to him by some stupid fellow. In the Nandi song, the Pandavas are 

intent upon eating beef but dissuade them on seeing Sri Krishna. Some 

among these tribes do still vacillate between eating beef and obeying age-

old beliefs in not eating it.  
 
During transplantation season, the song is sung by one, the other 

joining in chorus, changing the rhythm and tune from time to time. 

Burning incense, the Valmikis and potters sing this song with utmost 

devotion.  
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The song was sung by Gullelamma of Nittamamidi enroute Paderu-

Ganga Raju Madugula.  

 v 

As drops of rain from the eves fall, (KÇ¶~¡° [°Á[°Á=°#Qê H÷<³ß~¡"³¶`Ç)  

Some musical notes of flute are heard, 

In the island of Kikkisala too, (H÷H÷ø‹¬ OH›…Õ H÷<³ß~¡ Z°OQ®°°)  

We hear the melodious notes of flute, 

 
Let us perform a musical concert, (P@Q®Á =¶xH›"Í‹² P@…ì_È°H› Hù°Þ_È#ß) 

To our best we do and collect, ("Íy#O`Ç ‡_È=…ÿ) 

As many silver coins as we can, ("³O_~¡¶H› …è~¡"Œ…ÿ) 

On the edges of the hills clouds are formed, (X_È°ÛX_È°Û HùO_ÈHê_È) 

It has rained for us liquid silver, („¬\÷“̂ Î†Ç°¼ h"Í°„¦¬°O) 

It has rained and the seeds of maize were sown, (ä›½i‹²^Î†Ç°¼ ‡=~¡ÂO) 

Hence we reep the best of crop we want.  

(quë~¡†Ç°¼ g~¡*ç#ß „¬O_^Î†Ç°¼ ‡*ç#ß) 

 
A pial as wide as the earth, (ƒ’¶^Íq JO`Ç „Ô<³) 

A pendal as huge as the sky, (PHê‰×=°O Ç̀ „¬Oki) 

The stars as turmeric sacred rice, (KÇ°H›øƒç@°“) 

The sun as the Basikam tied (‹¬¶~¡°¼_È° ƒì‹²H›=ò) 

A starlit night and the bright sun, (KÇ°H›ø°#ß ‹¬¶ï~„¬ô^Íq) 

The hot rays of the sun on head, (‹¬¶~¡°¼_È° ƒì}O - KÇ°H›øƒç@°“ ^³|Ä) 

The moon rays on the cheek, a stroke. (KÇOã^Î°_È° ƒì}O - K³O„¬g°^Î ^³|Ä)  
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In Telugu sanskrithi Girijana’s Bhumika 

 
In the near by Thamileti sacred lands (‡=#Oƒÿá# `Çq°…è\÷ „¬i‹¬~¡=ò#) 

There is the land of Vigi/Kuravati, ("Íy ä›½~¡°"Œ\÷Hê Í̂‰× q„²# ƒ’¶q°) 

The men among Chenchus are called cows,  

(QË=ô#° À„~¡ K³OKÇ° ä›½=ò#O Î̂°) 

A country’s land for its economic growth counts;  

(^Í‰×"³á‰§¼=ò J~¡œ‹²kœH÷ =ü=ò) 

The economic growth of any country depends  

Upon the total land it has for use, 

Hence should a tank be dug here and canals too,  

(W XH÷O ³̀á# Q®°O@HêÞ° ~¡zOz) 

And to the poor be given first, (#†Ç°=ò À„ Î̂ä›½ JiQË~¡° ##°"ù‹¬Oy) 

By that they will have economic soundness, (ã„¬|KÍ‹²# J~¡œ^Î~¡à=ò° Ì„~¡°Q®°)  

(Rajaneethi Amuktha Malyada)  

 
Poem: 

  
And Madhumathi would in the future 

Be born in their caste as Chenchu girl, 

Nothing is impossible on earth if understood, 

People are put to hardships by the king,  

The king will never live 

Unless he takes them to his fold one day, 

While in peace 

 
While in peace 

 
Belief, unbelief, love, anger, bitter enemity, 

And matters that help to arrive at truth, 
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Or to call one man weak and another strong, 

Were views on account of ignorant tribalmen? 

As they are hostile to truth and righteousness, 

The rule and his minister are but equal, 

Love for the poor is food for them indeed, 

Then they will give their earnings to the royal treasury, 

 
 

Amuktha Malyada Fourth Canto 

223+225 

 
(Q®°i Í̀\÷ H›#ß„¬ôï~_Û - „¬ô}¼=°O`Ç°O_™ - J†³¶à^Î~¡à=òQ® ã„¬ƒ’°=ô°)  

Under your rule are people very happy,  

They have soft beds made of fine cotton ginned,  

( Î̂¶k„¬~¡°„¬ô° *ìl"Í°_È° KÍ^Îƒì=ôO_™) 

Their houses have compound walls plastered well,  

(=°^Î°~¡°QË_È° ‹¬°#ß„¬ôQ®KÇ°ó° ä›½^Î°~¡°ª=\÷O_È°Á) 

They have got good pials and Verandahs, 

They own chairs to sit on, flat floors with their boss,  

(KÇ̂ Î°#°KÍ‹² H›OÌ„h^ù~¡Á̀ Ë Z^Î°~¡° ä›½~¡°óO_™) 

The Reddy lords in the Visakha region, (J‹¬eO\÷ „¬@ß„¬ô ï~_ÈÁx ^³‹¬° ‡ÚQ®_ÈQê#°) 

Are worth the praise for ever, and for ever,  

In the court hall of city they are praised,  

(q‰§Y„¬@ß„¬ô H›KÍi…Õ `Ç=° =‰×„¬ô =¶@O_™)  

As treasure boxes are brought to the market,  

(|*ìï~O|_ Y*ì# Ì„>ÿ“° ‚¬ð[~¡°O_ÈQê#°) 

In government office charity in their name,  

(~Œ[=°Ok~¡O |*ì~¡°…Õ `Ç=° À„~¡ ^Î~¡à=°O_™) 

They are powerful lords with fearful mustaches,  
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(HË~¡ g°‹¬=ò F~¡‰Õae ª~¡=òQ® ã„¬ƒ’°°) 

The lord Kannama Reddy has two wives, (<Œ^Î°_³á# H›#ß=°ï~_ÛH÷ ƒì~¡¼e^Îí~¡O_™) 

The younger and the elder are kind-hearted,  

(z#ßq°à Ì„ Î̂íq°à W Î̂í~¡° „¬^ÎœuQ® ã‹Ôë°) 

They never cross their limits their lord fixes,  

(‚¬ì^Î°í`Ç„¬æH› <Œ^Î°x À‹=ä›½ |°kœH›ey LO_™) 

But serve him faithfully and win his love,  

They have three gardens with a fort to roam,  

("Œ@"³°Ø# …ÕHË@ …Õ„¬ Hùq°ï~`Ë@O_™)  

Besides coconut trees and gouva trees,  

(Hùq°ï~`Ë@° Hù|Äi„¦¬=ò° *ìq°„¦¬=òO_™) 

Kannama Reddy has granaries big, (<Œ^Î°_³á# H›#ß=°ï~_ÛH÷ ^¥#¼Qê^³O_™) 

And owns he many cattle, horses countless,  

(KŒ„¬‰×Ã=ô° "ÍQ®°ã~Œ…˜ "Í°…˜„¬ÁH©°) 

Besides a valuable palanquin, so rare, 

On what ever side you see there are milch buffaloes  

(Z@°KÇ¶‹²# =°O Î̂öQ ³̂° =O Î̂…ÿH›øO_™) 

They are hundreds of milch cows too for him, 

For milk, would come from distant towns, 

So open the doors of Maharaja ever,  

(‡H÷ =zók ‡„¬=zók - „¬@ß„¬ô =¶~Œ[ Ç̀°„¬ôf~òOKÇ°) 

The mirrored wall and pials big, (J^ÎíO„¬ô QË_È° q°^³í@~¡°Q®°°) 

The big pials of the lord are attractive, (Ju "³°Q®° Ç̀°#ß^Ë†Ÿ° ~Œ[k"Œ}O) 

The Royal palace with bronze nails is shiny, (W`Çë_ Q®°|Ä° k_Û `Ç°„¬ô°) 

We worship your god with mangrove leaf-buds,  

(‹²i "³°Q®° Ç̀°#ß^Ë†Ÿ° ~Œ[k"Œ}O) 

 

Their teak-wood cots with silver tapes drawn found,  
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(„¬>ÿ“=°OKÇO<Í̀ Ç H›"³O_ <Í̀ Ç - "ŒikQ® H›"³O_ö~ä›½Á <Í̀ Ç) 

Their pillows are with silver embroidery, (ƒç_È°Û# ‡Ú#ß„¬î=<³ßÁ <Í`Ç) 

A carpet was put on which jasmines were spread, (X…ÿÁg°^Î<Í =°…ÿÁ° À„ió) 

The great lord walked over the flowers and came, (=°…ÿÁg°^Î<Í =¶~ŒA =K³ó) 

For king Harischandra umbrellas were held on,  

(‚¬ìi‰×óOã^Î =¶~ŒA Qù_È°Q®°° „¬>ÿ“) 

And hand-fans were used to comfort the king, (‹¬°~¡HË\÷^Í=`Ç° ‹¬°~¡\÷ "Í‹²i) 

The king of Ayodhya at the feet of Hari (J†³¶ ̂Î¼ =¶~ŒA ‚¬ìi‡ Î̂…ç`Çë) 

Bows his head and with reverence salutes,  

The bending salute looked like a country bowing,  

(=Oy "³òH÷ø# #_È°=ò ‹²Oy_™q°Á) 

To keep up his state he gave a bull as gift, ("³òH›øOQ® =¶~ŒA Uq°zó<Œ~¡°) 

And to keep up his name he gifted calves, (H©ië LO_³#x y Ç̀ëezói) 

 v 

 
Byanna fell down and on him a cart fell, (|†Ç°#ß H÷O^¥†³° - |O_g°^¥†³°) 

The ropes of cart entangled the bullocks, (|O_"³¶ä›½° `ÇQ®° - |‚¬•^¥~¡=¶†³°) 

Rise up Byanna from your deep, deep slumber, (…ÿQ®~Ë |†Ç°#ß) 

Because your seven wives beloved are weeping.  

(h U_È°Q®°~¡° Ì„ˆì¤° U_È°ó`Ç°<Œß~¡°)  
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LYRICAL BALLADS OF GIRIJANS 

BACK PAGE 

 
Song is ours dance is ours, (P@=°#^Í ‡@=°#^Í) 

As learned we are in all arts: (Jxß q^Î¼°Q®Á"Œ~¡=ò) 

We can, hunt, ("Í@=°#^Í "³\÷“=°#^Í) 

We can serve,   

As learned we are in thousand arts: ("Í~òq^Î¼°Q®Á"Œ~¡=ò) 

Ours is the court (Hù°=ô=°#^Í)  

We are here servants too, (Hù Ç̀=°#^Í)  

As learned we are in countless arts: (HË\÷ q^Î¼°Q®Á"Œ~¡=ò) 

 
Not priests we are, not ascetics we are, ([OQ®OHê=ò *ÕQ®°Hê=ò) 

We are pretty young peer groups (*Õ@°O_Í ƒì=ò) 

Not acrobats we are, nor magicians (g@ÁOHê=ò q^³íOHê=ò) 

But we are many making youth: ("Í_È°H› ƒì=ò) 

We are singers and dancers of our goddess,  

(J=°à"Œ~¡°†Çò#ß„¬C_È° P_Í‡_Í ƒì=ò) 

we are good at heart (=°#‹¬°ä›½ =°Oz"Œ~¡=ò) 

Mischeous by night (=¶„¬\÷H÷ ^ùOQ®"Œ~¡=¶) 

(‹¬„²ï~° `ùH›ø"Œ…ÿ - KŒ„¬KÇ°@°“ KÇ°@“"Œ…ÿ†Ç¶ 

Q®°OÌ„#…ì_È"Œ…ÿ - Q®°ˆ×¤KÇ°@°“ KÇ°@“"Œ…ÿ†Ç¶ 

P_È"Œ…ÿ ‡_È"Œ…ÿ - "Í_H©° À‹†Ç°"Œ…ÿ†Ç¶ 

JKÇ°óHË_È †³¶¼HË_È …ìpói ƒìHË_È…ì)  


